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Abstract
This is a case study utilising feminist oral history methods. The informants are a group of
ten culturally diverse local women, now in their forties, who grew up Catholic in Darwin
during the decade of the sixties. A class reunion in 1995 gave rise to reminiscing on the joys
and traumas of growing up Catholic and the impact this has had on their lives. Inspired by
the enthusiasm and vitality of the group, and by the fear that these stories might be lost, I
was keen to document this history.
The oral histories were audio taped, transcribed and then analyzed thematically to illuminate
people's perceptions on how their schooling influenced them, and to what extent and in
what ways this has shaped their current lives. This is a story about power, and the
socialisation of young Catholic women. It encompasses many themes arising from both
individual interviews and informal gatherings with the informants. It is by no means the
final nor the only story but rather an interpretation.
The strategies employed in socialising the informants into becoming good Catholic girls,
impacted on their lives in ways that were not expected. It was anticipated that stories related
to discipline, punishment, sexuality and Catholic schoolgirl myths would emerge. However,
stories about the picture theatres unexpectedly exposed not only the racism and class
consciousness prevalent in the society of the time but also the rituals of adolescents and the
community expectations placed upon them.
Stories in the form of oral histories are multi-layered, and can provide a valuable and
alternative model for gaining new insights into people's lives but the dynamics of the
interview process need further investigation. It was in the process of having my own
remembered version of Darwin history challenged, that this story about the lives of the
Catholic girls growing up in the sixties has been told.
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Introduction
The joy of oral history lies in the sharing of stories; the significance of oral history lies in its
extraordinary power to change individuals in unexpected ways. When people tell stories
about their past they invite the listener, or the reader, to see things through the eyes of the
teller. While viewing the world through the eyes of another can be enlightening, it can also
be very confronting. It can challenge and alter the ways individuals think, and in doing so,
can motivate them to take actions they may otherwise not have envisaged. In short,
individuals can be transformed.
As the women informants came together for this case study, they recounted and
reinterpreted the meanings of past actions in their journey to womanhood. In highlighting
the importance of narratives in our lives. P. Brooks says:
We live immersed in narrative, recounting and reassessing the meaning of our past
actions, anticipating the outcome of our future projects, situating ourselves at the
intersection of several stories not yet completed.'
Brooks' words hold true for this study, for when the women told their individual stories each
one shed light on the ways in which she interpreted what growing up Catholic in Darwin
meant to her. When the women met for the group interviews and contributed their written
personal responses they articulated a more detailed account and analysis of the themes and
concerns they shared. As a researcher/participant, I too, shared my personal stories,
interpreted their meanings, reflected on them, and situated them within their social and
political contexts. At the intersection of all these ways of viewing the world, the process of
oral history enabled a symphony of voices to be heard; sometimes harmonising*; sometimes
discordant.
Storytelling, far from being innovative, is as old as humanity itself. Being human means
thinking in narratives; we sustain ourselves, and at times, even vanquish ourselves through
personal narratives; and we can be inspired to great things by the narratives of particular
individuals.
There are three stories that inspired this research and I share them now, unashamedly, for
just as the tossing of a pebble into a billabong can ripple across the surface long after the
initial splash, so it is with the sharing of stories. In telling the story of this thesis the ripple
continues but let me be-in with the tossed pebble.
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Late in 1995, a group of ex-Saint Mary's women met at the Cool Spot café for a
year seven reunion. They gathered for the pure joy of meeting old school mates.
Near/v thirty years and one devastating cyclone separated them from school days
and there was much to share. The hours rolled by. The women remembered; they
told stories; they laughed and sighed. As the night drew to an end they reluctant/v
bid their farewells and made their way outside but 110 one wanted to leave, so the
stories continued in the car park. Quite some time later, someone had the courage
to break the spell; vet the magic lingered still, and all agreed that they must meet
again. Such is the power of story telling.2
And so the pebble was tossed. Although I was interstate at the time and missed this first
reunion, those who attended it shared their version of events with me, and somewhere in this
sharing an exciting possibility emerged. Soon I was part of the committee organising the
second reunion.
Amnanda and Maggie met me for lunch. The idea of collating the stories was
already beginning to gel. Iliad left Darwin for good but missed the p/ace too much.
Having returned, I was excited to hear news of old friends. Before I even sat down
at the café table I asked, 'What ever happened to Cathy?' Amnanda and Maggie
looked incredulous. What? Didmi 't you hear?'
I was puzzled. 'No? I-lear what?' There was an uncomfortable silence.
'Cathy's dead,' they said, 'She died of a heart attack not too long back.'
While both had come to terms with their grief / spent all that luncheon trying to
come to terms with mine. Confronting death so unexpectedly, now made my need to
collate these stories an urgent omie.3
And so the pebble made a splash. A second reunion was organised. It was held on a muggy
Wet Season evening late that year on my verandah at home. I knew I was going to ask a big
favour of the women and I wanted to be on safe turf. I had in mind an oral history of my own
Catholic background and wanted to them to be a part of it. Entering the field of oral history
and gaining access to willing informants is an unsettling business. I felt a tremendous sense
of excitement but also apprehension. Would the women agree? What if they said. 'No'?
I was a nervous wreck. in typical Darwin fashion the women drifted in an hour or
so late but the stories started almost imnmediately; the tellers vied for centre stage;
the listeners added their repartee. The group was dynamic; the stories vibrant.
Then, the conversation lulled and / thought, 'Here goes. Suddenly, Virginia
'

anmiounced: 'Ya kmiow! Someone should collect all these stories and put them in a

"ii

book. Or do some research or something. My heart skipped a beat. Well, actually,
there 's something / wanted to ask you all.
Some were immediately receptive to my idea; and one was total/v against it. 'OHH!
SHAAAMMME JOB! Youse mob aren't gunna get MY STORIES!' declared Maria.
But tune and good company work wonders. When we bid our farewells outside at

2am the stories continued on the driveway. It was around 3.30a,n when the last car
left. By then I had everyone's verbal consent, even Maria's but / couldit 't sleep; I
was far too excited. I opened mvjournal and began to write.4

And so the ripple began.
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Endnotes
*

Throughout this thesis Ise' has been used in line with modern spelling practice, except in
quotations. where 'ize' has been retained.

Brooks, P. "Theoretical Perspectives and Clinical Approaches". in The Therapeutic Use of Stories
(ed) K.N. Dwivedi, Routledge. London, 1997,
p.20.
2

The author's retelling of the events first told to her by Amanda in late 1995 and verified by
Amanda, June 1999.
The author's retelling of events verified by Amanda in June. 1999.
Journal Notes and observations. 1995.
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Chapter 1
The Journey

Chapter 1
The Journey
When people tell stories about their lives they do something that is universal to humanity.
Each of us has a history; so too, does this thesis. When I began this study, my intention was
seemingly straightforward; to capture on audio-tape the stories of a vibrant group of women,
transcribe those tapes, and analyse them in order to write an oral history. Writing an oral
history, however, is far from simple.
Oral history involves not only an end product of collected stories, transcriptions and,
sometimes, an interpretive text, it also involves a continuous process of developing and
maintaining relationships, facing dilemmas, solving problems and making choices. Little did
I realise the complexity of oral history, nor the transformations that would occur along the
way. This chapter provides an overview of my journey in documenting an oral history as
both a product and a process.
Historians analyse the past for the benefit of contemporary or future readers. In doing so
Dening argues that, the past is transcribed into words and signs' through which 'we
interpret the present':
To know a past is beyond our immediate capacity. We can only know a past
through the histories made of it, by the past becoming in some way a text which we
must read not just for the story it tells but also for the occasion of its telling and the
mode of its expression. These texts in which the past is present to us are
hindsighted

...

They order the past and give a comfortable sense of control. All the

possibilities are reduced to one in such a hindsighted view. The present for us is
always filled with possibilities, is always processual and unfinished.'
In writing this thesis, which is primarily an oral history, I constructed a text that would not
only give prominence to the stories of a particular group of women but would also situate
them within the political and social constructs of their time. This thesis values the women's
past experiences, acknowledges and celebrates their present lives and offers a way forward
for researchers and educators of the future.
In valuing past experience as depicted in the stories of the informants, I favoured an
interpretive approach to history, both in the traditional meaning of the word and in Dening's
more specific meaning.

It is in sharing past experiences, or what Dening calls our consciousness of the past '2, that
we come to connect with others; that we come to know each other, and as well, we come to
know ourselves. Oral history in all its many forms provides us with a way of valuing
personal experience and assisting us to appreciate the many different ways of interpreting
the world. It can also, as I will show, affect the present lives of the historian and her
informants.
When I undertook this study I assumed that my main method of research would be
historical. In reviewing my methodology in this chapter, however, I realised that oral history
is a contested field. Not only did I have to reflect on the type of oral history I was writing,
but also on some of the particular methodologies I used in gathering my data. In this chapter
I outline some of those methodologies and argue that my adaptation, synthesis and extension
of some of them, constitute an original contribution to the field of oral history.
Qualitative Research

It is not only historians who 'order the past and give a give a comfortable sense of control'.3
In explaining my methodology to the reader, I realise I am historicising it.
In the retelling, the methodological path I have taken can appear smooth. In fact, the going
was rough, there were dead ends, side tracks and some wrong turnings. Occasionally, I
needed to make my own path rather than rely on one that was already there. What is clear, is
that my research has followed a qualitative rather than a quantitative path. Qualitative
researchers:
study things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or interpret,
phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them. Qualitative research
involves the studied use and collection of a variety of empirical materials

-

case

study, personal experience, introspective life story, interview, observational,
historical, interactional, and visual texts

-

that describe routine and problematic

moments and meanings in individuals' lives. Accordingly, qualitative researchers
deploy a wide range of interconnected methods, hoping always to get a better fix on
the subject matter at hand.4
To describe this study as a qualitative piece of research is easy but what type of qualitative
research is it? Is it derivative of another method or a combination of methods? Is it a new
type of oral history? Where is it located within the field of qualitative research and what is
its theoretical and methodological perspective?

7

Qualitative Influences
Denzin and Lincoln (whom I quote above) have, in hindsight, divided qualitative research

into five historical periods and suggest that one can see influences of these traditions in
current research. Their schema is a simplification of course, and tells us much about the
authors and their text, as well as, 'the occasion of its telling and the mode of its expression'5.
Qualitative research does not fall into neat epochs, but the divisions that Denzin and Lincoln
suggest are a helpful tool for describing my own methodological journey.
Denzin and Lincoln in their review of qualitative research speak about the traditional period
(1900-1950), the modernist age (1950-1970), blurred genres (1970-1986), the crisis of
representation (1986-1990), and the post modern or present period (1990— present).6 The
authors agree that contemporary researchers often use one or a combination of these
different approaches. My own study involves three of the categories mentioned above.
Initially, I saw this thesis as fitting into a post modern paradigm. On further analysis, I
realised that elements in my research could be located within the categories that Denzin and
Lincoln call 'blurred genres' and 'crisis of representation'. The category of blurred genres
include:
symbolic interactionism to constructivism, naturalistic inquiry, positivism and post
positivism, phenomenology, ethnomethodology, critical (Marxist), semiotics,
structuralism, feminism, and various ethnic paradigms.7
Researchers working within the above paradigms employ a wide range of methods. These
include 'grounded theory

...

case study, historical, biographical, ethnographic action and

clinical research' while data collection and analysis include 'qualitative interviewing (openended and quasi-structured) and observational, visual, personal experience, and
documentary methods' 'Rapid evolution in computer technology has enabled researchers to
.

analyze large amounts of data, including oral history data.
Ethnography was one of a number of methods that I could have employed in this study.
However, while ethnography provided ways in which one might study a particular culture. I
was in fact an 'insider' and a participant, rather than an 'outsider' or observer entering a
foreign field. Tacit knowledge gained through my own background and insider status, along
with the uniqueness of the informant group, favoured a case study approach, while the
personal experiences the women shared highlighted the importance and potential of
narrative analysis.

Documenting people's personal experience, and then writing further texts that incorporate
'thick description' and analysis, is according to Geertz

,

writing 'interpretations of

interpretations'.9 In the mid ]980s, 'researchers struggled with how to locate themselves and
their subjects in reflexive texts"' at a time when gender, class and race issues were gaining
attention. Denzin and Lincoln categorise this period as the crisis of representation.
Fieldwork and writing are blurred and
writing is viewed as a method of inquiry that moves through successive stages of
self-reflection. Field work texts flow from field experience through immediate
works to later work and finally to the research text that is the public representation
of the ethnographic and narrative experience.
As I documented the women's stories, issues of gender, class and race continually arose
making me question my own remembered version of growing up in Darwin and posing for
me the problem of how to do justice to the history I was documenting. In short, I faced a
crisis of representation.
Denzin and Lincoln's last category, the post modern or present period, is defined
by a new sensibility, the core of which is doubt that any discourse has a privileged
place, any method or theory a universal and general claim to authoritative
knowledge. 12
It is clear from the chapters that focus on the nature and exercise of power that this thesis
has been influenced by Foucault and the post modernists. When I analyse my own
methodological journey, however, the dilemmas I faced reflect a 'crisis of representation'.
My paramount dilemma was to fit a study of women's ways of doing within a masculine
prescribed domain. In conforming to the authority of academia, still dominated by men,
researchers must identify with a particular paradigm or risk not having their work taken
seriously. As Cixous says:
the moment women open their mouths

-

women more often than men

-

they are

immediately asked whose name and from what theoretical standpoint they are
speaking, who is their master and where are they coming from: they have, in short,
to salute

...

and to show their identity papers.'3

Difficulties can arise when the theories and methodologies a woman researcher chooses,
neither celebrate nor acknowledge female identity. Despite arriving at this conclusion, my
initial forays into research followed the traditional route of seeking out the literature and
trying to position myself within the given frameworks. When this proved unsuccessful I
turned to early feminist scholars of oral history, for they too, had been impeded by
4

traditional history methodology which required interviewers to ask 'the right questions'
rather than listen attentively and empathise with what women were trying to say. What
feminist oral historians like Kathryn Anderson and Dana Jack urged interviewers to do was:
to abandon this [traditional] stance, discard their protocols and presuppositions,
and, instead, truly attend to narrator's self-evaluative comments. meta-statements.
and the overall logic of the narrative.14
Research based on stark question and answer interviews do not allow for the nurturing of
relationships. In her work on oral history relationships, S. Swain is critical of such methods
and maintains that 'It is a practice perpetrated in advice to budding practitioners that
their task [in an interview] is to get in, get the interview and get out!''7 Such advice sells
women informants short.
In summary, elements of blurred genres, crisis of representation and post modern paradigms
are reflected in my study, but my final choice of method was greatly influenced by my own
particular crisis of representation. In doubting the privileged place of master texts, I
incorporated post modern approaches; in studying the ways in which a particular group of
individuals operated within a closed system I utilised ethnographic, historical and case study
strategies exemplified in the blurred genres. Finally, in taking a post structuralist view and
calling into question issues of class, race and gender, I faced a crisis of representation. This
was exemplified in the struggle to locate both myself and the informants within the study.

Positioning the Self
In declaring myself as a white, middle aged, middle class, Australian, Catholic woman
writing about a culturally diverse group of women who shared a common educational
experience, I was influenced by post modern / post structuralist sensibilities. H.A. Giroux
has contributed to the debate between modernists and postmodernists in the area of
curriculum discourse. Post modernism questions the legitimacy of the construction,
meanings and the political world views inherent in master narratives. Post modernism
'questions traditional forms of power and their accompanying modes of legitimation'.
While few researchers in the fields of oral tradition and arts may claim to be 'post
structuralist', Ruth Finnegan says that:
recent work has quite often made use of post-structural themes such as those of
intertextuality, of multiple rather than single meanings, of rejecting a search for
objectively-fixed laws, and generally questioning fixed models of text and
meaning.'7

In recognising 'the significance of local politics as sites of political resistance', and in taking
a stance which 'actively celebrates difference"8 post modernism complied philosophically
with the course I wished to take. Post modernism not only allowed the researcher to
acknowledge women's voices and the power of their stories but also to question within
them, the inherent power of the norm.

History as Interpretation
Favouring Dening's interpretive view of history meant entering the debate regarding history
as truth versus history as interpretation. Michael F. Christie maintains that

'...

it is

historians who write history and what they write generally reflects their own interests and
prejudices and the tenor of their times."9 In The Killing of History (1994), Keith
Windschuttle is very critical of post structuralists who maintain that history is subject to
interpretation based on the value system of the observer. Windschuttle questions the logic of
viewing history as texts from the past interpreted in value systems of the present. Instead, he
follows the traditional view of history 'as a process in which objective knowledge is
discovered and accumulated' ,20
Under the heading of The Illusions of History. Windshuttle criticises Dening's reliance on
facts to interpret history in his study of Captain Bligh (Mr Bligh 's Bad Language: Passion,
Power and Theatre on the Bounty,1992). For example, Dening uses the fewer number of
lashes recorded on Captain Bligh's log to argue the case that Bligh was comparatively
speaking, a benevolent captain, not a violent one, as history contends. Windshuttle argues
that Dening's use of statistics to infer Bligh's leadership style contradicts his own notion of
interpretation since he uses statistics from the past, to provide the 'facts' for his 'present
interpretation'. Windshuttle is an empiricist, who believes:
We have to accept that some of the historical record is true, that there are facts
about the past which we know from history, and that the past is not merely an
invention of the present but is something that happened quite independently of
those of us who have inherited its consequences.2 '
E.H. Carr, however would argue that these 'so-called basic facts' have been carefully
selected and comprise the 'raw materials of the historian rather than history itself' 22 The
very act of selection rests on the basis of someone's choice about whether to use or discard a
piece of information, hence the act of selection rests on interpretation. Historians tend to
accept that historical records are true, especially official records whose purpose is usually to
preserve in writing the memory or knowledge of facts or events. In the Western world while
business deals are made by word of mouth and hand shakes, nothing is certain until it is
6

concluded with and verified by 'getting it in writing'. Despite the emphasis and status
afforded to the written word, even written down 'facts', can be elusive
In the student admissions office there are documents verifying my enrolment as a Ph.D.
scholar. However, as with any documentation involving human intervention, errors are
possible. Supposing that what is written is incorrect, then surely this would indicate that the
truth and reliability of some historical records can indeed be called into question? A specific
document on my file has a line ruled diagonally through it and hand-written information
informs the reader of my transfer from part time status to full time status. The line and extra
information were recorded only after I sought verification on another matter. The point is
that through some oversight, the file failed to document new information that had slipped
through the computer system. Had the administrative staff not checked my file, the
information therein would have remained inaccurate. How could the initial document be
considered as an historical record which is true? Similarly, how accurate is Bligh's log and
who substantiated it?
If we question the accuracy of records, then Dening's view of history is still reasonable
because everything, including information termed 'factual' can be located within different
contexts and therefore be subjected to different interpretations. Critics denigrate this post
structural view terming it the 'illusions of history.'
The Macquarie Dictionary and Thesaurus (1985) defines an illusion as 'something that
deceives by producing a false impression' 23 Such a definition implies trickery, and deceit.
This is unreasonable and derogatory to those who value an interpretive view of history since
they set out neither to trick nor deceive but rather, to enlighten. In answer to the critics, the
term illusion can also be defined as, 'a reflection' or a 'virtual image' 24
The notion of history as a reflected version or 'virtual image' suggests that while one can
never capture the past as it truly was, one can get awfully close. It takes a creative and
imaginative effort to construct a reflection of life but an interpretative approach can
accomplish this. In the process, new and alternative ways of viewing the world are
presented. In short, it restores, refreshes, revives. This is what taking an interpretative
approach to history really means.
An interpretative approach also suggests an empathic one. Being able to place oneself in
another's shoes is an important aspect of both interpreting and understanding. Being able to
interpret and reinterpret allows history to live, not stagnate. It suggests an element of
something already there, already begun and this is where Dening's notion of history is valid.

7

It is history as a performance, creative, new; history as art. In viewing history as
performance, Dening says:
Experience represented in the theatre is dressed with the same particularities of
everyday experience and has the larger-than-life quality of everyday experience, but
is transformed by being selected and shaped for interpretation. It does not replicate
reality. It redresses reality. Theatricality in history-making will do the same thing.2

History as Performance
While viewing history as a performance may be quite a novel idea to some historians,
performance is central to the fields of oral tradition and verbal arts. In her work within these
fields, Ruth Finnegan has provided a checklist of various performance approaches and their
research implications. Some of these performance approaches could well apply to research
within the field of oral history. For example, points 1,2 and 4 of Finnegan's checklist below
are concerned with either the mode of expression or the relationships involved.
Meaning and artistry emerge in performance: this means attention not just to
words but also to how they are delivered; such elements as intonation, speed.
rhythm I tone, dramatisation, rhetorical devices, and performance techniques
generally.
Part of the reality lies in the interaction with, or behaviour of, all the
participants, including the audience and its expectations, perhaps the
researcher too: all important factors to explore.
4. Oral forms are realised through performances carried out and mediated by
people (rather than existing independently): thus the interaction of individual
artistry and cultural conventions is another matter for investigation.26
While David Dunaway notes that, the 'theoretical issues of oral history-as-performance have
not received wide attention' 27 the idea of viewing history, and in particular, oral history
as a performance is indeed, a valid one. As Finnegan says:
ally text, but perhaps particularly those said to come from 'oral sources', has to

be seen not as a neutral and a-social datum, but as inevitably related to its context of
telling and subject to shaping and selecting by performer, audience, collector,
transcriber and presenter.2S
The texts generated in this research were shaped and selected in this manner. While the
study is founded in an interpretive view of history, both ethnographic and case study
strategies have also been used.

8

Ethnography
Ethnography is the study of culture. It is concerned with understanding ways of living.
Fieldwork involves studying the ways people have learned to manage complex meaning
systems to organise their lives. These systems of meaning constitute a people's culture.
Spradley maintains that, rather than 'studying people, ethnography means learning from
people'

Ethnographers are concerned with immersing themselves in a culture and learning

about what people do, know, make and use during their lifetimes. These are known
respectively in ethnography as 'cultural behaviour, cultural knowledge and cultural
artifacts' 3°
Ethnography allows for multiple and alternative interpretations within the data and is
concerned with understanding and describing the cultural setting 'from the emic, or insider's
perspective'. Fetterman states that the ethnographer is both storyteller and scientist the
closer the reader of an ethnography comes to understanding the native's point of view, the
better the story and the better the science.'3' In this research, I was a participant attempting
to present the views of a specific group of women and my research focused on a case study
of them.

A Case Study
The Participants
Case studies usually focus on a small, select sample of participants. In this thesis, a core
sample of ten informants was selected from a group of women who attended a specific
Darwin school in the sixties and who were graduates of a Year Seven class. The potential
participants were contacted via class members' networks of colleagues and friends. A copy
of the only class photo taken of some of the girls, was used as a framework for recall and
identification of class members.

The Sample
The study was limited to those who could be contacted and who were willing to participate.
The core sample represented a cross-section of ethnicity, class and occupation.
Occasionally, I utilised stories, comments and artifacts offered by another group of
informants categorised as 'previous generation', 'relatives' or 'associates' of the women in
my case study. These extra informants had particular knowledge of the women, the school or

9

the community of the time, and their input was generally used to verify or supplement other
data. In summary then, three categories of participants were involved in this study:
I)

the researcher as participant,
the core group of ten ex-student women informants and,
the subgroup of associate informants.

Some may question the size of the sample as a source of generalisation. In quantitative
research, one must consider questions of validity, reliability and generalisability. Valerie
Janesick argues, however, that in education and social services where researchers are
interested in questions of meaning and interpretation, 'traditional thinking about
generalizability falls short' 32 and is somewhat limiting.
I would agree with Janesick's contention that it is the uniqueness of case studies that gives
them value. This is true of my own study. Participants not only experienced a similar
Catholic education; they were educated at the same school and graduated with their Progress
Certificates from the same Year Seven class. All participants, with one exception, still reside
in Darwin and still maintain contact with one another. Furthermore, this network of women
continues to increase as participants locate and contact other class members who were
evacuated interstate during the aftermath of Cyclone Tracy, which devastated the town in
December, 1974. The fact that some thirty years on, more than half this class of women are
still networking with their year seven classmates, is an extraordinary phenomenon in itself.
Apart from its uniqueness, case study elicits data which would be difficult to obtain through
alternative means. What arises from case study is a 'discussion of powerful statements from
carefully done, rigorous long-term studies that uncover the meanings of events in
individuals' lives'
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In deciding upon a case study, I was faced with the problems of collecting and analyzing
data. A preliminary literature search indicated that Catholic schoolhood experiences
documented as memoirs were plentiful, as were methodologies for collecting oral histories.
However, methodologies relating specifically to women interviewing women, or studies
relating to Northern Territory women's school experiences in the sixties, were scarce. In the
light of the literature review and the problem of finding a suitable methodology, I focused
on a research design constituted in the fields of ethnography and case study. In order to
explore further the nature of women's lived experiences and the power of story I turned to
oral history.
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The Power of Storytelling

Oral history, as a way of documenting the women's experience, implies valuing story, in all
its forms. The importance of story is highlighted in hermeneutics; 'the science of
interpretation, or the determination of the meaning of mental productions'.34 Storytelling is
central to the hermeneutic process, for as R. Eckhartsberg states, 'Human meaning making
rests in stories. Life making calls for accounts, for story, for sharing. To be human is to be
entangled in stories' 35According to Peter Reason, 'any event retold from life which
.

appeared to carry some meaning, however small, is a story'

31
.

If we accept that 'meaning

making rests in stories', then it follows that stories have value in terms of meaningful
education and research.
From a personal perspective, a love of literature and a teaching career spanning more than
twenty years have taught me much about the power of story. Teaching through anecdote has
been part of my repertoire for some time and I value narrative as a powerful tool for both
teaching, and learning. Peter Reason maintains that
When we start to see storytelling as an aspect of inquiry we discover an important
new dimension: inquiry can work either to explain or to express: to analyze or to
understand. This is part of the realm of representational knowing (Heron, 1981)

-

knowing expressed as art, in poetry. in dance, and here in the telling of stories. 7
In Dening's case, the inquiry is historical in nature. Dening values storytelling, in the form
of narrative, within history-making.
History-making

-

transformations of lived experience into narratives

-

is a universal

and everyday human phenomenon. It has an anthropology, as it has a criticism and a
history. This narrating in history-making is itself lived experience, not something
apart from lived experience

...

it presents the past with a double meaning of the

word 'presents'. Narrating both makes a now of the past and delivers the past in
some dramatic display.38
Oral history allows researchers to investigate the nature of story and the ways in which
individuals transform lived experiences into narratives.

Oral History

A primary source for oral historians is the personal narrative. Definitions of narrative differ
depending on the sources one chooses. For example, Aristotle said in Poetics that a narrative

should have 'a single action, whole and complete, with a beginning, a middle, and an end'
which should 'resemble a single and coherent picture' 39
Applying Aristotelian definitions within narrative analysis is limiting for it involves
searching for orientations, complications and resolutions within the transcripts. This ignores
power relations, the roles of the participants and the ways in which people communicate.
For when individuals are interviewed, they do not tell clean cut narratives. Idiosyncrasies
come into play and different people tell stories in different ways. There are false starts,
stories within stories, self disclosures, digressions and sometimes, words trail off and things
are left unsaid.
In a study of narrative analysis, Catherine Riessman discusses several narrative definitions.
For example, Labov and Waletzky favoured a 'chronological sequence' where events move
progressively through time and where the 'order cannot be changed without changing the
inferred sequence of events in the original semantic interpretation' 40. Such a definition,
however, is based on Western notions of linear time and would not necessarily suit this
particular case study. As Alessandro Portelli argues, 'speakers may be more interested in
pursuing and gathering together bundles of meaning, relationships and themes, across the
linear span of their lifetimes.'4 ' rather than striving for an historian's chronological
sequence. Young, on the other hand, favours 'consequential sequencing' and the notion that
'one event causes another in the narrative, although the links may not always be
chronological 42
Rather than focussing on a structural definition of narrative, Riessman focuses on the actual
process of what people do. Riessman's definition, unlike those above, allows for alternative
forms of discourse for people talking about their lived experiences. As Riessman says:
Personal narrative

...

refers to talk organized around consequential events. A teller

in a conversation takes a listener into a past time or 'world' and recapitulates what
happened then, to make a point, often a moral one. In qualitative interviews,
typically most of the talk is not narrative but question

-

and

-

answer exchanges,

arguments, and other forms of discourse. Respondents narrativize particular
experiences in their lives, often where there is a breach between ideal and real, self
and society.43
Riessman's definition interests me in two ways. Firstly, the definition complements the
theories discussed later in this thesis relating to adult learning, and in particular, the work of
Mezirow and Brookfield on critical reflection and disorienting dilemmas44 . Both Riessman
and the latter are concerned with the individual's lived experiences and expectations of how
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things are meant to be, and as well, the reactions of individuals when those expectations are
challenged. Secondly, Riesman's definition, in allowing for alternative discourses,
compliments Belenky and Associates findings in Women 's Ways of Knowing. This study
questioned the relevance of using traditional analytical frameworks in research related to
women and instead highlighted the value of narrative:
Women's lives are often discursive, in that women create links and are concerned
about the continuity of relationships rather than the categorisation of experience. An
historian may, therefore, more fully capture the essence of women's history through
narrative description than through theoretical analysis. By breaking down the
experiences of women into categories to fit some analytical framework, one may
destroy the interconnections that supply an holistic understanding of their lives.4
Feminist oral historians condemn the standard oral history framework, because according to
Kristina Minister it consists of
topic selection determined by interviewer questions, one person talking at a time,
the narrator 'taking the floor' with referential language that keeps within the
boundaries of selected topics.46
Such a framework does not allow women to communicate in ways that support the themes
they value. Minister argues that the feminist practice of oral history, by contrast, encourages
natural communication:
Verbal reinforcement abounds as interviewers anticipate narrator's thoughts,
occasionally cause an overlap with their own words, and at times link and fill in
incomplete thoughts. This kind of work does not interrupt narrators: it supports
them. One would put interviews with men at risk with such intersupport work, for
some men would interpret the intended help as interruption.47
Finnegan, in describing the importance of personal narratives maintains that personal
narratives:
can have the role of validating and expressing someone's life, making sense of
the various experiences lived through

...

are of interest as structured aesthetic and

personal creations in the present as well as (or even instead of) just a witness to the
past.48
In addressing the 'lived through' past and present experiences of the women concerned, I
was keen to document the personal narratives as products, but I was also interested in the
dynamics of oral history as a process. In terms of the product, post structuralist theory
validated the interpretations placed upon the personal narratives, while feminist theory
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valued them. 'Personal narratives analysis by oral historians and others', according to
Finnegan raises 'the visibility of women's viewpoints.'49 In addressing the methodological
and theoretical problems of oral history, I turned to the available literature.

The Problems of Oral History
Oral history is a very complex but effective way of enabling a researcher to access rich and
powerful sources of data about the everyday lives of ordinary people, which might otherwise
remain untapped. The purpose of oral history, according to Ronald Grele is to record as
completely as possible 'an interview which contains, within itself, its own system of
structures, not a system derived from the narrow conventions of written history' .° While
oral history offers an alternative to traditional history, it has its critics. Oral history is
criticised on three levels. Such attacks relate to interview techniques, research standards and
methodology.5 ' These criticisms will be addressed in the following discussion.

Interview Techniques
Oral history is criticised on the basis of the interviewing techniques researchers use.
Proponents of oral history would argue that these techniques can be mastered if the
interviewer does her homework and is well prepared.' Being well prepared for an interview
means taking into account many important and inter—related factors, apart from the obvious
'house keeping' ones such as equipment, timing and duration.
Important inter-related factors concern access and entry, selection of venue, conversational
style and power relations. Such factors account for the comfort levels of individuals, which
in turn determine both the nature and quantity of information the informants are likely to
share. In short, such factors will influence the quality of the interview, and therefore must be
considered carefully.

Gaining Access and Entry
Gaining successful access and entry means knowing and understanding certain protocols. In
Listen With Your Heart, Erica Neate and Marie Wilkinson warn about the dilemmas of cross
cultural research and in particular, the need to respect protocols. Neate and Wilkinson
maintain that non Aboriginal researchers tend to think of oral history as 'recording the past
so that we can understand the present better'. They argue, however, that for Aboriginal
people
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oral history is living culture

-

with past, present, and future all rolled into one. It is

not something that can he compartmentalised and analysed as 'something separate'
from the process of living. That is why it is essential to respect cultural protocols

-

the process of doing things properly and politely from another culture's
perspective.53
The need for sensitivity in respecting protocols is paramount, and concomitant with this is
the need to establish trust and rapport early in the study. As Janesick notes:
Access and entry are sensitive components in qualitative research, and the
researcher must establish trust, rapport, and authentic communication patterns with
participants. By establishing trust and rapport at the beginning of the study, the
researcher is better able to capture the nuance and meaning of each participant's life
from the participant's point of view. That also ensures that participants will be more
willing to share everything, warts and all, with the researcher.54
A successful interview is one where an interviewee is comfortable enough to make the
'warts and all' disclosures. These disclosures are often reflected in powerful statements and
refrains that reveal the meanings individuals place on events in their lives. Such disclosures
enable a listener or reader to come close to understanding the informant's point of view.

Selecting a Venue
Selecting an appropriate and mutually acceptable venue is important in conducting a
successful interview. I found that the quality of the interview and recording was better in
cases where the interviews were conducted in my own home. In such instances informants
were interviewed at the kitchen table or in the lounge room, following initial greetings,
refreshments, chatting about family for a while and being familiarised with the taping
equipment and the procedure. In all but one case this procedure worked in paving the way
for a successful interview.
In one exceptional case an interviewee, suddenly overcome by nerves, went blank as the
tape started rolling. I switched the stop and rewind buttons, reassured the informant and then
began the process again, this time, without a hitch. In successive sessions with other
informants. I found that the following strategy worked as a means of alleviating false starts.

Strategy
Betore beginning the tape, I would say something like this. Think back to a story you would like
to share but don't tell me about it, just vet. 'I would scan the informant 'sface encouragingly and
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wait a few minutes. Understanding body language was important. Sometimes informants would
return

my eye contact, almost gazing as thevfor.'ned a story in their heads. Sometimes informants

would

avert their eves to gaze at the ceiling or the floor, and / would avert mine. When

informants changed positions, (e.g. from crossing to uncrossing legs / leaning back or forward)
or when they sighed and then smiled, / knew that they were ready. Then, I would the say
something like, 'Now, have

you

got a story in your head?' Followed by, Right. Have you got a

sentence in your head ready to go? A response such as Yeah', 'Sort of' or 1 think so,'
indicated we were ready. Then I would say, Well hold on to that while I introduce you' and the
taping would begin. I found the first five minutes were the hardest and then the conversation
would get progressively animated. By the end, it felt more like a friendly chat than an interview.
It is a simple strategy and so obvious, as to be perhaps, not worth mentioning. However, the
need to establish 'comfort levels' is an essential oral history strategy
In my own research, the informant who was the most gregarious and outspoken of the group
in normal social activities, was the most inhibited during taping. This took me by surprise.
Conversely, the shiest and most reserved member of the group in normal social gatherings,
was the most loquacious on tape. Stories rolled off her tongue the entire session and
continued to do so even after the tape ended. In desperation, I pleaded with her to hold off
any more stories until next time, fearing that a repeated telling might diminish the eloquence
of her tales. For someone who always presented as a quiet observer at social gatherings, she
surprised me. She was a natural; but this should not have been so surprising, for reflected in
her Aboriginal culture, and featured prominently in the narratives she related about family
life, were stories, music and dance.
In interviews conducted outside my home it was not always easy to ensure a quiet
environment. For example, I interviewed one informant in a cozy café and while the setting
was relaxing enough, I had to contend with the embarrassing sounds of the cappuccino
machine blasting hot air into cups and the waitress yelling out orders to the chef.
In the second case, where I interviewed the informant at her home on a verandah, cars
whizzed past and the pet cocky made regular interjections. Cocky was relocated elsewhere
but to little avail. Transcribing the tape was a nightmare. Despite using a transcribing
machine, continuous re-winding of the tape was a tedious task as I tried, sometimes
unsuccessfully, to decipher individual words and phrases hidden amongst Cocky's raucous
squawks. I was caught unawares, despite Beth Robertson's warning, by way of a cartoon, in
the Australian Oral History Handbook. The cartoon depicts two people working on a
transcript; one with earphones on, transcribing at a computer: the other standing reading a
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page of transcript. The caption reads: 'I think you're right. It does make more sense with the
parrot's contribution deleted.' 55
Robertson's handbook offers valuable advice to the oral historian. The handbook also warns
that the importance of attentive listening cannot be over emphasised:
It is essential to concentrate on what interviewees are saying, and not to slip into an
inattentive frame of mind where you are just working through your list of topics. It
is very irritating to interviewees when a question is asked to which they have
already provided an answer in another context.56
The researcher has much to contend with when conducting an interview, particularly if it is
a structured one. The ordered list of questions presupposes a preordained set of answers
which raises two areas of concern. The first relates to conversational style and the
'unexpected'. The second relates to power relations and how the researcher and the
researched are located within the study. I will deal with the conversational aspects first.

Conversational Style
If a researcher enters an interview for the purpose of broadcasting, as in an ABC or Sixty
Minutes type 'snap shot' story, then one can understand the need to religiously follow a set
of questions. After all, time is money; often big money. If the interview is for oral history
and the purpose is to capture the people's lived experiences, through the ways in which they
retell and interpret those experiences, then I would argue that an interviewer armed with a
barrage of set questions misses the point. The interviewer fails to expect the unexpected.
In Black Women s Life Stories: Reclaiming the Self in Narrative Texts, Gwendolyn EtterLewis demonstrated the importance of establishing relationships that foster a conversational
style in interviews with women. In an example taken from her study, Etter-Lewis says that
the narrator does not answer questions directly but provides affirmative answers through
conversational narrative:
In fact, the narrator's conversational style throughout her narrative allowed her to
answer questions regarding issues of sex and race in an indirect manner, by
repeating past conversations. Perhaps conversation can function as a buffer to
screen out uncomfortable emotions that accompany painful experiences. On the
other hand, one could argue that conversation acts as a magnifying glass through
which details can he highlighted. Whatever the reasons. conversation embedded in
a narrative account of a particular experience or event often means more than words
explain. 7
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If the interviewer is interested in capturing the essence of what concerns women informants,
then developing the relationship is of prime importance. Developing the relationship means
communicating in ways that women value. This means talking with, as opposed to talking at
women. It means turn taking, empathising, making asides, allowing time for the telling of
stories within stories; it means sharing, caring and self disclosure. In Learning to Listen, K.
Anderson and D. Jack state that:
If we want to know how women feel about their lives, then we have to allow them
to talk about their feelings as well as their activities. If we see rich potential in the
language people use to describe their daily activities, then we have to take the
advantage of the opportunity to let them tell us what that language means?
Communicating in women's ways also means valuing silences at times, for when women try
to find the words to express something that hitherto they may never have been encouraged
nor permitted to express, they struggle; they need time. As Robertson contends:
Pauses can be very significant in an interview and need to be recognised as a
natural part of speech rather than as a gap that needs to be filled by asking another
question, making a comment or supplying a word to 'help' the interviewee. Do not
be afraid of silences. Interviewers who consciously delay interrupting a pause often
find that a few seconds of reflection leads interviewees to provide the most
rewarding parts of an interview. 9
While agreeing with Robertson on the importance of silence, I would also argue that in
natural speech, many listeners do in fact make comments at poignant moments by way of
empathic sighs, or sounds or even self disclosures, which have the effect of confirming and
sharing in the emotions and experiences of the person speaking. I would argue very strongly
that in certain contexts, for example my own case study, the notion of the silent interviewer,
gagged in expressing verbal empathy, is unnatural and problematic.
In highlighting the communicative nature of oral history interviews and the stories derived
from them, I would agree with Grele who says that
Given the active participation of the historian-interviewer, even if that participation
consists of only a series of gestures or grunts, and given the logical form imposed
by all verbal communication, the interview can only be described as a
conversational narrative: conversational because of the relationship of the
interviewer and interviewee, and narrative because of the form of exposition
telling of a tale.6°

IN

-

the

The conversational nature of oral history means that the product can only ever be considered
as a 'joint construction' but this too, is the subject of discussion for researchers in that it
raises the question of power relations.
Power Relations
The processes involved in oral history are based on shared relationships and Joint
constructions. In the process of using language to communicate, individuals make conscious
choices about the particular meanings they wish to convey. Since speaking and writing are
closely related to social factors such as class, gender, ethnicity, and place, they are
according to Mary Macken, 'always involved with issues of power and power-difference
between individuals and groups.6'
In the process of oral history the issue of power relations arises because there are at least
two subjectivities operating; the narrator's and the interviewer's. According to Sherna Gluck
and Daphne Patai:
A story or statement that, in its oral form, is 'by' the speaker very often reaches the
public in the form of a text 'by' the scholar, whether as a life history or as excerpts
used by a scholar to illustrate a line of argument.62
Exploitation and the unethical use of materials are obvious and potential problems. Feminist
researchers in social science fields are concerned with the issue of exploitation regarding the
researched. Ethics demands that present methodology takes into account the effects of
research on all concerned, as Valerie Yow concludes:
The stance that there is a researcher and there is a subject is replaced by the
conviction that two people, each bringing a different kind of knowledge to the
interview, share equally in a process of discovery...But each oral history is the
product of a unique and dynamic relationship between narrator and interviewer.6
Within that dynamic relationship, as with all relationships, individuals relate to one another
through assumed roles and degrees of social distance, which continuously change. In my
case, the researcher's engaged stance often mirrored the role shifts of the informants. Within
the tenor of the transcripts of my study, participants assumed a variety of changing roles
including that of expert, confidant, friend, adviser, empathiser, joker, social conscience, and
censor, to name a few. Each participant volunteered her story, at times making personal
revelations previously unshared. I gratefully accepted their gifts and in return, gave them my
undivided attention as an empathic listener. To varying degrees, we were both givers and
receivers within the process.

lI,

Shurlee Swain argues that 'all interviews involve an exchange of gifts, a personal
interchange, the therapeutic potential of which is beyond the control of the interviewer' .
While conducting oral history interviews is not social work, the process can be very
cathartic. Swain says that, 'What the interviewer offers to the narrator ... is the opportunity
to make sense of scattered events and the validation of being listened to' .'
Within the chapters of this thesis, both the women's stories and my own personal narratives
weave in and out in a journey of discovery. I have consciously tried to retain the women's
words in all their Top End candor

-

the irony, the retorts, the profanities, the insights, the

stutters, the silences. At times the journey is joyful there are fits of giggling and raucous
laughter. At times the journey is painful; there are silences and unselfconscious tears. These
are not hidden from view but are a part of the dynamic relationships reflected in the
transcripts containing the conversational narratives of the women.
Oral history is not a product but a dynamic process. According to the Oral History
Handbook:
A full transcript is not only the ideal way of making an interview accessible to
researchers, but also a process in which the interviewer and interviewee can
enhance the value of the interview by correcting and clarifying matters raised on the
tape.66
In studying the lives of rural and immigrant women undergoing rapid change Martine
Burgos claims that 'The coherent narrative is not something which can be created by the
narrator at will but something which is only possible in certain circumstances' 67 In raising
concerns over the effects of interview conditions on the character of oral sources, Burgos
highlights the power relationship which can develop between the interviewer and informant
and warns that
It is very difficult to determine the extent to which their accounts are simply a
reaction to the wishes and expectations of the person who formulates the questions;
rather than their subjective representation of truth.68
Burgos' work transformed my thinking, forcing me to reflect on my own methodology. In
response to Burgos' quote above, I wrote in my personal journal of the dilemma I faced in
trying
to obtain rich and authentic stories without allowing the interviewer and other
complexities such as personality, purpose and methodology to dominate. The
question is whether to follow an open ended interview approach, allowing full
auro,lo,n\ to the informant wit/mimi the famed question such as, Can You tell me
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about your life growing up in Darwin in the sixties?' Or with further narrowing
down of the topic giving guidelines on the sorts of stories required, for example
on/v specific critical incidents? / have alluded to this problem before. On one hand,
/ do not war!t to risk losing a story which may initial/v seem unimportant, only to
find later that it is significant.69

Narratives reflecting life stories can throw light on ways in which knowledge is constructed.
Anderson and Jack alert researchers to the importance of open ended interviews and
maintain that when the narrator instead of the researcher structures the interview, each
informant can 'express her uniqueness in its full class, racial, and ethnic richness'. The
informant is encouraged to express in her own way her understandings of herself and the
cultural norms she experiences.
Each person can tell us how she comes to value or devalue herself. During the
interview, the researcher's role is to preserve and foster this freedom, and to restrict
the imposition of personal expectations. When the woman, and not existing theory,
is considered the expert on her own psychological experience, one can begin to hear
the muted channel of women's experience come through.70
Belenky et al have demonstrated an effective way of collecting women's life stories,
analyzing these and offering a framework for future research. G. Pancini (1992) has
effectively used this framework and adapted some of the open ended questions to suit her
study. What is interesting about these questions is that apart from seeking information about
past and present issues concerning the women interviewed; many questions are also framed
around the women's future expectations as well.
Realising the importance of incorporating both open ended and forward looking questions
within the interview I decided upon a dual interview structure. The first interview consisted
of an open ended, individual structure which was prefaced with one broad based question, as
in the example taken from Maggie's transcript below:
Interviewer:

...

I'd like you to think back to the sixties and tell me about what you

remember about growing up in Darwin and attending a Catholic school. Tell me
some of your memories.7 '
Because of the dilemma I faced on reading Burgos' paper, I decided to use a more formal,
yet open ended question in the introductory conversations with informants. The choice of
question was deliberate and allowed the informants the autonomy to share whatever
memories they wished and in whatever order.
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The initial interviews were between sixty and ninety minutes duration and were structured
by the informant's memory-driven, conversational narrative. The follow up sessions
consisted of small group interviews in which informants were invited to comment and
elaborate upon some of the themes arising from the study and draw inferences in terms of
their current and future lives. Following this, the individuals were invited to make
individual, written responses to questions related to the affective side of the interview
process. The open ended questions not only set the scene for some very reflective written
responses; they also set the agenda for the second part of this thesis focussing on the
project's outcomes and providing insights into the transformative nature of oral history.

Research Standards for Preparation
Oral historians are sometimes criticised for a lack of research standards and preparation. As
with all research, oral historians need to be diligent:
Sources should be checked, documentation should be provided, evidence must be
weighed carefully. In this sense, oral history interviewing does not represent any
major deviation from the methodology of other forms of historical research.72
In the process of writing an oral history thesis. I interviewed informants, collected field
notes and artifacts, compiled interpretive texts and produced a public text which became this
thesis. While situating this study within the qualitative field, and incorporating elements
from ethnographic case study, I utilised oral history strategies in obtaining data for narrative
analysis and these data gathering strategies will now be described.

Data Gathering Strategies
There were three major sources of data collected: narratives, the field notes and other
sources. There were four collections of narrative data, as follows.

Narrative Data
My Personal Narratives
These included my own written personal narratives, which foreshadowed some of the
themes arising from the subsequent collections.
The Women's Individual Oral Narratives
These included the one hour long (approx.) individual narratives of each of the 'core
group' of ten women, collected on audio tape and transcribed.

The Women's Small Group Interviews
These included the group sessions where the women elaborated upon the themes
arising from their individual narratives. These sessions were audio taped and
transcribed.
The Associates' Contributions
These included the oral narratives or comments from either family members or
associates of the women. Contributions from this source were written down as
verbatim comments when, and as, they occurred on various social occasions.

Field Notes
In preparing and collecting my field notes, I adapted J.P. Spradley's model on Participant
Observation (1980) to suit my particular purposes. Spradley describes four different kinds of
field notes which researchers need to maintain in order to ensure effective participant
observation within ethnography.73 These include the condensed account (brief notes), the
expanded account (details), a field work journal (affective domain), and analysis and
interpretation (analytical). In adapting Spradley's model, I combined the brief notes and
expanded account as one source of data, but I also included an extra data source by way of
the informants' own written, affective responses. Whereas Spradley used the expanded
account to record recurrent events and emerging patterns, I used various files within the
field work journal located in my Laptop for documenting such details. A description of the
four types of field notes used in this study follows:
Brief Notes
These consisted of notebook jottings made before, during or directly after an
interview to jolt my memory about further things I needed to clarify or follow up in
relation to that particular interview. These notes were later consolidated, if and when
necessary.
Fieldwork Journal
This was in the form of computer files containing such data as personal responses to
interviews, difficulties experienced, goals to achieve between fieldwork interviews
and meetings with my supervisor, and written reflections on current readings or work
in progress.
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The Written Responses of the Informants
These texts consisted of the written reflections of informants responding to open
questions about their feelings in relation to growing up Catholic and participating in
this study.

Working Drafts
These drafts provided the link between the oral history processes reflected in the
various field work texts above, and the final product. The working drafts contained
the interpretive analysis that evolved into the chapters of this thesis.
My study did not fit neatly into the ethnographic paradigm but rather, utilised elements
contained within it. Ethnographers usually begin collecting data from the
perspective and, this is then balanced against the

emic or insider's

etic or external, social science view of the

researcher. While participant observation offered practical advice in terms of preparing for
and collecting field notes, my role was more than that of a participant observer and the
women of this study at various times adopted roles that were beyond that of informants.
Although the informants and I shared a common educational experience, within the
narratives of the women there were differences of opinions. The informants brought their
own lived lives into the picture and cast their own interpretations based on differing cultures
and family circumstances. Conflict, doubt, and conjecture all played their part in this
process and needed to be addressed. When different interpretations cast alternative lights on
the shared experiences it was necessary to step aside and balance the emic against the etic.
Fetterman, emphasising this need for balance says:
Just as thorough fieldwork requires an insightful and sensitive interpretation
combined with rigorous data collection techniques, so good ethnography requires
both emic and etic perspectives.74
Qualitative research is based on inductive analysis, which means that patterns and themes
are not imposed prior to the study but rather, emerge from the data collection as the study
progresses. While critics may question the validity of sources containing narrative content,
Martine Burgos argues that narratives
in conjuction with other biographical documents (photographs, correspondence,
accounts provided by relatives),

...

could he used to reconstruct a history of the

sublect's life in which the thread of his or her life and explicit value systems are
presented in a way comparable with other life stories in the same social category.7
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While archival records and photographs document a part of life, they are very selective.
More often than not, photographs depict people posing for a camera. Such photographs,
according to Anna Green, primarily record happy family events, men at work, or sport.
Green, in establishing an oral history exhibition, contrasted some photos depicting life, with
the memories contained in some oral histories. In contrast to the photographs, the oral
testimonies she collected focussed 'upon relationships at home and at work, drawing upon
the whole range of human experience.'76 Oral histories can give a fuller picture, for as Green
concluded:
while there were many photographs of children at play, there were none, of course,
of corporal punishment, or the ritual exchange of insults on the way to school
between Catholics and Protestants.77
In my own study, a photograph of the middle primary classroom depicts the old tin shed and
the wash trough where salutary lessons were dispensed; but there are no class photographs
showing pupils having their mouths washed out with soap. Why would there be? There are
occasions, however when photographs, articles and artifacts can and do complement the
information contained in narratives. In this particular thesis, while the personal narratives
reflected an emic perspective, the field notes and the other sources listed below, provided an
etic perspective which added to the authenticity of the narratives.
Other Sources
The third, or final data source are described as follows:
Contemporary Works
These included written excerpts from contemporary novels, theses, and books.
Library and Media Sources
These included newspaper articles accessed through microfiche, and photographs
copied from the Territory Collection held in the Northern Territory State Library. I
also accessed oral history tapes and transcripts held at both the N.T. and National
Archives.
School artifacts
These included the 1965 class photo, the 1968 school rules and copies of other rules
relating to school behaviours.
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4.

Slides and Photograph Collections
These included my father's old slide collection dating from 1962-1974 and family
photographs of school and community events lent to me by informants.

Further discussion on the difficulties and benefits of data collection are addressed later in
the body of this thesis, however, the major criticisms labeled at oral history concern
methodology.

Historical Methodology
Oral history methodology is criticised mainly because of a lack of statistical representation,
and on the assumption that written testimony has status over the spoken word. Grele argues
that the question of statistical representation is not a real issue since
Interviewees are selected, not because they represent some abstract statistical norm,
but because they typify historical processes. Thus the questions to be asked concern
the historian's concept of a historical process (i.e. his own conception of history)
and the relevance of the information garnered to that particular process. The real
issues are historiographical, not statistical.78
Riessman, Stuart, Janesick, Finnegan and Belenky & Associates, to name a few, have all
validated the use of narratives within qualitative research, in terms of the richness and
uniqueness of the data obtained. The uniqueness of oral history, according to Mary Stuart is
that it
creates its own documents, documents that are by definition explicit dialogues
about the past, with the 'subject' necessarily triangulated between past experience
and the present context of remembering.79
In lieu of statistical validation, the qualitative researcher often relies on triangulation, or the
use of several kinds of data as a means of verification. Triangulation may also involve the
researcher consulting with several other researchers, or it may involve the researcher taking
on a number of different perspectives, or adopting several methods in studying the particular
problem. In reporting on the various kinds of triangulation, Janesick offers a fifth type, that
of interdisciplinary triangulation
Validating the oral histories and enhancing the triangulation between the texts created in the
present and those of the past is important in determining the success or otherwise of the
ethnography. According to Fetterman, the success or failure of ethnography 'depends on the
degree to which it rings true to natives and colleagues in the field' .' While insiders may not
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necessarily agree with the researcher's interpretations and conclusions, insiders 'should
recognise the details of the description as accurate' 82
In the debate regarding written and oral testimony, critics sometimes assume that written
testimony has authority over the spoken word. On the contrary, however, literate sources can
severely limit access to historical data, particularly where cultural or marginalised groups
are concerned. Furthermore, oral testimony can, in fact, 'be more full and accurate than
written testimony'.83 For as Anderson and Jack argue:
With letters and diaries we can only infer what individuals mean by the language
they use; with oral interviews we can ask them. As they discuss examples, the
particulars of their experiences often begin to emerge from behind the veil of
familiar and ambiguous terms.84
Oral testimony has already played its part within Australia's legal system where the stories
of Aboriginal people taken from their families in childhood were documented in the report,
Bringing Them Home, for a governmental inquiry into the Stolen Generations. Further from
home, in April 1999, Hugh Riminton, a news correspondent stationed in Albania and
covering the Kosovo crisis, interviewed Australian policeman, Tim Kelly, who was taking
oral testimonies from refugees. The stories collected were 'direct tales of family members
killed or separated'85. Kelly's job was to collect evidence which, according to Riminton,
would be 'verifications of stories' to be used as 'the evidence that will one day stand up in
court'86 in war crimes trials of the future.
While oral history methodology has its critics who are on the outside looking in, there are
critics, too, within oral history circles who argue over the nature of the sources used, and the
nature of the transcript itself. Cutler views the transcript

-

as 'raw material similar to any

other source' while Benison says it is 'a first interpretation, filtered through a particular
individual experience at a particular moment of t]Me,.87
I would agree that a transcript is raw material; valid raw material, in the same way as
documents, photos or any other sources are valid raw material. Nevertheless, the transcript
as data, is still subject to interpretation, for the researcher, in compiling it makes many
decisions about its structure. Another researcher listening to the same tapes, may present the
transcript in an entirely different way. Similarly, another researcher conducting the
interview may ask the questions differently, or may ask the same questions, and yet obtain
different answers from the same informants.
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When an oral history is rendered into a publicly accessible form, intervention is inevitable.
The process involves personal choices as well as literary ones:
The literal transcription is usually edited into a continuous narrative, in the process
of which choices are constantly made about how to translate the spoken word into
the written word. Because the final product is in most cases a text that is to be read.
it must conform, to a greater or lesser extent, to literary expectations. Punctuation is
added, repetitions are deleted, words and passages are discarded, highlighted,
and/or taken out of sequence. In short, conventional editorial considerations come
into play.88
In transcribing my own tapes, choices had to be made about how to represent the
informants' words especially when powerful emotions arose as particular themes were
discussed. Sometimes this meant placing words or expressions in capitals or italics to try
and convey the level of passion. At times, it was important to indicate the pauses, silences,
stuttering and false starts contained in the women's speech. Another researcher may well
have deleted these as inarticulate ramblings that interfered with the flow of the conversation.
In all first transcripts, and on many occasions within the final text of the thesis, I left them
in. I felt compelled to do so because I wanted the reader to share in the intensity of the
moment and in the emotion of women communicating in the ways that women do;
sometimes trying to articulate things which they hold very close to their hearts.
In transcribing, all researchers will make decisions not only about how to transpose oral
language (with its silences etc.) into a written text but also how to interpret it as well. Such
decisions are ideologically driven. As Riessman says:
by displaying text in particular ways, we provide grounds for our arguments, just
like a photographer guides the viewer's eye with lenses by cropping images.
Different transcription conventions lead to and support different interpretations and
ideological positions, and they ultimately create different worlds. Meaning is
constituted in very different ways with alternative transcriptions of the same stretch
of talk.89
However, while the transcript can be viewed as an interpretation, the archival sources
accessed by traditional historians are also the subject of interpretation. In preserving
documents and artifacts for prosperity archival staff must make choices. Such choices are
based on various criteria and conveyed through language. In using language to convey
meaning, the traditional historian, must also make choices, like the archivist, or indeed the
oral historian. The written narrative of the historian is therefore as much an interpretation as
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the written narrative of the ethnographer or oral historian. Given that there are many ways of
saying things, based on different meaning perspectives, it follows that 'there is no single
interpretive truth

..

there are multiple interpretive communities, each having its own

criteria for evaluating an interpretation' •90
Post structuralists would say that all interpretations are valid and therefore, in terms of
transcripts, one transcript is a complete thing which is no better or worse than another; it
simply tells a different story. Grele is scathing of those caught up in the 'book fetishism of
history' and demands to know 'why the written narrative of a historian with proper footnotes
to his interview ranks higher in accuracy or interpretation than the interviews themselves'.91
He says that in the long term the actual interviews might 'prove much more useful to
scholars than the texts grafted upon them'.92
While criticisms regarding planning, procedures and methods continue to hound oral
historians, Gluck and Patai give a timely warning saying that 'it is possible to be temporarily
immobilized' by this awareness, for it undermines 'the very ease and apparent naturalness
that lie at the heart of oral history work: human beings conversing'.93 As an alternative
approach researchers can reflect on its procedures and its uses and take steps to change
these where needed.'°4 Acknowledging and celebrating women's ways of communicating is
the place to begin for as Minister says: 'Interviewers who validate women by using
women's communication are the midwives for women's words'.9
This thesis highlights the importance of storytelling and the value inherent in the process of
Cr athering women's oral histories. In embarking on this journey I discovered many things
about myself and the women who shared this journey with me. In various ways along the
path, we changed. Some of the women faced demons of the past; some women felt renewed;
some were affirmed and some were transformed.
While oral history has its problems, there are also many benefits, as this thesis will show.
The stories in the chapters to follow will take you on a journey winding back and forth
between the process and product, between the present and the past, between the researcher
and the informants and for that, I make no apology. There is a need to develop methodology
which not only recognises women's ways of communicating, but also one that recognises
the creation of their 'cultural past'. The dual nature of the oral history research provides a
way forward but the journey is far from easy. As Mary Stuart warns:
It will not be possible to see an oral history outside of the process of its creation,
and it will not be possible to understand its creation outside of an understanding of
both researcher and researched. We need to investigate ourselves' but as with any
investigation, we cannot ultimately he too certain whom we will find.96
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Chapter 2
The Church, the Community and 'a Woman's Place'

Chapter 2
The Church, the Community and 'a Woman's Place'
This chapter provides the secular and religious context for my case study of women growing
up Catholic in Darwin. In particular it concentrates on the hopes that were engendered
among Catholic women by Vatican 2 and the subsequent disappointment.
When a carillon rang out from St Mary's Star of the Sea Cathedral in Darwin on Thursday
evening. 11 October 1962, it coincided with the beginning of the Second Vatican Council.
More commonly known as Vatican 2, this ecumenical council was held in Rome, the centre
of Roman Catholicism and consisted of 'four extended' meetings held 'between 1962 and
1965'; the First Vatican in 1870-71 had 'less than 100 bishops mostly from European
continents'.' Nearly all the bishops of the Church

-

about 2500 of them

-

attended the

Second Vatican Council, and among them was the Bishop of Darwin, Bishop J.P.
O'Loughlin. The local newspaper of the day reported that:
The purpose of the council is to make a study of the Church in the world today and
make doctrinal definitions governing the conduct of Roman Catholics in the
modern world.2
According to Maurice Ryan, the church prepared for a new era which would 'sever its
exclusive European forms' and open 'new avenues to the Catholic apostolate'.3 It would
take into account cultural diversity and the plurality of ways of being Catholic which
existed but which were scarcely acknowledged by Church authorities' .' According to Ryan,
the need for consultation, negotiation and learning from each other would be distinctive of
this new era in the Church'.5 In the next quarter century such promise was still born for it
could be argued that it is the distinct lack of such consultative qualities that features in the
church of today. Australian priest, Father Paul Collins, a Vatican critic currently being
investigated for alleged heresy, steadfastly maintains:
The centralised and absolutist operation of Rome has brought modern Catholicism
to a grinding halt. Among the mainstream majority of Catholics in the western
world there is a pervasive sense that the church has failed them, that it has not
listened to their needs and that the doctrinal and moral guidance that it offers in
many areas is irrelevant.6
The fact that the Church Fathers did acknowledge that fundamental changes were necessary
is not in question; whether they honoured their duty with respect to implementing those
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changes, is another matter. Needless to say, Vatican 2 had profound effects on Roman
Catholic congregations, and particularly on Catholic women throughout the world. So
profound were the effects that they would reverberate well into the decade of the 90s.
When the documents of Vatican 2 became accessible to the Catholic populace there was
some initial joy, for the Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World provided
evidence of the Church's genuine willingness to recognise fundamental rights for all:
every type of discrimination, whether social or cultural, whether based on sex,
race, color, social condition, language or religion, is to be overcome and eradicated
as contrary to God's intent. For in truth it must still be regretted that fundamental
personal rights are not yet being universally honored. Such is the case of a woman
who is denied the right and freedom to choose a husband, to embrace a state of life,
or to acquire an education or cultural benefits equal to those recognized for men.7
The joy was short lived when further documents were released addressing the growing
confusion Catholics were experiencing regarding the Vatican's stand on birth control. The
situation erupted into controversy and debate not only at the highest levels of church
hierarchy but also at the grass roots levels of community and family life. Women became the
meat in the sandwich as they were further denied their right to make personal choices. While
birth control was not the only issue, studies of women in Australian society have
demonstrated that the ability to control one's own fertility is 'the single most important
factor bearing upon the position of women in a modem industrial society'.8
Why the church found it necessary to qualify its position in relation to the modern world, is
evidence in itself that there was growing discontent. To shed light on that discontent means
considering what was happening in both religious and secular society. In adopting Greg
Dening's view of history as a performance, and in telling this story, it is necessary to
position the audience across time and place and set the stages for the Vatican, the Australian
and the local scenes.
The sixties, particularly in the western world, was the decade of civil rights movements. It
was a turbulent period both nationally and internationally as the world came to grips with
Vietnam, the Beatles, political assassinations, the moon landing, and women's liberation.
For Catholics, it was also the decade of Vatican 2 and the contraceptive pill.
The sixties, in western terms, followed a very conservative period remembered as a kind of
Aussie golden age'. Australia was supposedly a 'homogeneous and prosperous nation,
untroubled by unemployment or qualms about removing Aboriginal children from their
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mothers

...

'

According to the historian, Xavier Pons, there is a prevailing popular myth

that 'pre-Beatles Australia was bigoted, narrow-minded, racist, insular and internationally
ignorant', while post-Beatles Australia was 'sophisticated, knowledgeable, liberal, tolerant,
and

.'°

The myth is easily debunked, however, for women who lived through

the decade of the sixties found that Australian society was anything but sophisticated; there
was a decided lack of knowledge and understanding about women's ways of being and
knowing; the social, political, legal and religious organisations of the time tolerated women
only as long as they remained in their place

-

inside the home performing their traditional

roles. The Vatican was not alone in denying women their fundamental human rights.
According to the historian, Ian Turner, the traditional situation of Australian women was
one of subservience:
They were tied to a husband and home by children and economic necessity; society
offered them little alternative employment and few outside interests; in their sexual
relations they were prisoners of a Christian tradition which found something
reprehensible in physical pleasure, especially the woman's, and double standards
Never-ending child bearing was the physical bond which tied women to their
subservience.
A searching inquiry into the individual and society conducted in 1973 by the Royal
Commission on Human Relationships found that 'women were discriminated against in most
areas' and that this 'discrimination was conscious, unconscious, and even built into the
social structure.'2 The report said:
It seems to us that history has left us with a concept of male predominance, of
mateship and the image of the rugged Australian male. This has little to do with the
lives of most Australians today. The problem now is how to reconcile woman's
traditional and domestic role with her wider role outside the family.'3
For Aboriginal women there was no wider role. They, in the opinion of many, had no need
of one for in a generation or two they would eventually die Out. Their position in society was
well below subservient class; they were the untouchables. Governmental policies while
officially denying any differences in treatment of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people
nevertheless maintained practices in education, employment, housing, and law that
systematically defined Aboriginal people as inferior. As Anna Haebich states:
Aboriginal people

...

were denied any formal basis for asserting identity while, at

the same time, remaining as subjects of special scrutiny by government departments
and not incorporated as members with full rights within the broader society.14
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Marriage to. or cohabiting with any male other than a fellow Aboriginal was against the law
and punishable by imprisonment. In Darwin town, white men were warned against even
speaking to Aboriginal women. When a young RAAF man was seen speaking to the 'native
ward' Francis, outside the Parap Hotel in December 1963, he broke society's code and a
policeman warned him: 'What are you doing talking to a dark woman; you don't talk to dark
women up here' .'
Society, by definition, is concerned with customs and codes of behaviour for individuals and
groups. Darwin society, despite priding itself on a friendly image, was no exception.
Foucault says that in a disciplined society the aim is:
to establish presences and absences, to know where and how to locate individuals,
to set up useful communications, to interrupt others, to be able at each moment to
supervise the conduct of an individual, to assess it, to judge it, to calculate its
qualities or merits.'6
For the disciplined individual, all activity is governed by precise rules which need no
explanation for they are known and automatically trigger the required response. According
to Foucault, signalisation is the relation that lies between the master and the subjected. 'It is
a question not of understanding the injunction but of perceiving the signal and reacting to it
immediately, according to a more or less artificial code'.'7 Along similar lines, Dening sees
the interpretation of signals and codes as the substance of our history:
History is all the ways we encode the past in symbol form to make a present

...

We

express the past and by that make our social relations and our social structures. We
make boundaries of class, of sex, of age or role in our constant History making. We
create change, we establish the status quo in our History making.'8
Returning to the Parap Hotel story, both Francis and the police officer, understood the status
quo; they knew the code but the RAAF recruit, new to town perhaps, neither understood nor
acted on the signals and suffered the consequences. And as for Francis? While western
women were confined to the kitchen, Aboriginal women had no place at all in respectable
society. It denied them a presence and rendered them invisible.
Over time, a number of factors contributed to western women's increasing visibility in
society. During the second world war, for example, women rallied to meet the needs of the
country by taking on the work of men who had gone abroad to fight. No longer restricted to
the traditional domestic role, women began to pursue new and highly regarded alternative
roles. When the war ended, women had already proven their capacity to accomplish tasks
previously allocated to men and the old order seemed no longer relevant. The Women's
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Liberation Movement helped secure for non-Aboriginal women the right to seek
employment outside of the home. Feminism became 'a rudimentary protest against a maledictated morality which accepted the right of men to a freedom of behaviour which they
denied to their women' 10
Feminists argued that various systems assisted in perpetrating negative attitudes towards
women and that individuals viewed the world through the filtered glasses of gendered
subjectivity. Sexual identity, according to feminists is 'organised through a complex system
of social relations, structured by the institutions not only of family and kinship but to every
level of the legal, political, economic and social formation' 20
Betty Friedan. in The Feminine Mystique identified and articulated for women 'the problem
without a name'. The problem centred on the impact that media manipulation, and the
glorification of the traditional roles of women were having on the female population of the
1950s. The feminine mystique symbolised the mythical 'good woman':
The feminine mystique says that the highest value and the only commitment for
women is the fulfillment of their own femininity. The mistake, says the mystique,
the root of women's troubles in the past is that women envied men, women tried to
he like men, instead of accepting their own nature, which can find fulfillment only
in sexual passivity, male domination, and nurturing maternal love.'
Friedan's thesis argued that western culture did not

'

permit women to accept or gratify their

basic need to grow and fulfil their potentialities as human beings' •22 Friedan argued that in
not accepting responsibility for themselves women were refusing to grow up. In short, they
were denied the opportunity for self determination.
In studying the media portrayal of women, Friedan was perplexed to find that while the
western world was experiencing rapid political, social and technology changes, magazines
targeting hundreds of thousands of American women 'narrowed woman's world down to the
home' and cut her role back to housewife' 23 In twentieth century America, the new image
of woman revolved around servicing husband, house and children.
Mary Daly, writing in the middle seventies was critical of the symbol syndrome' and
demonstrated how such a syndrome operated in our society. While her criticisms focused
particularly on the church's roles in this respect, she also cited non-religious sources as
guilty of perpetrating such a view. Such sources included 'the myths of advertisers' who
reduced woman's image to sex object; the educators who promoted rigid, role-determining'
study programs for girls: Freudian psychologists who reduced woman's behaviour to
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theories of 'penis-envy'; and women's magazine editors who fashioned articles glorifying
only the 'happy housewife heroine'.24
While Daly wrote from an American perspective, her criticisms were, and continue to be
just as applicable to the Australian scene. For in terms of the myth spinners, Australian
advertisers have developed a construct of the ideal woman. Writing recently in The
Weekend Australian, Jane Fraser shared with her readers an article taken from an old
magazine found in a doctor's waiting room. The article is transcribed as follows:
How To Be A Good Wife
Have dinner ready. Prepare the children. Clear away the clutter. Minimise all noise.
Take 15 minutes to rest so that you'll be refreshed when he arrives. Touch up your
make-up, put a ribbon in your hair and he fresh looking. He has just been with a lot
of work-weary people. Be a little gay and a little more interesting for him. His
boring day may need a lift and one of your duties is to provide it. Listen to him.
You have a dozen things to tell him, but the moment of his arrival is not the time.
Let him talk first

-

remember, his topics of conversation are far more important than

yours. Your goal: Remember he is master of the house and as such will always
exercise his will with fairness and truthfulness. You have no right to question him.
A good wife always knows her place. Try to make sure your home is a place of
peace, order and tranquility where your husband can renew himself in body and in
spirit.25
In the world of woman's magazines and television, Mrs. Average Consumer is 'houseproud, obsessed with cleanliness: clean family, clean house, clean clothes'.26 She cannot
relax. 'She must be busy' and, as a hostess, she must be glamorous, serene, beautifully
groomed and be seen serving the right products. But according to Julie Rigg, and here is the
punchline; 'most of the time she must be on her feet and running, dispensing

...

medicine,

breakfast cereal or pet food; washing, ironing and cleaning'.27
By the 1950s married women of all backgrounds were entering the workforce. Apart from
earning an independent wage, the added family income provided by the women increased
the buying power of households. Ownership of a car, television and white goods were the
societal measurement of one's living standard. According to Grimshaw et al:
the more women invested emotionally in home decoration, in securing a Home
Beautiful, the more they needed to seek outside work to pay for it. Incited by
advertisers to seek instant gratification, to purchase goods without delay on 'easy
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terms', men and women became locked into a life of weekly instalments on their
credit account.28
Australian advertisers and retailers were very conscious of the 'woman's place'.
Consequently, in the decades of the 50s and 60s when the working wives' demands for
instant, pre-packaged food increased, executives faced the considerable dilemma of how to
accommodate the new market and still save face in the community. 'They're frightened of
appearing to subvert what they see as a majority belief that a 'wife's place is in the home',
stated one ex-ad writer.29
While working wives willingly contributed financially to the Australian dream of owning a
quarter acre block, they also encountered considerable, carping criticism. When the Darwin
and Alice Springs Welfare Report of June 1962 was released it indicated a dramatic increase
in the number of children before the courts. The figures for Darwin and Alice Springs
offenders were 61 and 33 respectively. In 1962, the figures soared to 141 and 84,
respectively, suggesting an increase in delinquency and prompting the Deputy
Commissioner of Police, to state that many parents appeared to be 'more easy going' than in
the past. Parents had less control over their children and the question of 'too many working
wives unable to cope with full family responsibilities as well as an outside job' was also
raised.3° The situation disturbed many church, civic and welfare leaders, and working wives
became their scapegoats.
Women were not meant to go out into the work force for society had other plans.
Reminiscing in 1978, Justice Roma Mitchell recalled that 'in most middle-class families a
secondary education was considered essential for a boy but a waste of time for a girl

...

At

most the daughter of the family might spend two or three years in secondary school'. When
the girl left school 'she was expected to be content with learning a few domestic skills
before marriage'. Justice Mitchell recalled that 'in the 1930s many Australians
women and men

-

-

both

firmly believed that 'woman's place is in the home'.3'

When Gough Whitlam assumed leadership of the ALP in 1967, Australia was in transition.
Some changes were dramatic and some were gradual. In relation to changes affecting
women, the 1979 Reference Paper on Women in Australia reported that
perhaps the most important change was that most women in Australia were able to
control the number of children they have. As a result of smaller families and longer
lifespans, many are free of the responsibility for caring for young children for the
greater part of their adult life.3

IN

Such changes altered the way people lived and according to the report challenged 'attitudes
and beliefs about women in the work force, male and female roles in the home, community
responsibility for child care, and family and personal relationships'.33
Whitlam was elected leader at the end of the Menzies' era, a time of economic prosperity
and educational advancement, which were considered 'the pillars of the new age'.
According to political commentator, Paul Kelly:
The institutions and values of the status quo were under assault

-

parental authority,

censorship, the great Australian mum, the RSL, the churches, the Liberal Party. The
new log of claims put a premium on individual freedom, seif-realisation and faith in
state power. The flying wedge of the new age was the Women's Liberation
Movement which undermined pre-existing family values, promoted women's
equality and transformed the workforce. 4
Whether or not women would agree with the term 'undermined' in relation to family values,
is debatable. Is Kelly maintaining that women's equality came at the expense of family
values? Women would say that it redefined family values and allowed them their first step
towards self determination. Whatever the view, these social changes transformed the family
unit irreversibly.
In 1972 the Labor Party won power. Conscious of the changing role of women, and mindful
of their perceived status in Australian society, Prime Minister Gough Whitlam set about
rectifying the situation. A woman was appointed in 1973 to advise on women's affairs and a
small section was created in the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet in 1974. This
section was upgraded, renamed the Office of Women's Affairs and in 1977, the Office was
transferred to the Department of Home Affairs. By April 1978 the 12-member National
Women's Advisory Council was established.3 ' Within a decade or two the effects of the
transformations would be felt across the country as people came to grips with new work
sharing arrangements, childcare and environmental issues.
Meanwhile, as Whitlam contemplated Australia's transition, the Vatican sensing the mood
of the sixties, issued the Decree on the Apostolate of the Laity. Published in the Vatican
Documents (1966) the decree positively affirmed the place of women:
Since in our times women have an ever more active share in the whole life of
society, it is very important that they participate more widely also in the various
fields of the Church's apostolate.36
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In the context of the broader Vatican 2 document, this smacked of lip service for while the
western world prepared for social change on a massive scale the church hierarchy
stubbornly maintained its patriarchy. According to feminist liberation theology:
Patriarchy is not the domination of all women by all men, but rather a political and
social system in which there is an interrelated hierarchy of dominations and
subordinations in regard to economic status, race and gender.3
So intransigent was the nature of the Church hierarchy, it prompted Barbara Thiering to
write in the early seventies that:
The Christian Church in Australia. both Roman Catholic and Protestant. is one of
the main agencies for reinforcing the low status of Australian women. At the most
obvious level, it does this by discouraging them from positions of leadership or
equality within its own ranks. Equality, that is, in the sense of equality of
opportunity. A class that is denied leadership automatically becomes an inferior
class. Women, are in fact, a servant class within the Church.38
Has anything really changed? I am writing this in the 1990s knowing that Anglican women
can become deacons, but Catholic women cannot become priests. Marie Louise Uhr's study
demonstrates that while women are administering parishes here and overseas, because of a
lack of men, their efforts are not officially recognised and they are denied the right to
celebrate Mass. The absurdity of the present system' according to Uhr, is that in the 1990s:
Churches are still arguing whether or not it is in the mind of God to allow women to
be in positions of authority, especially spiritual authority, and yet all around us it is
happening.39
Daly would agree and contends that there is
inexcusable hypocrisy in a species of ecclesiastical propaganda which pretends to
put woman on a pedestal but which in reality prevents her from genuine selffulfilment and from active, adult-size participation in society.40
The problem it seems is one of hypocrisy resting on recent tradition and linguistic
interpretation, for studies have shown that texts on Catholic teaching traditionally both
idealise and humiliate woman. While women may not, as yet, be ordained, evidence
suggests that in earlier times they did play a more significant leadership role. In the modern
church, however, selective use and interpretations of religious texts by the male hierarchy
have assisted in maintaining the status quo.
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To shed light on how the interpretation of texts might be used to keep individuals in their
place, means turning to Foucault and the power of 'normalization'; the calculated concept of
a homogenised population. According to Foucault, the notion of power operates on the basis
of technologies and apparatuses of social regulation. Disciplinary power 'hierarchizes' the
nature of the individual. 'It introduces, through this value-giving measure, the constraint of a
conformity that must be achieved' It limits and defines differences which then become the
parameters of judgement, 'the frontier of the abnormal', or the 'shameful class', as he calls
it.42 Within governments and organisations, the art of punishing in the technology of
disciplinary power lies not so much in authoritarianism but in a process of defining the
limits of what is normal.
The perpetual penalty that traverses all points and supervises every instant in the
disciplinary institutions compares, differentiates, homogenizes, excludes. In short, it
,wrmalies.43

...

the power of normalization imposes homegeneity.44

Historically, governmental practices in medicine, law, social welfare and schooling, to name
a few, all originated on 'a concept of norm, a normal individual'.' The power of the norm
operates within organizations or systems of 'formal equality' because 'within a homogeneity
that is the rule, the norm introduces, as a useful imperative and as a result of measurement,
all the shading of individual differences'.46
Operating within disciplinary power and working in tandem with the notion of
normalisation, is the field of surveillance. The calculated gaze, the feeling of being
continually watched restricts an individual's words and deeds. Normalisarion having
11 been
defined is assisted by surveillance, for the calculated gaze ensures conformity of the
individual:
The examination that places individuals in a field of surveillance also situates them
in a network of writing; it engages them in a whole mass of documents that capture
and fix them

...

A 'power of writing' was constituted as an essential part in the

mechanisms of discipline

...

Some concerned methods of identification, signalling

or description.47
Foucault's ideas show how in both religious and secular society the selective interpretation
of texts can operate to keep individuals in their place. According to Luke and Gore, it is 'a
serious political problem writing text that promises transformation while it silently rallies
around a reformation of untenable and invalid 'founding' principles'.48
With respect to women, this is exactly what has happened historically. It is still happening.
According to some feminist theologians, the low status of women in the church is
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historically rooted in the way in which biblical texts have been used by priests to provide
divine justification for male supremacy. Fancy Kelly's study demonstrated how opposition
to women's education was validated through biblical texts.
Kelly identifies the major sources on which opponents drew as biblical authority,
which advised women to submit to their husband's superior authority, social
convention, which made innocence synonymous with ignorance, evidence from
newly emerging fields of comparative anatomy and physiology, and from the
economic consequences of the fuller employment of women.49
The Church hierarchy stands accused of having, through the ages, assisted in perpetuating
negative attitudes towards women through a selective use and interpretation of particular
biblical texts, beginning with the Creation story. The creation story as narrated in Genesis
sees God creating, among other things, human beings. Man, called 'Adam' originates from
the soil; woman, called 'Eve' is constructed from the man's rib. Man is first to be created
and very earthy, woman is a divine afterthought delivered to Adam. A modern, efficient,
housewife can only wonder why God did not simultaneously create both 'first parents' from
the earth and save a bit of time and energy, unless of course he was being an
environmentally-friendly God and trying to conserve soil? While Genesis maintains that all
humans are made in God's image, the story of creation incorporates the notion of difference
within the origins of male and female alluding to an obvious inequality between the sexes.
As Daly says;

...

sexism was inherent in the symbol system of Christianity itself and that a

primary function of Christianity in Western culture has been to legitimate sexism'.5°
If anyone had any doubts about the position of woman in society, the story of The Fall
leaves no doubt, for Eve takes on the status of the villain. After all, she tempted him to eat
the forbidden fruit and not the reverse. Guilt is heaped on the woman's shoulders. One can
well imagine a frowning God clicking his tongue and rolling his eyes to Heaven, for Eve is
well and truly a lost cause. She conned Adam into eating the forbidden fruit but was herself
conned by a lowly snake. Not only is she the villain; she's soft in the head, as well.
Throughout the history of the church, the passages from Genesis have been used as a means
of validating woman to second best place in the pecking order of humanity. As if to erase
any doubts about woman's place in the scheme of things, St Paul in his letter to the
Corinthians spells it Out: 'But I want you to understand that Christ is supreme over every
man, the husband is supreme over his wife, and God is supreme over Christ'

.

Saint Paul

appeared to have a real problem with women as evidenced further in his letter to the
Corinthians.
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A man has no need to cover his head, because he reflects the image and glory of
God. But woman reflects the glory of man: for man was not created from woman,
but woman from man. Nor was man created for woman's sake, but woman created
for man's sake

..

she is under her husband's authority. 2

Traditions die hard. For two thousand years, according to Daly, women have endured
sermons on the 'glory of man' theme and the above passage has been 'quoted with relish by
preachers ever s ince'.53 As for covering the head, the traditional wearing of hats and gloves
as part of woman's decorum only died out in the early seventies with the exception of very
formal occasions, such as state funerals or special race meetings like Saint Patrick's Day or
the Melbourne Cup.
Following church custom, in the sixties and before, women did not enter church without
putting on a mantilla or a hat and men did not enter a room without removing theirs.
Consequently, when Saint John's boys and Saint Mary's girls entered the Cathedral to
conjointly celebrate mass on special feast days, the nuns insisted that the girls wear head
covers and the fathers insisted that the boys did not. Rarely was the double standard ever
questioned, nor the rules broken, for the consequences the transgressor faced for her nonconformity far outweighed the satisfaction gained, or the effort required to rebel, as Lucy
soon discovered:
L. And the Mass days! Ohhh/ih! When you knew Saint John 's was coming! Oh!
can 't remember how often they were but

...

decided one day to leave my ,nantilla at home
mv head

...

...

I

we all had to wear a mantilla and I
...

So I had to wear a newspaper on

I sat through Mass (Laughing) with the Saint John 's boys there

(Laughing uncontrollably) and with a newspaper on ,nv head! (Both laughing) I
didmi 'tforget my mantilla again! (Both laughing) That was, I think, one day that I
was going to be an obnoxious madam. (Laughing) They had a way of making sure
you didn 't do it again

...

Embarrass you once; that was it! 54

Catholicism was predicated on rules and regulations which throughout the reigns of various
popes were reinforced or restructured by decrees that permeated every nook and cranny of
the conscience, delving into even the most personal of relationships and the most sacred of
institutions

-

marriage. In keeping with the tradition already set, the decrees were flavoured

with the Eve theme and their purpose, among other things, was to reinforce a woman's
place.
In his Encyclical on Christian marriage, Pope Leo XIII, in 1880 asserted that:
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The husband is the chief of the family and the head of the wife. The woman,
because she is flesh of his flesh and bone of his bone, must be subject to her
husband and obey him; not, indeed, as a servant, but as a companion, so that her
obedience shall be wanting in neither honor nor dignity.55
Not only did Leo pontificate on the status of woman in the marital relationship, he validated
her subservient position by quoting the Genesis story of her creation from one of Adam's
ribs. Later in his papacy, he reinforced the construct of the 'good Catholic woman' and the
notion that a woman's place was in the home. In doing so, he re-affirmed their subjection:
Women, again, are not suited for certain occupations a woman is by nature fitted
for home work, and it is that which is best adapted at once to preserve her modesty
and to promote the good bringing up of children and the well-being of the family.56
While Leo Xlii questioned the suitability of woman for certain occupations, Pope Pius
X I I went one step further and questioned her intellect, as well. The Female Mystique had
not yet been articulated but perhaps Pius Xl 1 provided some insight for the media
bandwagon of the future:
The creator has disposed to this end the entire being of woman, her organism, and
even more her spirit, and above all her exquisite sensibility. So that a true woman
cannot see and fully understand all the problems of human life otherwise than under
the family aspect.57
There was never a question in Pope Pius XII 'S mind of a woman entering the workforce for
he saw every woman's destiny in terms of motherhood in one way or another. 'Every
woman is destined to be a mother, mother in the physical sense of the word, or in a more
spiritual and higher but no less real meaning'. 8
One can understand why Mary-Jo Weaver is so highly critical of the Vatican which she
claims maintains 'rhetorically elaborate respect for woman' that is 'predicated on only two
honorable choices for women, motherhood or vowed virginity'. 9 While the states of
motherhood and religious devotion are highly respected by feminists, the rules that reduce
women to second class citizens are not. For feminists abhor the apparent contradictions in a
church hierarchy that according to Weaver
honors and respects them only as long as they do not ask for shared leadership,
ordination, or a recognition of their freedom to go beyond the choices available to
women in the fourth century.60
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The church's negative attitude and culture of discrimination in relation to women is well
documented.6' Thiering, for example argues that 'the Christian Gospel teaches the
equivalence and equality of men and women in Christ'. However, the convention of male
supremacy and certain attitudes 'widely held to be Christian are in fact derived from
outmoded thought forms and social conventions that are not essential to the Gospel'

.

Christianity is based on the belief that 'no human class is intrinsically 'different', neither the
crippled, nor the slave, nor the serf, nor the poor, nor the coloured'. What counts is our
common humanity not our differences. Thiering argues that a Church that 'defines one
section of its membership as inherently different from the rest, or acts as if it does, is guilty
of heresy, in terms of its own theology' 63
Daly is very critical of the church in terms of its sexism and contrasts this with the way in
which Jesus treated women as depicted in passages from the bible. According to Daly, the
most striking aspect of Jesus' relationships with various women, is that 'they emerge as
persons, for they are treated as persons often in such contrast with prevailing custom as to
astonish onlookers'. Examples include the following; Christ's behaviour towards the
Samaritan woman (John 4: 27); Christ's defense of the adulterous woman who was about to
be stoned (John 8: 1-11), and Christ's absolution of the prostitute (Luke 7: 36_50).64
The special friendship Jesus had with certain women is also evidenced in the crucifixion and
resurrection stories. Christ's greatest example it seems was that he did not dwell on
differences but rather, his genuine friendship extended to all. While Christ set the example,
studies show that many within the church have not followed it and we can only conclude as
Daly does that:
It is necessary to face the fact that there are warped attitudes deeply embedded in
Christian thought which have continued to sustain the 'daughters of Eve' theme,
despite the fact that inconsistencies and absurdities should have been self-evident to
reason.6
Leaving the daughters of Eve theme, it is worth moving on to the modern church, and the
theatre of Vatican 2, for on that stage, the scene was set in motion for a case study that had
considerable ramifications for Catholics around the world and in particular, for women.
Having suffered 'the slings of outrageous' patriarchs for so long, was it any wonder that
Pope John XXI Ii's Encyclical Pacern in Terris came as such a startling breakthrough. It
was 1963; six months had passed since Vatican 2 when it was announced:
Since women are becoming ever more conscious of their human dignity. they will
not tolerate being treated as mere material instruments, but demand rights befitting
48

a human person both in domestic and public life

...

Human beings have the right to

choose freely the state of life which they prefer, and therefore the right to set up a
family, with equal rights and duties for man and woman, and also the right to follow
a vocation to the priesthood or the religious life.'('
One could imagine the joy and exuberance such words must have brought to the convent
halls and gatherings of Catholic women's groups around the world but the warning bells
should have sounded. Little did Catholics realise the profound changes that were about to
befall them. In bringing the church up to date, the Ecumenical Council expressed its dismay
at the disunity that existed among Christians and concentrated on the question of unification
for its members. Returning to Darwin from Vatican 2, Bishop O'Loughlin was optimistic
and reportedly said:
I feel this council will be a turning-point in the life of the Catholic Church
throughout the world

...

The change will not be felt as greatly in Australia, because

we already enjoy a great deal of freedom.67
He was right in the first instance but regarding the impact of those changes with respect to
Australia, he was mistaken. For Cardinal Gilroy's auxiliary, Bishop J. Carroll, in a Catholic
Weekly article entitled 'Catholic View in Australia' (June, 1964) was about to clarify the
church's position on oral contraceptives. Only the previous month, the Archbishop of
Westminister, had stated that oral contraceptives were no more acceptable

...

than the

instruments hitherto used' Now, the NT News of the day carried the following statement:
SYDNEY, Today,

-

Roman Catholics may not use oral contraceptives unless they

are prescribed to correct irregularities in the reproductive system, says an article in
this week's issue of the Catholic weekly [sic].69
Could the pill now be sanctioned under certain conditions? Bishop Carroll called on the
laws of nature and reiterated; 'the church has no power to revise the laws of God'. 'When
the use of drugs

has as its end the prevention of conception by preventing ovulation, the
natural law is violated' 70
...

Confusion reigned. Was the Pill legal or not? The question needed a swift response. On the
24 June, 1964, Pope Paul delivered a long speech which although it 'broke Vatican silence
on debate among Roman Catholic theologians since the development of a birth control
pill'71 , it failed to address the question that most Catholics couples were asking; was the use
of oral contraception considered a mortal sin? Instead of clarifying the issue, the statement
merely provided theologians a breathing space.
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The

Pope conceded

that birth control touches on the feelings and interests most close to the

experience of man and
which the

church

woman' and it

recognised

was

an

extremely complex and delicate problem' of

multiple aspects,

in the

'married people, their freedom, their conscience,
address

forefront

which

of

were those of

their love, their duty'.72 Pope

ended on a note of assurance that the Vatican fathers would

'

...

Paul's

therefore, soon give

the conclusions in the form which will be considered most adapted to the subject and to the
aim'.73 Effectively the Pope stalled for time.
Despite his assurances, it would be just over four years before Catholics would receive those
long awaited conclusions. In a 38-page encyclical and speaking in some of the 'strongest
unequivocal words of his pontificate' Pope Paul upheld the centuries-old law:
We must once again declare that the direct interruption of the generative process
already begun and, above all, directly willed and procured abortion, even if for
therapeutic reasons, are to be absolutely excluded as licit means of regulating birth
Equally to be excluded

...

is sterilization, whether perpetual or temporary,

whether of the man or of the woman. Similarly excluded is every action which,
either in anticipation of the conjugal act, or in its accomplishment, or in the
development of its natural consequences, proposes whether as an end or as a means,
to render procreation impossible.74
The statement rejected the majority recommendation of the Birth Control Study Commission
and in doing so, provoked a major crisis within the church. The decree of a Pope, according
to church teaching, had to be accepted and obeyed without question. In fact, such was the
power of the Vatican that Pope Paul even addressed his words to world leaders and advised
governments to solve over population problems through means other than contraception:
Do not allow the morality of your peoples to be degraded. Do not permit that by
legal means practices contrary to the natural and divine law be introduced into that
fundamental cell, the family.77
Methods of unnatural birth control according to the papacy were the foundations of marital
infidelity and a general lowering of morals. That women might actually feel exhausted by
the strains of repeated pregnancies is acknowledged, then instantly dismissed by various
Popes. One would not expect successive generations of seventy-year old celibates to fully
understand the implications of unwanted pregnancies. Had not Pope Pius XII in addressing
some obstetricians in 1951 displayed both his prejudice and ignorance?
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Even the pains that, since original sin, a mother has to suffer to give birth to her
child only draw tighter the bond that binds them: she loves it the more, the more
pain it has cost her.76
Little did these pontiffs understand the reality of that pain. How could they know the joys of
morning sickness, childbirth, or post natal depression which led some women to substance
abuse and in severe cases, child abuse? These were the hidden problems still to be
researched, articulated and brought to community awareness in the decades ahead.
Meanwhile, out in the community many women silently suffered their daily purges of
morning sickness, while others, desperate for some relief swallowed Thalidomide pills. And
in the suburbs, unwed mothers-to-be silently contemplated their hostile future with a bastard
child, while others sought escape through the backyard abortionist.
Ironical as it may seem, husbands or lovers were often the ones demanding abortion as a
solution despite the existence of government legislation banning it. According to Daly,
abortions were frequently carried out 'illegally under unhygienic conditions' with the
woman suffering enormously and being 'subjected to the possibility of ruined health for the
rest of her life'. The church's opposition to contraception was particularly harmful and
contributed to the abortion problem for, as Daly contends, 'when contraceptives are not
widely available, abortion is'

.

Tradition made the men of the church oblivious to such a reality. Had not the aging Pope
Pius in An Address to Women of 'Catholic-action' concluded that a woman's vocation
revolved around motherhood? Women who did not wish to have children or indeed, who
wished to plan their families were dismissed when Pope Pius declared:
The mother who complains because a new child presses against her bosom seeking
nourishment at her breast is foolish, ignorant of herself, and unhappy.78
He was right about one thing; there were many women out there who were unhappy
Janice Beaumont has documented the life stories of some of them in her book Reunion,
which reconstructs the lives of a group of Catholic women. Edwina's story is a case in point,
having survived a difficult birth wherein both she and her baby had been close to death, she
recalls:
I was devastated at myself, at my own body, and for the monstrosity that had been
this whole situation, and for how close a call it had been. At how close we had
actually come to disaster and death. I needed to talk about it, but given that neither
of us had died, people tended to gloss over it. The turning point came for me and
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Patrick a couple of days after Georgie was born. I said to him, very quietly, 'That
was awful, just awful'. He looked at me. 'You were good and brave, and you
managed really well. Weren't you a good girl!' And I thought, 'He doesn't get it.
No-one gets it'. I have since spoken with other women and midwives about this
stuff, and I now know that many mothers have been crushed by their childbirth
experiences, even if it's just because of the monumental pain, which no-one can
prepare you for.79
In reaffirming Pius Xli's teaching, Pope Paul said that Catholic couples could regulate births
through abstinence or natural family planning (NFP). Such methods involved 'preventing
pregnancies by observations of the naturally occurring signs and symptoms of the fertile and
infertile phases of the menstrual cycle'.80 Increased failure rates and unwanted pregnancies
were the associated risks. The Rhythm Method

-

the equivalent of a hit and miss approach

-

could suffice according to the Pope if there were 'serious motives to space out birth which
derive from the physical or psychological conditions of husband or wife, or from external
conditions'
Pat and Patty Crowley, founders of the Christian Family Movement, and the only lay
members of the Birth Control Commission provided compelling evidence against the socalled rhythm method. If rhythm is the only way to space births, one woman asked, 'How
can we imitate God's love by rationing ours'?' Although the 1996 majority decision of the
Commission recommended changes in papal teaching, traditionalists maintained the status
quo and the laity were kept ignorant of all the scheming until, according to Collins, it 'was
leaked to the US National Catholic Reporter, which handed it to The Tablet in London'.82
Meanwhile, sensing the critical climate, Sydney's Cardinal Gilroy called a press conference
whereupon his spokesperson, drawing on the highest possible authority announced: 'It is a
decision of Divine Law, this should be clearly understood, and not merely of Church Law'.83
Effectively this meant 'close of subject', for the Pope's word was now binding under pain of
mortal sin.
In Catholic teaching, sin is committed when one freely chooses what one knows to be
wrong.84 According to the Catholic Catechism, mortal sin is committed when one 'chooses
wrong in such a way as to break with God'. There are three conditions that must be fulfilled
before a mortal sin is actually committed:
First, the thing itself must be SERIOUS, [Catechism's emphasis]

...

the person

must know CLEARLY [sic] at the time that what he chooses is gravely wrong
Then, the person must FREELY CHOOSE [sic] the thing that his mind tells him is
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gravely wrong

...

When a man [Sic] commits a mortal sin he rejects God

...

He has

cast away his right to heaven, and, if he dies in that state, he goes to hell.85
Given the serious and eternal consequences Catholics now faced, controversy spiraled into
uproar. 'Disobey the Pope'86 came the cry from Washington, on 1 August, 1968, as eightyseven leading US Roman Catholic theologians spoke vehemently against the Pope's
encyclical. Theologians argued that since the encyclical was not infallible, and was
'insufficient, inadequate and insensitive' to the needs of married Catholics, couples were
therefore still free to remain in the church and make their own decisions on contraception.
The papal position carried 'an almost total disregard for the dignity of human beings brought
into the world without the slightest possibility of being fed and educated decently'.87 The
unprecedented statement was more evidence of mounting division within the modern
church.
As Roman Catholic theologians, conscious of our duty and limitations, we conclude
that spouses may responsibly decide according to their conscience that artificial
contraception in some circumstances is permissible and indeed necessary to
preserve and foster the values and sacredness of marriage.88
In Italy, the Union of Italian Women responded critically to the encyclical, stating that
'Motherhood can only be the fruit of a free and conscious choice'89, while closer to home, in
Perth. Catholic working-wife, Rosa1ind Jennings appearing on the ABC Today Tonight
program, was applauded for speaking out publicly in favor of the pill, and was overwhelmed
by the support she received.
Although Catholics taking the pill could remain in the church, they were forbidden to
receive the sacraments. The sacraments included; Baptism Confirmation, Eucharist,
Penance, Anointing of the Sick, Holy Order, and Marriage. To attend Mass and not receive
the Eucharist, was for Catholics, to deny sharing in God's special grace. Failing to receive
the Eucharist meant that one had either broken a fast or that one was in a state of sin
requiring absolution. Excluding oneself from the Eucharist therefore was tantamount to a
public confession of guilt. The development of the male contraceptive pill was still in the
future and while it took two to tango, the act of freely choosing to swallow the pill lay with
the woman. Whether or not their active, consenting male partners continued receiving the
sacraments, is never mentioned. It was Eve who faced visible public censure and eternal
damnation. The visibility factor cannot be underestimated.
Foucault articulated the visibility factor. The field of visibility in which an individual
becomes conscious of his or her space automatically ensures a functioning of power.
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He who is subjected to a field of visibility, and who knows it, assumes
responsibility for the constraints of power: he makes them play spontaneously upon
himself; he inscribes in himself the power relation in which he simultaneously plays
both roles; he becomes principle of his own subjection.90
The decision for Catholic women was an intolerable one. Mrs Jennings decided she was
right to speak out against the ruling and felt that many women would defy it:
I think I reflected the feelings of a lot of Catholic women. It's a really tragic
situation, I see it as a matter of conscience. I would love to have six or seven
children, but I'm just not in a financial position to have them. Until I can offer any
children of mine a good home and the prospects of being well looked after and
educated, I will keep on taking the pill.9'
In Darwin, Bishop O'Loughlin believed that the Pope's ruling would relieve Catholics of
their confusion over the issue and that it would be accepted 'entirely and with gratitude'.
Clearly, a good percentage of the faithful, however, did not agree and the Bishop referred to
them as a 'dissident clamour'

12
.

Playing on the Catholic community's collective conscience, Bishop 0 Loughlin reminded
the faithful that there were always hardships associated with keeping God's law and that
nature had a way of extracting dreadful penalties either 'in individual remorse with loss of
peace of mind or in damage to our human society'.9
The yardstick of faith or morality for Christians can never be merely public opinion.
Not everyone in Christ's own lifetime accepted his teaching. But he did not water it
down to suit the mob. We consider it a wonderful document, which is in the great
tradition of papal teaching and we thank God for it.94
Reiterating the declaration that contraception was gravely sinful, the bishop acknowledged
his papal support once again and in a manner all too familiar to the clergy, silenced mob
dissent.
The extent to which church leaders publicly reiterated the teaching on contraception, is
evidence itself that they perceived a high degree of growing dissatisfaction within the'
dioceses. The Pope's failure to exercise the church doctrine of Papal Infallibility raises both
theological and political questions. Could it be that in the political climate he was unsure of
his stand or was he worried about the drift of Catholics away from the church? Whatever the
reason, a week later, during the papal blessing from the balcony it is reported that Pope Paul
VI'
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his voice heavy with emotion, called on Roman Catholics today to pray for him
following attacks directed at him because of his controversial encyclical against
birth control.9
But what of the women who were already struggling to make ends meet on meager family
budgets and whose heads were spinning at the thought of yet another pregnancy; another
mouth to feed; another conscience in turmoil? Who prayed for them?
It is ironic that at a time when Australia was being encouraged to increase its population,
illegal abortion was in demand. Women working because of economic necessity were not
guaranteed job continuity after pregnancy and in some occupations such as teaching, for
example, were expected to resign upon marriage: such were the contradictory demands
placed on women of that era. With the increased participation of women in the workforce in
the 1960s, barriers to married women's employment within the Commonwealth Public
Service were dismantled. From 1966 to 1986 the percentage of 'women in the paid
workforce' increased from 40.9 to 47.6 per cent and climbed to over 50 per cent by the next
decade.9 '
According to Beatrice Faust, writing about working women in 1969
About sixty per cent of medical abortions are performed on unmarried women, and
many of them are deferring marriage because they want or need to go on working.
The abortion rate among married women doubles where the wife is contributing to
the family income.97
Encel, Mackenzie & Tebbutt described the typical married women of forty-five living in the
1870s as being 'chronically tired and unwell, with six living children and perhaps an equal
number who had not survived' In contrast, however, a woman of comparable age living in
the 1970s was described as 'increasingly likely to have returned to work several years
earlier, with her two or three children at the end of their school careers'

.

The Department of Administrative Services reference paper on Women in Australia
conducted in 1979 stated that. 'the growing role of women in the Australian work force is
both a cause and a consequence of changing attitudes and lifestyles in Australian society.100
With smaller families and longer life spans, 'many women are free of the responsibility for
caring for young children for the greater part of their adult life' .'°' The contrast in women's
lives as described above, speaks for itself. That any woman would ever seriously wish to
turn the clock back, is farcical.
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However, that is what pontiffs have attempted to do and the Vatican's ruling on birth control
cannot be underestimated in terms of its impact on Catholic women. Legislating against the
use of contraception, despite the majority advice offered by council to the contrary, is
viewed very cynically by those it most affects. Apart from the life threatening consequences
it held for women, such a ban by the Vatican kept women out of the workforce, by placing
controls over their bodies and putting them back 'in their place'.
Both religious and secular society stereotyped woman, constructing her in terms of
goodness. The Vatican defined the good Catholic woman in terms of submissive and selfless
devotion to husband and family, and her ability and willingness to continually reproduce.
The community defined the good wife as the confined homebody still relishing selfless
devotion but with the acquired housewifely skills reinforced by the media machinery and
ever increasing consumerism.
While Foucault defined the notion of normalcy, feminists of the 60s and 70s were aware that
so-called 'personal relationships' between the sexes considered 'normal' in sexist society
were 'seldom productive of realistic understanding of
perpetuated 'the vicious circle of

IO2

the other',

but rather often

Having defined the norms for a good

woman those on the periphery could be labelled and discarded as 'other'.
Daly makes the observation that it would be 'unrealistic to suppose that the status of women
in secular society would not affect the thinking of theologians' and that if genuine equality
did exist, outrageous theological notions regarding women would long have been
abandoned.'°3 Daly's logic is reasonable, however, her observation that the secular status of
women affects theological thinking is reminiscent of the philosophical question relating to
the chicken and the egg. Which comes first?
The authors of the Women in Australia report of 1979 noted that in carrying forward the
momentum gained in the 1960s, women 'have seen a series of positive gains in the 1970s,
which no-one seriously believes can be

l04

In the light of what is happening in

Australia in the 1990s, the authors might live to eat their words. With the current abortion
debate raging in the West Australian State Parliament, the recent Euthanasia debate at both
state and Federal parliaments, and the emergence in the USA of Christian fundamentalist
ideology, one could argue with Daly that the reverse is true; that theological thinking is
influencing secular society, and this is occurring at the highest levels, but this is the subject
of somebody else's thesis.
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The danger for women is that the religious and the secular worlds are as entwined as the
private and the political worlds. They influence each other for both are ruled by men
legislating on issues relating to women; their bodies and their place. Feminists knew this in
the sixties and drew attention to it with their catch cry; 'The personal is the political'. Men,
however, do not always see it that way. According to Luke and Gore:
Men support and will inscribe on the public agenda those (private) property issues
that challenge the male vision of 'family', 'child', or wife'. Hence, the profamily,
anti-abortion movement addresses a contentious public matter over which men
wield considerable power.'°
For women the personal will truly be the political, when the category of sex is no longer an
obstacle to choice of career, status in society, or position in organisations. It will be when
the Pope or the Prime Minister is female and when 'men organize to lobby for their right to
housework, to childrearing, or to bring their wages in line with women'.106
Historically, generations of women have been prisoners of a male-imposed tradition and
morality. Classified and defined by a male dominated hierarchy, a process of normalisation
initiated Catholic women into the 'Good Girl' syndrome which would incur a life time of
personal conflict revolving around social obligations and the desire to achieve personal
fulfilment. In short, the Catholic experience silenced many women but they are survivors for
according to Weaver:
On reflection, it seems to many that they have survived the impossible! They have
survived the messages they have received about their bodies, the guilt which almost
drowned their souls. They have survived the roles of servant, slave, institutional
'sufferer'. They have survived as long-suffering mother, silent sister, dutiful
daughter, uncomplaining domestic worker. They have survived their silence, their
humility, their subservience. They have even survived their own church history
which, until now, has largely been a legacy of anonymity.'°7
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Chapter 3
The School: Discipline and Punishment

Chapter 3
The School: Discipline and Punishment
The experience of growing up Catholic in Darwin in the sixties has left its mark on the
women of this study. The community attitudes and the various strategies the nuns employed
in attempting to shape and socialise the informants into becoming good Catholic girls,
impacted on their lives in ways that were not expected. Bennett and Forgan insist, however,
that common themes link such experiences.
The things you hear, or indeed remember from personal experience, about convent
education may strike you as bizarre, inspiring or brutal, according to one's stand on
these matters, but what is quite breathtaking to most people is the similarity of the
experience.'
Bizarre. Inspiring. Brutal. This is how individuals across several countries and decades in
time described their convent education. There are parallels, however, with my own study for
springing from the transcripts of Darwin women are the words; unreal, brilliant and
ternf'ing. Such were the joys and traumas of receiving a convent education in Darwin,
during the sixties. This was how women described the technology of discipline and
punishment that was a part of their convent school experience.
Discipline and punishment loomed largely in the memories of the ex-students. It was also
prominent in the mind of Foucault, who studied discipline and punishment, classifying and
detailing its minute categories. In Foucault's eyes, 'the meticulousness of the regulations,
the fussiness of the inspections, the supervision of the smallest fragment of life and of the
body, epitomized in the context of the school, the concept of discipline as a technology'.2
While Foucault maintains a negative view of discipline, that is, one which is totally penaltyfocused. Smart (1985) defines discipline as 'a technique of power which provides
procedures for training or for coercing bodies (individual and collective).3
Using Smart's definition enables us to view discipline along a continuum from the positive
or proactive level of action at one end, to the negative or reactive level at the other. For
example, if discipline is viewed in terms of 'training' then the individual is exposed to a
systematic teaching and learning situation. In such a situation a rigorous set of objectives
and learning stages is followed, often in a very disciplined way, resulting in an achievementoriented outcome and therefore a positive and proactive action. If discipline is viewed in
terms of 'coercing' then the individual is compelled to conform by use of threats or force.
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Such a definition implies a punishment-orientated outcome and thus, a reactive and negative
one.
Transcripts reveal that for the women of this study, discipline at the school was viewed
across a continuum of positive to negative levels of action. Positive responses to discipline
arose where the outcomes related to high achievement in school performances. Such
performances included sports days, Christmas concerts and Eisteddfods. Rigorous training
for these performances was essential for they were very public occasions. Community
acclaim followed but more importantly, the pain of the practices was inversely proportional
to the pleasures and sense of achievement the students experienced from their polished
performances. Dening states that:
Performance

...

inevitably involves the whole person; all the senses, all the

emotions, memory, a sense of presence, co-ordination of mind and body. We give
our special signatures to performances. We have a sense of mastery which enables
us to put our personal stamp on them. Sometimes our performances will he so
perfect that they will remain in our memory our whole lives long.4
Some thirty years on and living in the minds and hearts of my informants are the memories
of such perfect performances. The convent girls put their personal stamp on many
performances and sports days were no exception. As well as individual events, there were
the highly practised march pasts. One year in particular, the school excelled by including a
figure marching performance.
Amanda recalled the precision and the thought that went into planning the march pasts and
enthused:

A.

It

was really brilliant!

'

...

Well you know, I thought that sort of marching was

excellent, 'cv? It was always really good and 1 used to think

they

[the nuns] were

really clever to think of those sort of things.6
Sister Francine was instrumental in teaching the girls the finer points of figure marching. It
took time and discipline. It took co-ordination of mind and body but she firmly and warmly
encouraged in them that sense of mastery. In short, she inspired them and they practised
until it was perfect.

A. Yeah but you know

...

for hours we used to march, cv? Practise! Practise!

Practise! And you know but those nuns used to be really strict, too, in those days
and urn
I. How do you feel about that strictness now
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...

looking back?

A. Well I wish

...

the),

were here now teaching the kids nowadays! Because the kids

nowadays got no respect for elders.7
For Amanda, sports day epitomises the positive discipline and the respect the nuns inspired.
While Amarida values these qualities and views them as something lacking in today's youth.
Colleen remembers the fun and pride that sports days engendered in the girls.
I. Do you remember the marching?
C. OHHHH! YEAH! (Giggles) That was over on that BLOODY TENNIS COURT'
HOT AS

...

!Yeah! Marching with a drum

right. Then the sports days

...

...

Yeah. Or the American music... That's

you used to wear this white dress.

I. With the sashes.
C. The sash, yeah, but we were all gammon

...

we were proud to be there, though!

(Chuckling)
I. Oh it was nice, really?
C. Oh! It was fun! It was fun! You 'd go home the end of the day. Hot! Tired!
BLOODY PADDLE POP (Ic'pole) all down ya white dress! (Both laughing) Yeah!
Yeah!
C. No. It was fun!
However, sports days were not the only symbols of positive discipline in action. Christmas
Nativity concerts and Eisteddfods were major performances requiring total discipline and
commitment. The school concert represented for Joan, the perfect performance. Yet despite
the numerous practices and obviously strict discipline, she still regarded the performances
positively and as exciting occasions not to be missed.
Ohhhh! And it was a MAJOR thing! I mean it went all blinking night and day!
(Laughing) And we'd practise that for months and months and months! (Both
laughing)
know

...

...

Yeah / Inca,, they were just sort of really exciting times because

...

you

and parent participation was HUGE! / incan the whole Palais would be

full with all the parents and you know it would be just really exciting.9
When it came to performances, the nuns were truly inspirational and the most perfect
performances remaining in my memory are those of the Christmas concerts.
We used to practice for our concerts in the Palais. The Palais was an old Sydney
Williams

hut:

a big, tin shed with pus/i-out windows on sticks and an in-built stage.

Those concerts were polished performances culminating in a wonderful Nativity
Scene but they were not without considerable sacrifice, as we practised over and
over again in the stifling heat of the Build Up. With the temperature around 34
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degrees Celsius and 90% hwnidity, and no air conditioning, conditions were preto,'
appalling up on that stage.
Perspiration would pour out of us and we would keep practising until we got it
word perfect. The story had to live. We practised often; we practised hard: we
sometimes practised until someone fainted and then we took a break. We accepted
the conditions and the discipline; it was normal for us; it was what was expected
and if there were any discomforts, then these would be offered up to God as small
sacrifices. It was just accepted that if we were going to put on a school concert,
then we had to do it well. That sense of perfection is still something that I feel
today; the need to feel satisfied by things not

just

accomplished, but done really

well.
Despite all the sacrifices we put in to the practicing, all the hours and hours of
practising, I loved those concerts. The final night was always fantastic: the
costumes, the lights; the sense of awe you felt performing the Nativity; and the hush
that fell as we sang Silent Night. You could really feel that it was Christmas and it
really meant something. It was a wonderful and exciting sense of spirit.
We learnt a lot about performing from the nuns and to this day, I still love concerts,
the theatre and most of all, performing.'0
From their collection of stories, Bennett and Forgan concluded that One of the areas that
almost everybody did seem to like about their convent experience was the bombardment of
the senses provided by their everyday surroundings'." Music was very much a part of that
bombardment. Playing instruments and singing well required much practice and discipline
and these were an everyday scene at school. One of the nuns in the early sixties was a
particularly gifted music teacher for she understood the power of music over the senses. She
also understood the politics of discipline and the power of performance and conveyed in her
students a love of music that would last a life time.
Coming from a musical family, it is the joy of playing musical instruments and singing that
Amanda particularly recalls about the concerts and hearing songs today from that era only
conjures up positive memories.
A. 01-I! Well I remember we all used to practise and all that

...

(Nowadays) I go to

the Aboriginal m,iass and a lot of timnes they always sing hymns that we used to sing
at school

...

And that's why I really enjoy going to that mass

everything is lovely. It just brings back all the old memories. 2
Maggie too, really enjoyed the singing.

...

the singing and

M.

...

when we sort of got to uinm secondary school the songs sort of became very

modern, you know?

...

they started introducing the guitar and the music was jazzed

up so it sort of gave you umm the incentive to start singing
to think that you were the

...

and / mean

...

you

used

the most beautiful singer! (Laughs) Singing there.

I. And how did it sound?
M. EXCELLENT! Really good! The sound just travelled itmm
sense of umrn

...

...

yea

...

you had a

/ suppose, satisfaction really, you know?' 3

The excitement of participating in processions and concerts; the sense of satisfaction in
mastering the formation marching; the hymn singing accompanied by the magnificent
Cathedral organ, all conjure up well-practised performances. These rituals played to our
senses, capturing in our minds a union of performance and pleasure that reflect what
Dening is describing when he speaks of the real and the actual. The exact sequence of
events are forgotten; what really happened is not important but the emotion evoked is
something else. It is what makes up the performance.'4
Eisteddfod performances were also occasions where strict discipline was instilled in the girls
and yet, the thrill of the win and the rewards of practice meant that the discipline was
viewed in a positive light. Joan remembers the choir's success in singing at Eisteddfods.
I. / remember clearly going to the Eisteddfod when we were in high school
Well!

...

I mean you know like

...

like all this harmonising and oh stuff like that

Did it sound GOOD?
Oh Well it DID sound good I suppose but

...

you know

...

I mean we'd WIN!

We 'd go to the Eisteddfod (laughing) and we'd WIN! (Laughing).' 5
For local author Maisie Austin, the positive aspects of discipline have remained with her and
Criven her a special self confidence. In reflecting on her life at the school she says:
Memories of school I will always treasure, and although I have written about my
teachers in an amusing fashion. I am forever grateful that their discipline gave me
the verve to do well. It gave me the confidence to mix with all classes of people and
to prove that I could excel in my interests regardless of race, creed or colour. When
we studied Henry Lawson's 'The Drover's Wife' in my later years at school, it
reminded me so much of the women of my childhood and the hardships they
encountered.'6
Colleen remembers the emphasis placed on good presentation in bookwork and despairs of
the efforts of children nowadays.
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C. / always remember having to rule your book up. S.H.J!'
I.(Giggling) Which stands for what?
C. Sacred Heart of Jesus! (both chuckling)
I. WELL DONE! (Chuckling) I was JUST TESTiNG you! (Chuckles)
C. YEAH! RIGHT! (Chuckles) You always has to rule
coming afterwards

...

umm

the kids

...

...

my own kids

rule off. And it's funny but

...

I've looked at their work

'For God SAKE! You CAN'T just go all over the BLOODY WORLD with THIS
book! How come you mob just don't RULE IT OFF after each day's work?' And
uinm

...

You just would not DARE move to another page and I think in Grade Two,

we even had to ASK

...

to go to a new page!

I. YES! YES! We DID! Yes.
C. Yeah. Yeah. I remember that.
Maria too, recalls the positive aspects of convent school discipline which she has taken with
her through life and sincerely believes that, what is missing from Catholic schooling today is
the influence of the nuns and priests.
M. YEAH! and I got a lot of respect for (the convent school) because
didn 't keep up with the Jones's
pressure

...

...

you still had a friend

sort of thing? if you wanted to be with them

...

if you

...

there wasn 't no peer

...

You were just one of

them. You didmi 't have to go any higher or prove to them anything. You did,,'t have
to!
I. And you think that was part of the
M. Yeah. Yeah. With the respect and

...

...

part of the convent school equalirt?
because

...

we had nuns

got no nuns and I don't give a shit what anyone can tell ,ne
they're going to a Catholic school, I think we should be taught
the priests. I really have got no complaints with the girls
respect you

...

...

...

These days, they

,..

...

but I reckon if
by the nuns and

till today

...

They still

And everyone has still got time. 8

While transcript data relating to the discipline associated with public performances were
overwhelmingly positive, the same cannot be said for the coercive and in some cases, more
covert forms of discipline that occurred in some of the classrooms.
In demonstrating the all encompassing aspects of discipline, Foucault draws on science:
'Discipline' may be identified neither with an institution nor with an apparatus; it is
a type of power, a modality for its exercise, comprising a whole set of instruments,
techniques, procedures, levels of application, targets; it is a 'physics' or an
'anatomy' of power, a technology.'9
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Disciplinary power was exercised over the informants through the apparatus of punishment
itself, namely the cane, or the strap. Such instruments were the symbols of coercive
disciplinary power and were colloquially known as 'getting the cuts'. I recall quite well my
experience of getting 'the cuts'.
I was sent with two others to the reverend mother, Sister Florence. Everyone feared
getting the cuts from her. Various techniques to lesson the blow were tried and a
favourite myth that went around was that
chalk into them

-

-

if you licked your hands first, or rubbed

then 'the cuts' wouldn 't hurt as much. / didn't try any of these

techniques; I was too scared to, just in case I got found out and was given a double
dose. Thankfully though, I only ever got the cuts once from Sr. Florence.
I duly fronted up to the year seven classroom. There in front of all the kids, Sister
Florence got out the cane and hit each of us three times across each hand. Six of
the best I got, and then returned to class biting mn' bottom lip and holding my sore
hands. The red welts across our pa/ins made it quite clear as to why it was called,
getting the cuts'.20
The informants from the Year 7 class were not the only ones to feel the effects of Sr.
Florence's discipline. Maisie Austin also recalls the negative side of discipline and 'getting
the cuts'.
Sister Florence taught grades 6 and 7

...

we all tried to be good but sometimes were

caught doing something else. 'All you children come to the front of the class', she
would fume, calling out the names. We knew what to expect

-

she always had a

small (hard) leather strap and never flinched when she brought it down onto our
open palm. If someone was seen smiling (in sympathy) to a culprit, he or she
received a 'cut' as well. On the rare occasion when she smiled at us, we were all
very suspicious. She never knew we saw her eat blues which she kept in her
drawer.2'
Maggie and Amanda, both recall 'getting the cuts' but it is interesting to note that neither
can recall why they were punished:
M. I DID get the cane

but I don 't know what I got it for but I do remember I

...

came home from school one da' and I had welts at the back of my legs
there was about three

...

...

I think

And my mum asked me what had happened and I said,

'Well, I got the cane', but I don't really recall what
Amanda says of her experience:
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...

I got it for.22

A. I got the cuts! Yes! (laughing)

...

I dunno what I did wrong (Laughing) Well

whatever you done wrong / can 't remember what it was and you know you have to
go to the big class which was year 7 and you know all the big people
remember

...

...

And I

cause you went to Sister Florence and she had this BIG cane It looked

like a BIG LIQUORICE! (Hearty laughter from all) ... And then she'd give va ONE
CUT, TWO, then THREE or something like that, It all depends

you

know on how

bad pou been maybe / don 't know what I got. / can 't remember what / did at
school. Maybe / didn t get mv homework I dun,io. 23
Failing to recall the nature of the misdemeanor is significant enough for Amanda to mention
it several times during the interview. It is significant too, in terms of the oral history process,
that the relationship developing between the informant and the interviewer is informal
enough to allow for a two way conversation and space to 'think aloud'. Given this context,
Amanda questions the interviewer, ponders on the effects of such discipline and finally,
wonders how the teacher felt about giving 'the cuts' to so many pupils.
I. You only got ONE?)
A. Yeah!
I. / got THREE on each hamid!
A. Oh TRUE! (Laughing)

...

But look / only remember going out there to get one

cane 1 can't remember what it was. Do you remember what you got yours for?
I. Yeah. For talking in class.
A. Yeah? Well maybe I got the same. / know it was for some petty little thing.
/.

Yeah. / wemir out with two other kids but I've forgotten who they were.

A. Yeah? Yeah and then all the kids you 'd be lining up waiting for their turn to get
the cane, you know, and then all the other year 6 and 7 are there sitting there
watching. And it was SO embarrassing but

...

it used to be just outside near the

door I think cause she had so many kids and they 're all lining up. I don 't know how
she felt after. 24
The 'cuts' certainly acted as an effective deterrent

-

'once was enough' but in terms of

teaching children responsibility, it failed. Fear of pain, not to mention the visibility factor,
(namely embarrassment and humiliation) were the over-riding factors. Foucault maintains
that disciplinary power is such that, while the power itself remains invisible, its effects on
the individual and more importantly, on those watching, remain highly visible; 'the
economically ideal punishment

...

is minimal for him who undergoes it

maximal for him who represents it to himself' Demia states that the teacher
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...

and it is

must avoid, as far as possible, the use of punishment; on the contrary, he must
endeavour to make rewards more frequent than penalties, the lazy being more
encouraged by the desire to be rewarded in the same way as the diligent than by the
fear of punishment: that is why it will he very beneficial, when the teacher is
obliged to use punishment, to win the heart of the child if he can before doing so' ,2
In many instances the use of punishment far outweighed the use of gratification and in some
cases, particular nuns far from winning the heart of the child, froze it with fear. Not only
were the techniques, procedures and levels of application to be feared, so too, was the
humiliation. Since the means of enforcing discipline were largely left to the discretion of
individual classroom teachers, in some cases beltings and humiliation were the norm.
Narratives testify to this and exemplify not only the vivid imaginations of the nuns but also
the power of the visibility factor.
An ingenious method of discipline was devised by the year 4 nun to curb incessant
classroom talkers. If students talked too much, a peg was promptly put on our tongues. I note
in my personal narratives:
Having a wooden peg clipped on the tongue for talking in class, was both
physical/v and emotional/v painful. Apart from the fact that the peg hurt,
swallowing the accumulating saliva was a gymnastics' feat for the restrained
tongue; a bit like when the dentist keeps poking around in your mouth for too long
before applying the suction instrument. The teacher's gaze and fear of further
punishment prevented me from releasing the peg in order to swallow. Ultimately,
the saliva ended up dribbling out of the sides of my mouth and onto the page and I
was painful/v aware that others would notice! For me, it was this visibility that was
the most humiliating aspect of the whole performance.27
Needless to say, the punishment did not deter my talking for I received the 'peg treatment'
numerous times that year.
It is ironic however, that talking with peers; and especially guidance through interaction in
the context of shared experience,2 the very things which educators now maintain are so
crucial for learning, were stifled in many ways. I still managed to learn despite these
obstructions or indeed, in spite of them.
For others in the class though, the symbol of retribution remained a potent deterrent.
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For Joan, the visibility factor was a powerful controlling mechanism at middle primary
level. However, far from assisting her in developing effective learning strategies, it filled her
with fear:
J. Ohh

Maths I wasn 't good at maths and everyday

...

we 'd always start with maths! Ohhhh! You know
because

...

the board
course

...

...

...

just

we'd start school and

...

I'd be so

...

so sick

I knew that she'd call me up to the board to do a.. .vou know, a sum on

...

Those pounds shillings and pence type

...

so she'd call me up and of

I didn 't know my times tables so then she'd ridicule me, you know, and

do what she had to do and themi I'd be banished for the rest of the lesson and I'd
have to sit out on the verandah and learn my times tables, which of course, you
know.. .1 did,? 't do, did I?29
If the visible factor had a controlling influence on students, being rendered totally invisible
was just as potent for Joan. It had a very sobering effect on students, for the conscience
could play havoc with those who were banished.
Foucault studied the effects of isolation on individuals and found that isolation:
guarantees that it is possible to exercise over them, with maximum intensity, a
power that will not be overthrown by any other influence; solitude is the primary
condition of total submission

...

Isolation provides an intimate exchange between

the convict and the power that is exercised over him.3°
There were powerful factors controlling Joan's behaviour in grade 4. Fear of failure, fear of
humiliation and, fear of banishment all contributed in determining what learning strategies
she would employ:
J. ... I think that that year

...

was probably mv best 'ear in terms of my schooling

behaviour because / think I was so terrified
come to the board and do her sums
absolute sheer fear and
know

...

if she

...

...

...

...

that she would always pick on me to

So for the rest of the day I think / just lived in

I think I just tried to be inconspicuous

...

Fear that you

if she knew I was there she'd call me to do something else.3'

So great was the tension and fear that Joan endured, it ensured that the most significant thing
she would learn that year would be how to employ an avoidance strategy; namely the
effective use of silence and looking inconspicuous.
As young women, we were 'tongue tied' in other ways. Recent studies focusing on the
psychology of women have shed light on the silence and alienation many women have
experienced throughout their lives. For example, Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger & Tarule
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(1986), in a study based on interviews with 135 women, clearly demonstrated that silences
and the metaphorical voice loomed largely in women's stories and that the development of a
sense of voice, mind, and self were intricately intertwined.
In describing their lives, women commonly talked about voice and silence:
'speaking up'. 'speaking out', 'being silenced', 'not being heard', 'really listening',
'really talking', 'words as weapons', 'feeling deaf and dumb'

...

and so on in an

endless variety of connotations all having to do with a sense of mind, self-worth,
and feelings of isolation from or connection to others. 2
The irony is that older women silenced younger women in the Catholic School System.
While research into the effects of silences and alienation on women 's lives is a recent trend,
it can be demonstrated that even as early as the late 1950's, educators were beginning to
highlight the significance of fear and silences in relation to children's failure in schools. For
example, in his search to find out why children fail, John Holt wrote the following
classroom episode in his journal of December 3, 1958:
'You know, there's something I'm curious about, and I wonder if you'd tell me'.
The class said ,'What?' I said, 'What do you think goes through your mind, when
the teacher asks you a question and you don't know the answer?'
It was a bombshell. Instantly a paralysed silence fell onto the room
who is bolder than most, broke the tension,

...

...

Finally Ben,

by saying in a loud voice, 'Gulp!'

He spoke for everyone. They all began to clamour, and all said the same thing. that
when the teacher asked them a question and they didn't know the answer they were
scared half to death. I was flabbergasted
I asked them why they felt gulpish. They said they were afraid of failing, afraid of
being kept back, afraid of being called stupid, afraid of feeling themselves stupid.
Stupid. Why is it such a deadly insult to these children: almost the worst thing they
can think of to call each other? Where do they learn this?33
While Amanda's memory of the school in general was very positive, a closer scrutiny of the
transcripts revealed a less than positive attitude towards herself as a learner. As the
transcripts unfurled, I began to hear her 'gulps' too, for it was evident that she had learnt the
strategy of silence and, as well, had experienced thatfear offailing; fear of being kept back,'
fear offeeling stupid.
A. You re not al/owed to talk and had to put you re head down and work and all
that and I think for the schooling bit I didn 't Urn/n
embarrassed or too shy

...

...

because I was

to ask for any help, even though I didn't
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...

...

too

you know I

wasn't smart

..

And because all the others put their hand up you know and they

know everything so I'd just sit there quiet and didmi 't say anything but the nuns
never used to real/v came up to you and ask you if you

...

you know if you're right

or you need a hand or anything because there 's so many kids in the class

...

but I

remember, I do rein ember I used to ask the teacher later on after when everybody
had gone I used to go and say / didmi 't understand what that was all about.34
A. Well I wasn't very bright at school anyway, but
school and seeing all my friends.37

think with all my exams

...

...

I think / just enjoyed going to

...

but I've always sort of passed I just passed I

I wasn't a brilliant student

Maggie's story was similar.
I. Did it worry you much in those days about passing and failing?
M. It did, actual/v

...

Because I didn 't

...

yeah

...

And one of the things that / found was umnm I

...

/ didmi 't want to be left behind
/ didn't want to be seen like

They call you, Dumbo' or you know, 'You're dumb'. And you don't know
anythin(k) and all that kind of thing. That's
in the class

...

...

what I probably found

...

the hardest

mainly because I lacked confidence and didn 't want to speak up and

so I sort of wouldn 't say anvthin(k). Do you know what / mean?
I. Do you mean during lessons?
M. During lessons, yes. Because I was scared that

...

they would sort of... call me,

'Dumb', you know what / mean
In studying school children, Holt discovered that there was a release of tension, a peculiar
kind of relief, when someone made a mistake for they no longer had to worry about making
one. A simple classroom strategy that Holt recommended to his classes was based on a
metaphor that he regularly used. I am unfamiliar with his reference to Howard Johnson's,
whether it is a chain store or a place name but that is irrelevant. One could just as easily
substitute Kakadu or Avers Rock and the sentiment would remain the same. However, Holt
told his maths class:
that to let something go by in class without saying anything, is like leaving
something at Howard Johnson's on a long car trip. You are going to have to go
back for it eventually, so the sooner the better. This foolish metaphor has helped the
kids, or so they say. They have learned to recognize, if only a little, the feeling of
panicky confusion that slowly gets hold of them. To be able to say, I'm getting left
at Howard Johnson's helps them to control this feeling.38
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For both Amanda and Joan, the fear of failure and not getting the answers right weighed
heavily on their minds. No teacher offered Holt's kinds of strategies. No student thought of
saying, 'Hey, I 'in getting left behind at Kakadu'.
In terms of Amanda's situation and teacher education, understandings about Aboriginal
learning styles were still some time in the future. Thus, as evidenced in the transcripts of her
story, the mismatch between Amanda's culture and that of the school went unnoticed.
In the classrooms of the sixties, strictly enforced silences, question answer techniques,
competition and working independently were more the rule, than the exception. Christie
(1985), Harris (1990) and Gray (1983, 1986) have demonstrated that such methods are at
odds with Aboriginal culture and ways of learning and, disadvantageous to Aboriginal
students. More appropriate methods demanded less chalk and talk' and more shared
experiences.39 In short, what was required was an approach which took into account what
was meaningful and appropriate in the culture of the students concerned. In summary, such
an approach:
•

favoured informality,

•

placed importance on relationships,

•

began with a common shared experience,

•

involved teachers as participating members of a group and.

•

encouraged active participation rather than passive observance.40

Meaningfulness and appropriateness in the 1980's however, would have smacked of
subversion in the traditional classrooms of the 1960's.
Despite her difficulties, Amanda struggled on in class developing her own strategies for
bridging the gap. The lesson to be learnt is that the construction of attitudes towards the self
as a learner, remains with one long after the classroom event.
For the convent school pupils, however, discipline was not restricted to classroom
behaviours; it was a power permeating the life and person of each student.
Catholic schools embraced the micro-penalty philosophy and references to time, activity,
behaviour, and body, dominated School rules in the late sixties as the
following excerpts demonstrate:
I.

Akvays speak in a pleasant tone of voice. Avoid shouting rough laughter and
coarse language in public as well as on the school premises.
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The full school uniform is to be

2.

must be the proper length

-

worn each day. it is to be clean and near and

not more than 4 inches above the knee.

10. Girls must come direct to school and return home on the school bus. Loitering
in milk bars, or on the streets before and after school is forbidden.4'

In our theatre of life, the balancing act of school discipline and punishment included a
multitude of mechanisms laboring to ensure conformity and the socialisation of young
Catholic women. These oral histories on one hand, include stories celebrating life's
theatrical performances and the positive disciplinary mechanisms that ensured their success.
Such stories represent Dening's theatrical view of history where the larger than life 'quality
of everyday experience [is] transformed by being selected and shaped for interpretation' 42
On the other hand, however, there are the stories that reflect the very negative aspects of
discipline and punishment, exposing the mechanisms behind these performances as being
less than perfect. Such stories remove the theatre from life and replace it with what Foucault
describes as a society constantly under surveillance where the individual is carefully
fabricated in it, according to a whole technique of forces and bodies.43
The tales unfolding in the transcripts of this study reflect the changes occurring over the
course of the life time of the women involved. Many of the stories reflect life as a theatrical
performance but they also reflect life as a struggle under various forms of surveillance. In
shaping our bodies and souls all aspects of our person were scrutinised, even the hemlines of
our uniforms.
A

...

every Monday morning you used to line up and umm Sister

...

she 'd get a

ruler and she'd measure, you know, for to make sure it was three inches above the
knee while you were kneeling down. if it was up, you'd be outside picking.
1. UN-picking?
A. Yeah to make it longer

...

and that was the nuns, you know? They were really

strict and made sure you did this and did that and umnmmn yeah it's just

...

just

unreal anyway.14

Author, Maisie Austin, too, remembers the hassle of hemlines.
/ was in the front row for the March Past. Someone had loaned me a white
uniform which almost caused one of the sisters to have a fir
short

-

-

the hemline was too

too much of my legs was showing! (it was only a fraction higher than the

regulation four inches above the knee.) I had no choice, nor did she, and / cringed
when my captain called, Eves Right', as a salute to Bishop 0 'Lou ghlin and the
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officials. I was afraid they were all looking at my legs and whispering to each
other.47
And there is every reason to believe, that indeed, they probably were, just as the public had
done so to Jean Shrimpton one November morning in 1965. On that morning the English
model, also dubbed the 'The Shrimp', shocked Melbourne Cup society by daring to appear
at the races not only minus the regulation hat and gloves but also wearing a dress displaying
for the world press a considerable proportion of kneecap.46
The Shrimp heralded the arrival of the mini skirt on the Australian fashion scene and it was
only a matter of time before the women of Darwin followed their southern sisters in raising
their hemlines, too. While the girls enthusiastically embraced the new fashion influences
from the south, the nuns found the sexy show of leg unbecoming for young Catholic women
and promptly stipulated a maximum 4 inches (approx. 10cm) above the hemline for all
uniforms, as part of the school rules.
Four inches seems so trite now. How shocked the nuns would have been to know that by the
beginning of the next decade, we would be quite happily wearing micro mini skirts. Then, it
would no longer be a case of how far above the knee the hemline was, but rather, how far
below the waistband one would dare to have it, and yet still ensure sufficient modesty.
The focus on hemlines was but another example of the 'mechanics of power'. Discipline for
Foucault encompassed a power that defined how one may have a hold over others' bodies,
not only so that they may do what one wishes, but so that they may operate as one wishes,
with the techniques, the speed and the efficiency that one determines. This discipline
produces subjected and practised bodies; docile bodies.47
In some cases, however, the subjected, practised, docile bodies rebelled. Maria remembers
the uniform inspections, as well as the strategies the girls employed for 'getting around' the
rules:
I. Do you remember much about the strictness of the uniforms?
M. Oh Yeah! We had to
not too (sure)

...

...

kneel down and like, it was six inches, four inches. I'm

from kneeling down. And it was just virtually sitting on top of your

knee? But we used to hitch 'em up (Laughing) from our belt!48
Maggie, too, found a way around the rules:
M.

...

I was told to ah

...

go to the toilets and remove the stitching so

I. You had to unpick it all?
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M. / had to

unpick it

...

right. And the,i

...

I thought, 'Right

...

I'LL SPRAG

THEM!' (Both laughing) So 1 took it up from around where the waist is. Yeah! So
that there was no tampering with the bottom.(Laughs heartily)
really short but it was

...

...

Oh It wasn't

it was, you know, a reasonable length that we thought

You know, I mean we did,i 'r want to go around like old maids

...

Like the nuns

I. Looking daggy?

M. Yeah, that's right, you know

...

timm, Yeah or otherwise what we did was

mean if we used to walk up town, we sort of used to hitch it up

...

I

around near...

1. Under the belt? (Both laughing heartily)
M. The belt! (Laughing)
1. How high do you think you wore it above the knee to go up town?

M. Oh

...

probably about

...

oh

...

probably about six inches (approx. 16 cm), I'd

say.49

Three inches? Six inches? Four inches? The memory of some of the girls is fallible for an
inch or two, however, the exact measurements are of little consequence here.
What is really important are the lessons the stories convey. For traditional historians, using
people's stories as part of research poses a problem of validation. Appreciating the value of
stories in explaining attitudes and ways of behaving allows one to overcome this problem.
We know that oral history is subjective but we also know, as Sager states that memory:
reflects an awareness of changes occurring over the course of a lifetime, a desire to
find order and meaning in those changes, and sometimnes an urgent need to find
lessons for the present and the future. °

For the convent girls, segregated and entering puberty, the focus on the body and sexuality
was prominent in their schooling. Molded through discipline and punishment and regulated
by the ever watchful nuns, the constant reminders and warnings, had quite the opposite
effect of what was intended.
A. I remember
days

...

...

when Saint Johns used to come

...

for Mass

...

on special feast

and all the boys sit on one side and all the girls on one side (Laughing) and

then the sister used to say to us you know, 'You 'me not allowed to turn your head to
the left' (Laughing) and you know we 'd be looking at the boys (Laughing) Ohhh!
I. Do you know if the priest ever told them (the boys) not to turn their heads to the
right? (Both laughing)
A. Nab! / don t know! (Laughing) But I remember that we used to have messages
sent

...

you know jot little notes.
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At times the nuns could invoke terrifying stories about the Devil, Hell and the Afterlife.
These were enough to pull any God-fearing. Catholic pupil into line but if this was
insufficient, then God, too, could be used as a vehicle for causing suffering to the
unrepentant here on Earth. In my own case, infected sores and scabs were transformed into
symbols of wickedness and I was told that they were a punishment from God:
It was the 62-63 Wet Season and I entered year 3 covered in mosquito bites. They
were all over my legs and face. Unable to resist the urge to scratch, the bites soon
became infected and turned into nasty, scabby sores.
Even' morning after recess, the class stood up to recite the twos to twelve times
tables from a chart. It was a long, boring time standing still in those classroom hot
boxes and I wasn 't used to the heat. The fans were not very effective against the
tropical Wet Season humidity and perspiration would pour down my face and legs.
One morning, I made the mistake of whispering to my neighbour when I was
supposed to be chanting the tables. I was given a really good dressing down. Then,
in front of the whole class the nun announced, 'No wonder you have so many sores
all over you. God is punishing you for being such a naughty girl'. / felt mortified
and didmi 't dare tell my mum for fear that the sister was right.
I felt plagued with enormous guilt while the sores were infected. It was dad, who
finally put things right. One day, he told me that all people new to town got sores
from mnossie bites during their first Wet here, because they were 'new blood to the
Territory' and the mossies liked that. He also said that after their first Wet, the
mossies didn 't seem to bother people nearly as much. He was right. The next
season, I had hardly any mossie sores at all. It was a relief tofind out that I was,i 't
really such a wicked kid after all. 2
Discipline and punishment went hand in hand with the merry-go-round
of will power,
zn
temptation, failure, guilt and fear. For the girls of the Catholic system, fear acted as a
disciplinary agent regulating them in their lives. The fear of guilt, the fear of God, the fear
of punishment all regulated behaviour.
Rarely do we think about the complexity of stories. We listen and respond intuitively.
However, stories, in the form of oral histories are multi-layered and the stories of the women
who experienced a Catholic education in Darwin during the sixties, are no exception. 'Oral
history' is very demanding:
it requires people with active memories, and equally it requires active and careful
listening. The truth appears not so much in the events of the tale, as in something
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deeper; the stor'

tells us something so important in the past that it has stayed in the

mind, to be recreated in and for the present. It is not the event that is important, but
the need, or the fear, or the urgent lesson, that shaped the tale and its telling.53
The aim of this study is to discover what 'the need, or the fear, or the urgent lessons' are
that have shaped these tales and their telling. In citing my own stories along with those of
the informants I hoped to discover emerging themes or common story lines.
Discipline and punishment, emerged as a prominent story line to become the focus of this
chapter. While it is a shame that some of our earlier years included some very negative
experiences, I also want to say that not all experiences were traumatic and that we, the exconvent girls look back on some of the experiences as being very spiritual and uplifting.
Other story lines emerging from the oral histories will be pursued in the remaining chapters.
The technology of discipline and punishment operating in the women's early years at school
was not without trauma. These narratives testify that some of the sisters from those earlier
years represented less than adequate models of Christian charity. Thankfully, they were in
the minority. Nevertheless, these experiences, whether bizarre, inspiring, or brutal in their
performances, have left their mark on our memories.
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Chapter 4
The Theatre: Racism, Ritual and Respectability
The picture theatres played a significant role in the lives of the women growing up in Darwin
during the sixties. Stories about Friday and Saturday nights at the pictures not only exposed the
racism and class consciousness prevalent in the society of the time; they also exposed the rituals of
Darwin adolescents and the expectations society placed upon them.
There were three picture theatres that were to influence the lives of the women; there was the Star
which initially monopolised the social scene; there was the Parap, which opened for business in
1960 and finally, there was the Paspalis Drive Inn Theatre. The opening of the Drive Inn at
Nightcliff in 1964 heralded a new ritual in the lives of Darwin adolescents, but that is another
story. The Star and the Parap theatres and their influence on the lives of the women provide the
focus for this chapter.
The Star Theatre was the 'hub of social activity' and while all of Darwin's social classes visited
the Star Theatre, the seating arrangements demonstrated the existence of class barriers and overt
racism. Thus the Star Theatre is important historically for the valuable insights it provides into
Darwin's society.' As Brister states:
The theatre was sectioned off into three areas; upstairs on the balcony, downstairs
underneath the balcony and the 'blacks', the area near the front of the screen that had no
roof cover and a cement floor. The upstairs balcony tended to be reserved for the upperclass members of Darwin society, such as senior public servants and local business figures.
To those outside this class they were derisively known as silvertails' 2. The working class
non-Aboriginal people tended to sit at the back of the theatre hail, beneath the balcony,
while the blacks' as the name implies, became the area where Aborigines were expected
to sit

...

It cost 2/6 pence to sit upstairs and only a shilling to sit in the 'blacks'

.

In terms of fostering and maintaining class and racial divisions, however, Darwin society was not
alone. Across the nation, segregation and discrimination against Aborigines, Asians, Non-whites
and southern Europeans, were part and parcel of a pervasive Australian racism.
Prior to 1940. racial discrimination was relatively uncontroversial in the western world. This
gradually changed from the late 1940s, During a Parliamentary debate in 1947, Australia's first
Immigration Minister, Arthur Caldwell, delivered the infamous line: 'two wongs don't make a
white' and in doing so 'reflected the views of many Australians at the time'.4 By the mid 1960s,
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most western nations had 'disavowed all forms of racial discrimination and ideas of racial
superiority

.

The United Nations declaration of Human Rights institutionalised the principle of racial equality
and the General Assembly of 21 December. 1965, adopted the following definition describing
'racial discrimination' as:
any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or
national or ethnic origin which has the purpose of nullifying or impairing the recognition,
enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in
the political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life.6
According to Stevens, 'fear of the 'Asian hordes' or the 'yellow peril', 'discrimination against, and
repressive treatment of Aborigines', and 'suspicion of separate ethno-cultural identity among
immigrant 1-1groups' were significant factors in the development of Australian society.7
In both North Queensland and the Northern Territory Chinese work and settlement pattems
differed from those in the south, yet all regions were influenced by the same factors: labour supply
and demand, and the strength of white working-class opposition to non-European workers.8 In the
1880s in the Northern Territory, Chinese out-numbered the Europeans by seven to one. Even late
in the

19"

century the proportion was still 'about three to one'9 whereas in the southern regions,

they were only a minor part of the population. Agitation in southern regions 'emanated almost
entirely from trade unions which saw them as a threat to their wages, conditions and indeed, their
jobs'.'° But under the Territory's harsh climatic conditions special inducements were needed to
coax whites to work. Thus. 'coloured labour was essential' in the settlement of the Territory and
the white community benefited from the 'cheap labour' and services the Chinese provided."
In June, 1983, The Bulletin, the popular voice of Australian nationalism had stipulated that
democracy and worker solidarity did not include the Chinese or any other non-whites and its
banner on June 17 declared, among other things: 'Australia for the Australians.'2 Awareness of the
"hordes" of Asians to our north has been a factor in Australian racism for a very long time. As The
Age, September 1896, commented:
The Ahoriginals sic] were of too low a stamp of intelligence and too few in number to be
seriously considered

...

What we have to be afraid of is that, from our geographical

position, we shall be overrun by hordes of Asiatics.'3
Disquieting as it is, it needs to be noted that in September, 1996, one hundred years later, and in
her Maiden Speech to Federal Parliament, the Member for Oxley, Pauline Hanson, was voicing
similar concerns:
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I and most Australians want our immigration policy radically reviewed and that of
multiculturalism abolished. I believe we are in danger of being swamped by Asians.
Between 1984 and 1985, 40 per cent of all migrants coming into this country were of
Asian origin. They have their own culture and religion, form ghettos and do not
assimilate.
After Federation, the Commonwealth Immigration Restriction Act (1901) enshrined racial
inequality in entry and in naturalisation provision, and a 'White Australia' was established. It
remained an article of faith for several decades and although overt discrimination was removed
from legislation in the 1960s and 1970s, prejudice and discrimination continued to be a feature of
the lives of most Aborigines.' Discussion relating to the origins of racism towards Aboriginal
people will be addressed shortly.
In 1937, a Commonwealth Report gave qualified support to a lessening of restrictions on Chinese
labour, after health laboratory tests had indicated an 'amazingly high percentage of anaemia'
amongst western females.'6 It was soon realised that 'the speediest method of solution would be to
permit a limited number of Chinese gardeners to be indentured'. This would ensure a regular
supply of fresh vegetables'7 to combat female anaemia for it was argued that, 'Unless the health of
the people is guarded, the White Australia policy will be endangered'.'8
The Racial Discrimination Act of 1975 finally legislated that it was 'against the law for a person or
persons to be discriminated against

...

where access to places and facilities are limited or refused'

and among other things, 'where the provision of goods and services is refused'.'9
But this was the decade of the sixties and the civil rights movement was yet to gain momentum. At
the theatres, and other venues where people gathered in numbers, access to facilities and services
were denied to certain sections of the populace. Discrimination and segregation were the norm in
Australia.
Dening states that: 'History is always the past and the present bound together in the sparse and
selected symbols that time throws up'.20 There were powerful symbols to be found in the women's
stories relating to the Darwin theatres. The rules governing the admission procedures and the
seating arrangements symbolised a system of normalisation whose primary purpose was exclusion
and inclusion. As noted in an earlier chapter, Foucault argues that the power of normalisation
imposes homogeneity' but in doing so it also introduces a rule that measures and highlights ; 'all
the shading of individual differences' 21

III

In Darwin society differences counted and at the theatres this was particularly so, for the act of
normalisation was in short, a means of dividing the troops. It ensured that those in the norm had
special privileges whilst those on the periphery did not.
How we respond to history is conditioned by the point at which we encounter it and the equipment
we accumulate along life's journey. As Steedman says, however,
children possess very little of that equipment, and in the process of acquiring it. the
baggage is continually reinterpreted. Memory simply can't resurrect those years, because it
is memory itself that shapes them, long after the historical time has passed

...

We rework

past time to give current events meaning, and that reworking provides an understanding
that the child at the time can't possess.22
The women of this study, being only children in the sixties, did not possess those understandings
either. However, becoming involved in this oral history project; telling their stories, and sharing
their personal interpretations have all given the women a greater understanding of the social
structures operating in the society of the time, a greater understanding of the places and events that
have affected them and an appreciation of the performances played out in their theatre of life.
Dening states that 'Knowledge of the past is expressed by all human beings according to their
different cultural and social systems.' 3 For the women of the study, coming from such diverse
backgrounds meant that the existence of a colour bar at the theatre was either visible or invisible

-

important or irrelevant, depending on the individual's circumstances. For Aboriginal people and
other disadvantaged groups, it was a potent reminder of the segregation they faced in the society of
the time. For Amanda, an Aboriginal informant, the social barriers were very visible for the
threatres represented inclusion and exclusion. The existence of class barriers, however, went
unnoticed by this author. I was a young, Anglo-Australian and my father was a senior public
servant. When we went to the movies the barrier was both invisible and irrelevant. We sat in the
back section of the Parap or in the Balcony of the Star.
The nature of oral history and the relationship that develops between the researcher and the
informants has an extraordinary capacity to transform us as we negotiate different ways of viewing
the world. A chance remark about segregation at the theatre and my initial disbelief at such a
proposition, is a prime example. In short, a throw away line by Amanda opened my eyes and
triggered an urgent need to find some answers which not only resulted in the confirmation of
Amanda's story but also the evolution of this chapter. For it was through Amanda that I first learnt
of the theatre colour bar.
Amanda: I remenber we had to hue up and you'd

...

a certain amount of money

...

to sit

in different areas and they used to have all the Aboriginais sitting right in the very front
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Right near the screen where you got to look up

...

and they didn't have any seating at all

and they just had to sit on the concrete and there was no umm protection you know

...

like

if it rained, they got wet and. I remember they used to have a wire fence there and that
used to um,n That was the
24

...

dividing

...

you know

...

between the Aboriginal people

s0 they wouldii 't go behind their boundaries. That was their boundary to sit there and

the next lot of seats were canvas seatings umin

...

and that was more like our style and so

we were allowed to sit in that area and the rich people wnm
they had seating up above and of course

...

...

like the white people

cause we 're not white we don 't know what

sort of seats but we knew they were very comfortable seats and they used to sit on top
because the top row of the theatre was

...

you know they can look down so they get a

better view, You know?2
The tales in the transcripts relating to colour bars at the theatres were a such total revelation to this
author, that the next question begged an answer.
I. Did any of your people ever go and

...

attempt to sit up the top?

Ainanda: Nah! No. No. No. Cause you had a different

...

walkway for the people who sit

up above and you know they'd have people standing out there waiting and asking for your
tickets and only white people could go on top and all the coloured ones and the black ones
would go down below and

...

they weren 't allowed to walk in the same area. They had to

walk outside and there was another entrance for them to walk
they, wouldn 't line up with the rest of the people

...

. .

.And the Aboriginais,

they had to line up right near the

screen and they had their entrance there. They had to walk in that. And I was just going to
say that the same goes for Parap Theatre, you know, that's the same.26
The colour bar story aroused my curiosity to such an extent, that within hours I had raised the
matter at a local informal gathering and an older male informant supported Amanda's story. He
revealed that as a child (Anglo-Australian) of about eight years old he had gone to the pictures
with his big brother and sister. As the lights were dimmed some people shuffled in from the side
doors at the rear of the screen.
'Who are they?' The lad asked.
Aborigines', said the big brother.
Mv informant said that he thought about this for a while and noticed that the front of the
theatre was not under cover and being a curious child he asked,
'Well, what happens when it rains?'
'They get wet!' caine the reply.27
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Some time later when my informant was at the pictures again, it did rain and the Aboriginal people
raced up the aisles to get under cover.
Virginia, an informant who comes from a large, Aboriginal family, remembered going to the
pictures especially on Wednesday nights, for that was Ranch Night, the night when cowboy
pictures were shown. She also remembered the colour bar and how she gradually became aware of
it.

V. Oh. We used to go to the Star, sometimes

...

Yeah

...

OHHH!

we loved the picture

...

theatres! That was the only entertain/ne/it in them days.
I. And when

...

when you went to the movies

V. (Pause) Where did! sit? (Pause) Well

...

...

uinm

...

where did you sit?

in the old days

...

we sat right in the front

yeah, right in the front (Pause) of the screen, yeah. The majority right in the front
With family, yeah

...

I mean

...

our family took its there, you know? We noticed in

the theatre

...

that all the Aboriginals sat down the front

place to go

...

so

...

...

...

as we were growing older sort of we

goin' to the movies we just automatically went there
teenager[s]

...

...

and ummn
as we

...

...

...

...

in

and that was our

I mean, when we was

but as we grew older and [were]

started to get a bit on the old age, you sort of move[ed] up

and things were changing a little bit, you know?

yeah

...

I remember

...

back further

...

in the sixties we

were starting to move a bit further out
I. The

...

the

...

the bar started to relax more?

V. Relax more, yeah
I. Yeah? How

...

...

In the late sixties, yeah.

how did you feel at the time? Having to

...

sort of sit in a

...

set area and

not an area that you chose?
V. (Long pause) / think 'cause when we were young we didn't realise
mean

...

we didmi 't wn,n

...

...

a lot of things

...

I

question a lot of the things at the time, you know? And ummn

we was just so happy to get there, and you know

...

And umm

...

(Long pause) We didn 't

evemi ask much about it but then, / s 'pose 'cause your parents just automatically took you
there

...

or your auntie or your uncle or whateverjust ummn

...

automnat

icallv 2S

For Virginia, her family and friends, there was never any question of sitting elsewhere in the
theatre other than in their designated area; the tradition had been set; the demarcation barriers were
up and as the decade of the seventies approached it seemed as if those outside the barriers could do
little else other than automatically resign themselves to the situation. Nevertheless, changes were
in the air.
Joan, an Anglo-Australian remembers the class and racial barriers associated with going to the
theatres and as well, the entertainment this arrangement unwittingly provided.
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J. Oh. You went

into

the box office and paid your money for whatever you were seeing

(and) the Aborigines would all just have to sit down
upstairs and it was sort of like

...

we looked down

...

cause

...

where they were

...

...

...

and yeah

...

...

sat

...

I mean we'd sit up

and there seemed to be like a fence that divided them

it was sort

...

of half roofed

...

So the Aboriginals had to sit

in the ...half that wasn't roofed. I think that's how it worked
screen umm yeah I mean

I mean we always

I don't ever remember going to that

downstairs part because it was just for the Aboriginals
there and look down at them

stairs.

...

ummn

...

in front of the

you know and most of the time there was fights and all that

sort of carrying on with the Aboriginals so the entertainment would be in watching them
down there having their blues (laughing) and doing whatever they'd be doing and final/v
you know,

...

someone would come and usher them out, or whatever and tell them to shut

up. (Chuckling).29
It seems that in a thirty year span nothing had changed. The Aborigines downstairs provided an
alternative form of entertainment for balcony patrons of both the 30s and the 60"s decades, as
Sager's extract from an informant who recalls the 1930s, states:
if you were an ordinary working class rvpe you sat at the back, underneath the balcony,
and if you were an Aborigine you squatted on the floor underneath the screen. Only thing
I remember much about that in particular

-

[is] that some bloke swung a dead black

snake over one night and we had black people climnbing up the screen over the wall

-

quite

a good picture. It was better than the picture. actual1v. °
The myth that the community mingled together is at odds with both the comments of locals who
frequented these venues and the evidence revealed in a archival search of the Northern Territory
State Library.
An incident at the Parap theatre in January 1963 is a case in point. It involved a Mrs Pat Litchfield
of Berrimah who registered a formal complaint. Under the headline 'No Theatre Colour Bar' the
NT News of Thursday 3 January, 1963, reported that
The proprietors of the Parap and Star theatres today flatly refuted suggestions that a 'color
bar' or any form of discrimination in the theatres existed against aborigines.3'
The incident related to a claim that on New Year's Eve, David, 'a young full-blood native [sic]
who lives with a white family was denied the right to a seat in the Parap other than in the two front
rows' and had subsequently been told to 'wait outside in the truck until the pictures were over.'
The proprietor when approached by the media denied any discrimination and claimed it was more
a case of economics. The seats were cheaper at the front and 'many natives did not earn full
wages' and preferred to 'sit together among their friends'.

'If any native dressed and behaving normally, wishes to pay full price and sit in the body
of the theatre, he or she, can do so', Mr Paspalis said. 'Many are full citizens now anyway
and have the right to go where they wish at any time, but we don't set full citizenship as
the standard at theatres,' he added.32
Aboriginal Australians were not always considered citizens. In fact, 'under the doctrine of social
Darwinism', philosophers deemed that history progressed from 'savagery to civilization,'33 and as
Christie states, this 'so-called scale of civilization placed the Europeans first and the blacks last.34
Christie argues that 'the oppression of the aborigines began with words,3 for describing them, the
victims, 'as worthless and subhuman' makes it easier to control and patronise them in powerful
and often brutal ways. Both the governments and the churches played their part in oppressing
Aboriginal Australians and legislation during the period of Protectionism sought to legitimise it.
Aborigines under a paternalistic government were 'institutionalized as Wards of the State in order
to be 'assimilated'.36 Langton states that
until the referendum of 1967, the Commonwealth had no role in Aboriginal affairs, except
in the Northern Territory, and thus there was no protection of Aboriginal rights; each
indigenous population was at the whim of its State's provincial administrations.
Aboriginal people did not have the right to vote until, at the end of this era, each State
jurisdiction was forced by international censure to enfranchise indigenous people.37
Under the Aboriginals Ordinance of 1911, the Protector's powers were extended to include the
care, custody, or control of any aboriginal or half-caste [sic] if in his opinion it is necessary
or desirable in the interests of the aboriginal or half-caste for him to do so.' Aboriginal
people were strictly limited in their movements and 'could be excluded or forbidden' from
any place the Protector declared prohibitive.38
In 1932, Cook, a particularly authoritarian Protector demanded that each Darwin Aboriginal be
'finger printed', undergo 'compulsory medical inspection', and be 'issued with a bronze numbered
disk, the numbers providing the key to the detailed records kept by government.' 39 The disk, with a
hole in the middle and red tape, was 'to be worn around the neck or on a hat.' The wearing of these
'dog tags' as they were colloquially known, provided details of the wearer's name, age, address
and included children's details in the case of female Half-castes [sic].40 Disks entitled the wearer to
a fortnightly exemption to attend 'the Moving Picture Exhibition to be held at the Star Theatre'.4 '
The 'dog tags' were necessary for admission to picture shows and also for making 'withdrawals
from trust accounts.' 42
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However, societies with 'institutionalized systems of racial discrimination' often find official and
unofficial ways of making exceptions. Government authorities held the view that 'part-Aborigines'
[sic] 'could, and should, by virtue of their superior white blood, assimilate into the white
community and lose all trace of their Aboriginality'.43 Thus, people 'of mixed racial parentage'
who could slip across the colour line' and 'pass' for being almost white,44 could obtain special
freedoms with regard to employment and places of residence.
The Commonwealth Constitution did not provide for Aborigines. It only provided for those
deemed 'not to be Aborigines.' Therefore, if 'Part-Aboriginals' [sic] were to be given 'white
privileges', then Exemption Certificates were necessary. 'Exemption Certificates', colloquially
known as 'dog licences' were obtained by 'Part-Aboriginal' [sic] people who displayed
'exemplary behaviour' 15 or were 'civilized' in terms of the European world view. According to
Biskup, society could deem that
an aborigine was 'civilized' if he wore clothing, could speak enough broken English to be
able to understand orders, was not cheeky, and appreciated the kindness bestowed upon
him by the Europeans.46
However, those applying for an Exemption Certificate also 'had to cease all contact with nonexempt Aborigines' other than immediately family. Further exemption could be revoked for any
lapses in behaviour or renewal of such contact.'47 The licence supposedly made an Aboriginal
person 'white' and it permitted him 'to enter a hotel bar'. This according to Nicholls,
'unfortunately, become a symbol of his citizenship' and 'to the exempted person's great
humiliation, presentation of the certificate' could 'be requested at any time.' 48
It would take the efforts of Jack Mc Ginness and the Australian Half-Caste Progressive
Association from March 1951 until 1953 to finally free their people from the provisions of the
Aboriginal Ordinance.'49 But it takes time for changes in legislation to filter out into the mindset of
the community, and altering the established ways of doing things is not so easily achieved.50
Returning to David and his exclusion from the Darwin picture theatre, Mr Paspalis conceded that
while things were changing, full citizenship was perhaps still being used elsewhere as a form of
exemption license. Mrs Litchfield is said to have been 'grateful' that the proprietors had 'cleared
the air', however, how David viewed the incident and its resolution was never reported, if indeed,
he was approached at all.
Having 'cleared the air' the Editorial in the NT News, (3 January, 1963) confirmed, 'No color Bar
at theatres' and gladly reported that; 'It's a good thing to see that the old "color bar in Darwin
theatres" has been put to rest at Iast.''

But the colour bar has not been put to rest, for the narratives of local people spanning the decades
of the thirties to the sixties clearly tell a different story. The artifacts too, in the form of
photographs
of theatre audiences, show clearly that in the interior of the Star Theatre there were
11
Aboriginal and Chinese sections downstairs and upstairs in the balcony was the section reserved
for Europeans. 2
While the cinemas of Darwin reflected the class structure of the community, they also provided an
important meeting place and were the social highlight of the week for youngsters living in an era
prior to the arrival of television, videos or Sony Play Stations. The pictures on Wednesday, Friday
and Saturday nights attracted a wide and colourful spectrum of youth. There were the bikies
hovering around the milkbars, listening to the jukeboxes, the young adolescent girls looking for
excitement and loitering around the street, and the Greeks driving up and down Smith Street in
their souped up cars. Stories relating to the antics of young adolescents at the picture nights
contain elements of racism, ritual and as well, demonstrate the entrepreneurial spirit of the young
in finding strategies for dealing with economic hardship.
The milk bar complete with juke box and hot chips in newspaper was a prominent fixture in the
social lives of the teenagers who frequented it and almost a compulsory attachment to the picture
theatre, as Fatima recalls:
F. Umin

...

there was a milk bar around the back

in the juke box and umnm
wrapped up like a cone

...

...

...

and we used to go and play the music

you used to go and get ya fish and chips in newspaper

(Laughing) And you 'd pick ya chips out of the top of it. Very

handy.
I. They tasted better like that didn 't they!
F. OH Yeah! (Laughing) Puttin' it in newspaper it was great! (Both laughing) Ummn
The hot chips. That was a big thing, gettin' at the movies
the Milk Bar and you 'd get a coke spider

...

...

and the Milk Bar. You'd go to

icecreamn and coke but ya didmi 't hang around

there too much because that's where all the
bikies

...

...

older ones hung out

...

the louts

...

the

and things like that, you know? 53

'Hanging around' meant meeting up with all manner of people: friends, acquaintances and
sometimes characters from subcultures such as the louts and bikies, whom nuns, priests and
parents classed as 'undesirables'. Respectability was the name of the game. Catholic girls were
expected to maintain a high standard of respectability. School rules emphasised the need for
Catholic girls 'to be noted for their courtesy and their refinement at all times, in all places, and to
all persons.' This included always speaking 'in a pleasant tone of voice' and avoiding shouting.
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rough laughter and coarse language in public, as well as on the school premises.' Good Catholic
51

girls did not chew gum and 'loitering in milkbars' was strictly 'forbidden'

.

For Joan loitering in milkbars or 'hanging around' was just part of the excitement associated with
being an adolescent and going to the pictures.
J. Umm

...

Well Friday nights, if there was a decent movie on we were allowed to go to

the pictures
first and see

...

...

and umm

...

you 'd go to the Star Theatre and you 'd hang around outside

the Greeks driving up and down the main street doing their (makes noises)

Wog whistle like at everybody

...

(Both laughing)

And did you ever do the Wog whistles back?
Oh Yeah! Yeah! Yeah! You 'd tease and tease the life out of them! Yeah! And parade up
and down the street. (Both laughing) You 'd always walk down to Woolworths and back a
few times and then finally (Laughing) you'd get into the pictures?'
Maggie, however, was not overly impressed by the Greeks who used to drive past in their souped
up cars.
M. I remember the Greeks and how they used to sort of some how
of the car

...

...

sit in

...

on the side

you know they had their hand on the window etcetera.

I. M,nm. Sort of lounge?
M. YEAH! Lounge! You know? And the hand over
driving

...

And umm

...

...

the seat

...

And sort of with one hand

I mean I sort of re.'nember them when we used to walk up town

the' 'd be on the side walk there

...

and sort of... giving it the Wog Whistle.

I. Did you give the Wog Whistle back?
M. No! No!
I. No?
M. NO! Umnm

...

NO! I couldn 't stand 'em actually

(Pause) They were okay. They were okay
I don't like him
like?

...

",

or something

...

...

...

you know how

...

I think it really

it's just that when somebody says, 'Oh no!

you would follow, you know?

...

You know

...

what it's

Following the sheep type thing?56

The Wog whistle was considered daring by those who used it. It differed from the Australian wolf
whistle in that, rather than blowing air out to produce two distinct lilting notes, the Wog whistle
was a single, shrill sound produced by sucking air in hard, through wet, pouted lips. It was not
without considerable sexual connotation and it was termed 'Wog' whistle since it originated with
the Greek boys who used it to attract the attentions of passing girls.
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Maria was one of those passing girls and while the picture theatre provided a suitable rendezvous,
dating or associating with the Greek boys in that era, had its price.
M. The Star Theatre

...

every Wednesday

tell my grandmother umm

...

...

was

...

Ranch Night. And umin

...

I used to

you know, we liked to go and see the cowboy movies BUT

we really didn 7 go to see the movies (Laughing) WE WENT TO SEE THE GUYS! (Both
laughing) Like, I sort of

...

went

...

with the Greeks. (Both Laughing) I used to tell my

grandma that I used to go to the pictures.
I. What did your grandma think? Or

...

or she didn 7 know you were knocking around with

the Greeks?
M. NO! NO!
I. Would she have been angry?
M. No. Not really but my uncle
u/nm but (in those) days
heavy name and
and

...

_

...

like

...

got cheesed off... you know

...

...

He 's Portuguese

they fthe Greeks) were called "Wogs"

...

...

And

And it was a

I suppose my uncle was just really watching out for me and my brother

like being thirteen I was sort of... fully developed. (Laughing)

I. How old were these Greek boys?
M. Ohh! They were about nineteen, iwenr'. (Laughing)
I. Right. Did they know you were that young?
M. YEAH! THEY DID!
The derogatory name for Greeks was 'Wogs'; it was a 'heavy name'. Some said it stood for
'Western Oriental Gentlemen' but the stigma still remained and 'Wog' could be deemed even
more derogatory when it was prefaced by the term 'Greasy'.
Name calling is a part of the Australian psyche and derogatory labels abound, while legal
documents such as the Aboriginal Ordinances are full of definitions focused on the percentage of
'Aboriginal blood'.58 While post war migrant programs, in the 1950s saw an influx of southern
Europeans, Gianfranco Cresciani's study of Italians in Australia concluded that, 'interaction with
Australian society was for many migrants almost non-existent' and Italians in Australian pubs
were often greeted 'with the insulting epithets of 'wogs' and 'dagos'

59
.

Informants in Thompson's study of Italian migrants describe the wide-spread discrimination
people experienced during the 1950s and 1960s stating that
it was almost impossible to avoid: in the street, on public transport, in hotels, at
cinemas, dances, anywhere that people gathered, they heard the same monotonous insults.
with Australians asking all the time: 'Why don't you go hack home?'6°
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The derogatory term for girls who dated Greek boys in Darwin during the sixties was 'Wog Bait'.
Strong family bonds and arranged marriages were part and parcel of the Greek way of doing
things, thus in the situation of a non Greek girl going steady with a Greek boy it was unlikely to
lead to anything permanent and respectable, like marriage, for example. Australian girls who
entered into such relationships with Greek boys risked personal unhappiness through eventual
rejection, as well as community scorn from both sides.
Such community attitudes are highlighted in Christie's study of Darwin Greeks, where informants
expressed the opinion that Australian women 'acted and dressed immodestly', but as Christie says,
,

the majority put it more politely when they said they did not want their children marrying

Australians because 'their customs and morals are just too different'

61
.

More to the point, Greek

girls were always chaperoned and virginity was an imperative until the wedding night. Australian
girls on the other hand, in the eyes of Greeks, had 'an extraordinary degree of freedom.62
While the women's stories reflected the racial and social tensions prevalent in the community they
also demonstrated the entrepreneurial spirit of the young. In many cases a lack of money meant
having to economise. Entrepreneurial skills were a part of the sixties scene at the theatres as
youngsters devised various strategies for gaining good seats on the cheap, or vied with each other
for the empty, refundable, Coca Cola bottles. Joan recalls the havoc this must have caused to the
budget of an Aboriginal family whose job it was to clean the Parap theatre.
J.

...

when the pictures had finished they'd do the cleaning and back then you know

everything was in bottles and you got refunds so

..

part of their payment / think was they'd

get the bottles and they 'd get, you know, 3c or whatever the refund was on it but we
thought that was a really good lark so you know we'd spend half the night crawling on
our hands and knees (Both laughing) underneath people's seats getting their bottles! And
at the end of the night we'd
cash in the bottles.

...

...

go into the little fish and chip shop next door and we'd

we'd end up with a FORTUNE! 1 mean you know

what we'd been given to go to the pictures with! And then after that
operated the picture theatre
t'eren t getting

...

...

cottoned on to this, did,i 't she

as many bottles either

was the end of the night

...

but

...

...

...

...

MORE than

the lady that

of course the cleaners

so

we were on/v a//owed so many and that

we used to

spend the whole night climbing under

...

people 's chairs and running around cash ing the bottles (Both laughing) Oh when / think
about it!63
Having little money to spend and conscious of the need to economise, some of the girls discovered
the joys of upward mobility by paying for the cheaper seats and then wangling their way up to the
balcony seats as the night wore on. Maria was one of those girls:
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M. Well

We'd line up with the Aborigines (Laughing) And pay really cheap fares

•..

(Laughing) and stay right up the front about two inches away from the screen I reckon.
(Laughing) [with the Aborigines]

because they used to bring their blankets

...

[we 'd] sit there and pretend we were

...

sort of with them and laugh and that

those days, the Aborigines were really good
bickering and fighting and that and then

...

...

REALLY good

before interval

to the back and sort of say, 'I'm just going to the Loo,'

...

out, you see

..

...

cause they gave you a pass (Laughing)

thinking you'd come from the chairs?
Bagot[Aboriginal] part (Laughing)
come back then
(Laughing)

...

...

before interval

...

...

...

...

...

And

because

you didn't get much

you[d]

and umm

...

...

(Laughing)

...

go

if you get a pass

And the bloke was at the door

From the cheaper part from the

...

So we 'd get our pass out and go to the toilet and

...

we'd use that pass out TO GO UPSTAIRS!

And that's when WE HIT THE BOX!

...

cause they had a girl's box and a

boy's box.
I. Oh. What do you mean, "hit the box"?
M. Well

. . .

upstairs

...

there was more of a luxury area upstairs.

I. Right. Oh you mean in the balcony part?
M. Yeah in the box!

...

And at the back

...

right at the back of the theatre

...

there was

girl's box and boy's box.
I. So they

they [were] segregated?64

M. Yeah! The girls were this side and the boys

...

And niner'-five percent

...

IT WAS

BOYS AND GIRLS NEXT TOGETHER! (Both laughing) And when the lights [went] on
we were ducking (Laughing).

...

but it was good to pay the price to see

whoever you wanted to see. (Laughing)

...

you know

65

For those who suffered from economic hardship and lacked the entrepreneurial drive and skill of
some of their more flamboyant peers, they had no option but to

Sit

in the front seats. Fatima was

one of those who had to economise.
F. [The] Picture Theatre was another place to go
covered and wide opened. And 1 can remember that

...

...

and umni that was sort of part

we used to go into there and

...

you

know, we didn't have much money. Mum didn't have much money, so I used to wear my
sports uniform
I. To the pictures?
F. Yes! The movies.
1. How did you feel about THAT?
F. Well, I guess / was just that younger, I didn't really take much notice of it when I was
younger. But there's a section there that you could go in front of a bar and pay

...

20 cents

to go to the movies or (Chuckling) two shillings to go to the movies
with my sister who did,i 't want to take me

...

...

And I used to go

because you know she was older and I was

younger, though she used to sit up the back with her friends and I had to go and sit down
the front of the bar

...

But that was okay because it was so cheap, you know?

I. When you say, 'a bar'

u,nm?

...

F. It was just a big, long bar running across the thing and
I. In front of the movies was it? You sat in front of it? Is that what you re saying?
F. Yeah. Like there was itmm

...

the screen

I. Yes?
F. And then we had the seats and then we had the bar and then we had the back section.
We always used to sit up the front because it was cheaper.
I. Who did you sit with?

...

At the front?

F. They 'd just leave me so I'd sit with whoever was there at the time
the time

...

...

whoever I knew at

or if! went with friends..66

It is interesting to note that even when pushed, there is no mention of Fatima being aware of why
the bar was there. She was more preoccupied with the cost of items, and being dumped by her
siblings, and references to 'not having enough money', were prominent in her stories. For Fatima,
while the physical boundaries at the theatre were visible, the existence of the colour bar was either
irrelevant or remained hidden from her view. The class barrier, however, was a different matter. It
was very visible, for it was reinforced by the seating arrangements and the price of the tickets.
Segregation by race or class was not within the Catholic belief system, since all were supposedly
equal in the eyes of God. Therefore, in the case of the Anglo Australian girls, sitting in the section
of the theatres reserved for whites, memories of the existence of the colour bar were
understandably limited. It was not an issue that directly concerned, nor greatly affected them and
thus, there is little or no reference to it within their stories. In fact, so influential was the school in
instilling the Catholic views of equality, that there is initial, and in some cases, adamant denial of
the existence of any racism.
Maggie: So yea/i, when I come to think of it, you know ummn
in our reunions about
don't

...

...

POLITICS!
...

...

...

Everyone was equal

about that sort of

...

Amanda sort of mentioned

segregation or something with the coloureds

when I come to think of it

because see

because

...

...

...

Now

...

now I

I don 't sort of... you see, I don 't really recall that

...

cause

...

I mean at home we never ever

...

talked

there was no racial thing and we never evemi real/v talked about

You know what I mean? That was all kept from us

we were sort of taught

...

...

because

...

I think

you know to be treated as kids and not to be worried
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about sort of all these proble,ns that they reckon that they've got
got on well!

...

there was none of this umni

...

..

But you know

we all

fighting, bickering or anything like that, or I

sort of never saw any

I. So you don't recall any black and white problems?

Maggie: No! No! / don 't. No! Because we all sort of got on well together

...

With each

other.67

The Catholic upbringing sheltered children, especially girls, from the unpleasant side of life, in
many cases molding them into naïve, young adults. In my own case, a phrase often quoted within
the family circle was that one should 'never discuss sex, religion or politics'. It was unthinkable to
ask the question, Why not?' It is somewhat ironic that the most exhilarating discussions for me
these days are indeed, usually about sex, politics or religion.
Sex, politics and religion were not something to be discussed around the evening table, nor was the
subject of racism. These were subjects to be kept away from tender young minds. Children's rights
were unheard of and the Ten Commandments provided all the guidelines one needed to live a good
Christian life. Children were required to honour their mother and father and this meant accepting
and obeying their counsel without question. Thus, when Maggie went to the movies she did as she
was told and sat upstairs.
M.

...

I just purchased the ticket umnm

...

always went upstairs

...

And always sort of

favoured the right hand side of the wing type thing.
I.

Hmm. Mm,n. Why was that?

M. Umnm

...

I think because it was a smaller area, you know, whereas the other was

the centre it was such a
was where all the

...

wide seating

...

...

/ don't know why

...

But

I did

...

...

in

but underneath

we were sort of told that we were,, 't allowed to go downstairs.

I. Who told you that?
M. Mv Mum.68

While the segregation and discrimination practised in our community remained invisible to some
of the women in this study, they were not alone in this. It is remarkable, that our current Prime
Minister, John Howard, seems to have suffered from the same shortsightedness, for before
becoming Prime Minister, he had this to say:
I remember from my childhhood

...

you had that great sense in which people were pretty

much the same. Some were a little better off than others. Some didn't have cars; they all
seemed to have a house and a backyard and that basic sort of sufficiency. There wasn't a
big divide. You were conscious that there were some very wealthy people living in another
part of the city and there were some people who were struggling, but there was a sense that
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you were all the same

...

Rediscovering that sense of egalitarianism is important for the

cohesion of our country.69
'No extremes. No ethnic divisions. Classless.' According to Mc Gregor, 'It's an Australia which
has disappeared forever (if it ever existed), but which John Howard carries around in his heart as
his personal Rosebud, a vision of how things used to be and how he wants them to be again.'70 In
John Howard's middle-class 'Methodist memory', is a vision of happy middle Australia where
everyone was equal. The Aboriginal people shuffling in through the side door of the Star Picture
Theatre, as the lights dimmed, would hardly have agreed, nor would the Aboriginal Australians for
whom going to the cinemas, meant wearing red-taped 'dog tags' around their necks.
Maria was another informant to state adamantly that she did not experience any racism in her early
years, however, the same cannot be said for her teenage years, and the business of going out to the
pictures with her Anglo Australian boyfriend certainly reinforced it.
M

...

We were going together for a while

eah

so .because I think I

...

. .

...

...

wasn 't "coloured"; I was Timorese

talking

...

...

his family was a little bit cheesed off

had a bit of colour and they were very white people

They kept looking at me sort of... you know

coloured people

But

...

...

and I had to point out a lot of times that I

but a lot of people

they thought I was coloured anyway

...

...

and

because mixing with the

...

half the time I ended up

the same way they talked. (laughing)71

...

While Maria insists on denying the level of racism prevalent in the society, her stories paint a
different picture; a picture of someone trying desperately to be accepted for herself and at the same
time, struggling to maintain her Timorese heritage and gain acceptance within a discriminating
community.
M.

...

but nobody knew I was

down a bit because
You know

...

flow in the end

...

you still

...

...

really thought I was Timorese.

...

You know while with white people

you're white and if you were

...

with black people

...

You know? You just went with the
...

you know

...

handful

racist

...

...

...

You know sort of thing
that's why

...

...

you pretend(ed)

but those days

a lot of people didn 't give a shit you know?

that really

...

you pretended you were black!

You know? (laughs) You just sort of had to go with the flow
really

That sort of got me

HAD TO EXPLAIN. In the end I couldn't give a SHIT!

whether I was black, pink or purple
...

...

...

it

wasn't

Only a very small

sort of looked down. ... "Ooo! Very white!"" She 's very dark!"

...

the kids there

no
...

...

we

but umin And I loved going to the convent because
...

everybody was

...

whether you were white, black, or pink or purple.72

UJ

come from the same family, really

The stories the women told painted a colourful picture of the dramas unfolding at the Darwin
theatres on picture show nights. There is nothing unusual about viewing life as a series of dramas
nor should there be any problem with viewing history as a theatre of life. Dening views history as a
theatre and says that:
It is the theatre in which we experience truth. But we have to work at it, because the truth
is always clouded in some way by story. History is always parable to the truth.73
In searching for the truth, the place of the theatres in the lives of Darwin adolescents emerged as a
powerful theme in the oral histories. Uncertainty, contradictions and denials sometimes clouded
the view but as stories have unfolded, 'we see the contradiction of old Darwin; the friendly
community, where everyone mingled, yet were segregated'.74
For the Aboriginal girls and those suffering economic hardship, the barriers remained a potent
reminder of their position in society and put an end to the myth of the friendly Darwin. For the
girls from the Anglo Australian backgrounds, who always sat upstairs, the colour bar was either
invisible or irrelevant. Their reason for attending the movies was to socialise with their friends in
the balcony and their circumstances did not prevent this. Thus, in terms of memory when it came
to the colour bar, some did not recall it at all.
Mezirow sheds some light on why this might be so. The importance of oral history research lies
not so much in the truth of the stories told, nor in an accumulation of interesting 'facts' but rather
in the underlying assumptions and recurring themes or meaning perspectives which the stories
convey.
Mezirow defines meaning perspective as the structure of assumptions that constitutes a frame of
reference for interpreting the meaning of an experience.'7 Mezirow highlights the importance of
the past in shaping our meaning perspectives and gives an insight into why some experiences (oral
histories) may be more vividly recalled than others.
Meaning perspectives are, for the most part, uncritically acquired in childhood through the
process of socialization, often in the context of an emotionally charged relationship with
parents, teachers or other mentors

...

Experience strengthens, extends, and refines our

structures of meaning by reinforcing our expectations about how things are supposed to
be th
The very nature of oral history research has the potential to profoundly challenge those uncritically
acquired meaning perspectives and in doing so, lead to a greater understanding of our past and how
we have become who we are today. In short, oral history can be transformative, however, research
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on this process is still limited. Generally the role played by the oral historian is neglected but
Stuart is one who highlights this apparent gap maintaining that:
A discussion of the interview process itself, and the dynamics of the interaction between
researchers and respondents. is rarely attempted in the research literature. Yet the
dynamics of an interview, and the relationship between its central participants, are
influential in determining the quality and richness of its outcomes.7
It is evident that the quality and richness of the stories arising from this study cannot be denied,
nor can the dynamics and influence of relationships formed in childhood, be dismissed. These
stories provide valuable insights into the lives of the young women, exposing the racial and class
barriers prevalent in the society of their time. Somewhere within 'the interpretation and the
performance' of this history lies the truth. For Dening, such a truth contains
the same qualities with which we experience it in everyday life

-

sometimes uncertainly,

sometimes contradictorily, sometimes clouded by the forces that drive us to it, sometimes
so clearly that it blinds us to everything else.78
While traditional history excludes ordinary people like those of this study, oral history gives them
a voice that can be very revealing. It was through the process of oral history that Amanda's voice
was heard. Had not the dynamics of the interview been right. Amanda may not have shared her
story about the colour bar issue and I would not have questioned its existence, nor raised the issue
with others. It was in the process of having my own meaning perspective challenged, that this story
about the place of the theatre in the lives of the Catholic girls growing up in the sixties, has been
told.
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Chapter 5
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Chapter 5
The Myth of the Good Catholic Girl
Today, young women would find it hard to imagine the world of women of the sixties.
When what we now know as the feminist movement first began to attract public notice in
Australia in 1969, the informants of this study were young girls entering womanhood. In a
poignant, open letter to women born since 1969, Anne Summers captures most clearly the
place of women in Australia:
You may not he able to imagine a world where married women were not allowed to
be permanently employed teachers (or any other professional on the government
pay-roll), where pregnant women could be fired, where you could be refused a job
or a course of study because you were female, where abortion was illegal and
dangerous, where it was the law of the land to pay women only 59 per cent of the
male wage, but this was the world into which I came of age in the mid-1960s. Then,
women members of parliament were rare oddities

...

women were starting to go to

university in large numbers but more often to find a husband than to acquire careertraining, and the thought that a woman would retain her own last name after
marriage was considered a dangerous and rebellious act.
It was in this world that my informants began their journey to womanhood. Now, almost
thirty years later and approaching their middle years, these women remember their Catholic
schooling. The strong, religious fervour that permeated their schooling marked these
individuals in particular ways; personally, spiritually and intellectually.
Guilt, fear and self-denial were part and parcel of living for most Catholics since they were
fashioned in the belief that all are tainted with original sin and therefore must spend their
lives in atonement. For Greg Dening, 'self-denials were a constant symbol of commitment' 2
in the lives of Catholics.
There were self-denials demanded by Church rule and custom that gave us identity
-

no meat on Friday, fasting before communion, lifting one's cap as one passed a

church in a crowded tram. These showed us to be Catholic, indeed persecuted
Catholics in a Protestant world. There were extra self-denials that identified us with
a religious elite and stood as measures of our holiness

-

morning mass every day,

visits to the "blessed Sacrament" after meals, membership in a variety of religious
groups.3
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According to Dening, 'failure to live up to ideals was a matter of guilt and penance and of
constant effort to reform'

.

In my personal experience as a Catholic girl, penance and guilt

played heavily on the mind but I was not alone. Stories abound of suffering and guilt not
only in the informants' oral histories but in the stories of a diverse range of Catholic women.
In her story of growing up Catholic, former Victorian Labor politician, Pauline Toner
believes that her generation 'suffered greater agonies of guilt and torments of conscience'
than her parents' generation, whom she believes 'generally were exposed to a simpler view
of religion for a shorter period of time'.5 Writer and lecturer, Val Hawkes maintains that
while her convent days 'equipped her for a dangerous and sinful world' and honed her
'powers of introspection and self analysis'6, they also left behind legacies which still inhibit
her intellectual and spiritual world. Hawkes maintains that her convent days
sharpened the teeth of guilt and anxiety that remained constant companions long
after liturgy and dogmas were thankfully abandoned. The moral stance of the
agnostic is every bit as rigid and hard won as the massively buttressed stance of the
'good' Catholic. The mental and emotional processes may be identical, but the
individual loneliness of the 'lapsee' is agonizing in the face of that early total
commitment.7
To understand that early total commitment to which Hawkes refers, means tracing the path a
Catholic takes on the journey of faith. in Catholicism, a person can only be baptised once
and this sacrament initiates the person into the Catholic community. Most Catholics, though
not all, are baptised as infants with the selected Godparents renouncing Satan and all his
works on behalf of the child. 'Baptism involves pouring water over the head of the person to
be baptised, and anointing them with oil' 8 Following Baptism, a steady and regular
immersion in church rituals follows. In Australia this process is reinforced by the existence
of a large, well organised Catholic school system. When the Catholic child enters a parish or
private Catholic school a more formal training in the remaining initiation rituals begins.
The word 'sacrament' is mostly used in relation to seven major rituals celebrating God's
presence. These formal community events relate to important stages in life. There are three
categories of sacraments including sacraments of initiation, sacraments of healing, and
sacraments of service. Apart from Baptism which I have already mentioned, the sacraments
of initiation also include Confirmation and Eucharist (sometimes called Holy Communion).
The sacrament of Eucharist belongs to all three categories. The sacraments of healing
include Confession (or Reconciliation) and Anointing of the Sick (i.e. Extreme Unction or
the Last Rites), while Marriage and Holy Orders, make up the sacraments of service.9
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In Catholic theology the church is the agent of God's will on this earth. The church however
is a hierarchical structure with Catholic doctrine flowing to the laity from the Pope, through
the Cardinals and Bishops to diocesan priests and religious orders.
In a Protestant country like Australia the parish school played an important role in sustaining
Catholic doctrine. The school was instrumental in tailoring girls for their future womanly
duties and indoctrinating boys and girls into the Catholic way of being. Rituals and liturgies
figured prominently in the process. The Macquarie Dictionary defines ritual as 'any solemn
or customary action, code of behaviour, etc., regulating social conduct', while the term
liturgy is defined as 'a particular form or type of the Eucharistic service'.
Recalling the part the school played in shaping the lives of my informants, Joan, for one,
recalls with glee the precision and ritual associated with Eucharistic preparations.
J. Ummm

...

Yeah and

[we] had a wooden

...

...

my First Ho/v Communion

...

was just SO funny because

platform up against the board and every morning, without

fail, we all had to assemble in the back and it was so solemn and so precise and we
would move forward up to the rostrum and we'd all kneel on the edge of the
wooden platform and Sister would come along with one of those flat pencils and
we'd all have our hands (gesturing hands joined in prayers) and she [Sister] would
just go from one to the other with you know

...

practising

... put[ting]

the host with

this pencil along (laughing) [on our tongues] and you re all kneeling there with
your hands out and then you 'd proceed

...

to the left you know

...

and

...

we

practised that for weeks!
1. Was the pencil wiped?
J. NO!
In between each

...?

OH NO! You know

...

so you just

...

you know

...

practised this thing.

0

More often than not, church rituals were very public events that demonstrated Catholic
solidarity. The significance of the occasion and the fact that others were watching them were
not lost on the young initiates. Was it fear or embarrassment, or both, that made Venetia
Nelson remember her rehearsals but not her First Communion?
I have no memories of my First Communion, except for wetting my pants at the
altar rails at one of the rehearsals, but there are photos of me and my twin standing
awkwardly in white dress, veil and wreath, squinting into the sun. I do not
remember our Confirmation

...

Somehow after this ceremony
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I

managed to kiss the

Bishop's ring twice by joining the end of the queue again, the bishop discovering it
and l aug hing. H
Historian Patrick O'Farrell sees Catholic schooling as 'a vital formative influence on the
disposition and attitudes of Australian Catholics'. According to O'Farrell, religious teaching
.

was set in an atmosphere of intense piety' and 'frequent devotions' and was 'informed by
deference to authority and the assertion of Catholic truth against Protestant error' 12
The indoctrination process began with the catechism. Adopted by the Plenary Council of
1885, the catechism, based on the Irish Maynooth Catechism was used for some eighty years
as the basic text of instruction throughout Australian Catholic schools. The Catechism was
divided into four main sections: the Creed, Commandments, Sacraments and Prayers.'3
The catechism consisted of questions and answers relating to Catholic faith which school
children chanted in class and memorised by rote. According to O'Farrell:
The teaching, and the closed world in which it was conducted, had the advantages
of simplicity, of assumptions, habits and responses which were protective of much
that was strong and continuing in lay Catholic religious practice. Their
disadvantages lay in inflexibility, an emphasis on authority and formulae before
understanding, an isolated unreality in the midst of the complex challenges of a
wider life.'4
Colleen recalled most vividly her catechism days and volunteered this description early in
her story.
C.

...

Do you remember that Catechism umm

...

'God made the world'? 'Who made

the world?' 'God made the world'. (Chuckling)
I. 'WHO MADE HEA VEN AND EARTH?' (Both laughing heartily) Oh YEAH!
(Laughs)

C. Ohhhhh!
I. Did YOU learn THAT off by heart? (Laughing)
C. YEAH! COURSE YOU DID! (Both laughing) So did YOU! (Laughing)
I. OHHH! YEAH!
C. Forty years later I can STILL re.'nember it!(Laughing)
I. OHHHHH! I can, TOO! Verbatim! Quote the first page. Yeah.
C. Yeah. Uinm
I. Did va know what it meant?(Chuckling)
C. Not a CLUE! (Bursts our laughing)15
•i&

Colleen's lack of understanding was not of paramount importance. The rote learning of the
catechism served many functions. As Ryan states, the catechism 'answered questions which
many students had not yet formed for themselves, and provided responses often
unintelligible or mystifying'

16
.

Catholic children needed the ammunition provided by the

catechism to protect them against an anti-Catholic world.
When asked to describe what being a Catholic means to them, people's responses vary,
although there is a common theme. One Darwin informant expressed it quite colourfully
when she said, 'Catholicism gets right inside ya guts an' ya just can't shake it'.' 7 Babette
Francis, mother of eight, in quoting Christopher Koch states that, 'Somebody who is raised a
Catholic is inescapably shaped by the church in a way that a Protestant isn't, and that it isn't
just a matter of religious attitudes, it is a quasi-mystical tribal thing'.18 It is a 'them and us',
insider-outsider world view.
Young Catholics of today might not understand this 'quasi-tribal' thing, nor the 'them and
us' mentality that was part of the Catholic psyche. Youngsters growing up in the post
seventies era of multi-culturalism no longer feel different from other people in the
community and they do not need to stand united for protection, against a 'hostile nonCatholic majority'.'9 At the time of the 1991 Census, Catholics in Australia numbered '4
606 600, or 27.3 per cent of the Australian population, easily the largest religious'
denomination in the nation. ° Clearly, Australian Catholics no longer see themselves as a
separate and oppressed group but in the sixties and before, this was not the case.
Dening sheds some light on this insider-outsider notion in his study of the Polynesian
society. In Performances, he says of the Polynesians that they held 'a common
understanding of themselves' and he refers to this as 'an historical consciousness
expressed in the mythical opposition of 'Native' and 'Stranger" 21 While the Catholic girls

-

growing up in Darwin in the sixties are well removed from Dening's Polynesians one can
still draw parallels.
The idea of growing up Catholic meant developing separately from others and having
common cultural themes. The notion of stranger and native could be applicable in terms of
those initiated into the Catholic Faith and those not. Consciously or otherwise there is the
notion of 'other'; of inclusion and exclusion. The aim of the catechism was 'to produce an
adult level of faith in children who were often not sufficiently able to appreciate the
meaning or significance of formulae which were simply parroted back to the teacher or
school inspector on demand' 22 The catechism and its indoctrination process assisted in
establishing and maintaining a Catholic 'historical consciousness'.

All Catholic school children were exposed to the catechism. Even an informant in her mid
seventies, when casually questioned about what she recalls of her Catholic school days
chanted, without prompting and with considerable gusto; 'Who made the world? God made
the world'. A sample from the Junior Grades Catechism appears below:
CHAPTER 1
I.

GOD AND CREATION

-

Q. Who made the world?

God made the world.
Q. Who made Heaven and earth and all things?

A. God made Heaven and earth and all things.
Q. From what did God make all things?

God made all things from nothing.
Q. Where is God?

God is in Heaven, on earth and everywhere.
Q. If God is everywhere, why do we not see him?

We do not see God because He is a Spirit, having no body, and, therefore,
cannot be seen by us in this life.
Q. What can God do?

God can do all things.
Q. Does God see us?

God does see us.
Does God know all that we say and do and think?
God does know all that we say and do and think.2 '
The catechism impressed on young, susceptible Catholics that an all knowing, all seeing
God was always present and that not only their actions but even their thoughts were always
under surveillance, when God's agents, the priests and the nuns were absent. The view of an
all seeing God was reinforced in the ritual of confessing.
In Confession (also Penance) or Reconciliation as it is now called, the subject is both the
accuser and the accused and the ritual takes place within a discourse of disclosure. Within
the ritual, a power relationship unfolds between the priest and the penitent. According to
Foucault, the priest in the confession
is not simply the interlocuter but the authority who requires the confession,
prescribes and appreciates it. and intervenes in order to judge, punish, forgive.
console. and reconcile; a ritual in which the truth is corroborated by the obstacles
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and resistances it has had to surmount in order to be formulated; and finally, a ritual
in which the expression alone, independently of its external consequences, produces
intrinsic modifications in the person who articulates it: it exonerates, redeems, and
purifies him: it unburdens him of his wrongs, liberates him, and promises him
salvation.24
Confession was supposed to have the effect of turning one back to God. According to
Christian thought it produced 'a physical effect of blissfully suffering from feeling in one's
body the pangs of temptation and the love that resists it'.25 While confession was no doubt
liberating for some individuals, for the women of this study, it was a compulsory and
embarrassing ritual one had to endure. Confession usually preceded Eucharistic celebrations
for one had to be in a state of Grace to receive the Eucharist. When the class went over to
the Cathedral, and filed into the pews beside the confessional boxes, all students would go.
Like musical chairs, each disciplined student dutifully moved one seat onwards in the pews
towards the confessional box. Close scrutiny meant there was no question of avoiding the
inevitable for as Foucault states
The exercise of discipline presupposes a mechanism that coerces by means of
observation; an apparatus in which the techniques that make it possible to see
induce effects of power, and in which, conversely, the means of coercion make
those on whom they are applied clearly visible.26
Class confession days became an intellectual minefield in which penitents determined just
which thoughts were sinful, which ones would be confessed and which ones were to be
conveniently forgotten. Deliberately neglecting to tell your sins was considered a sin of
omission in itself, so to try and conveniently forget something that you did not want to share
with God, or worse still, Reverend Father, caused a dilemma of conscience.
Conscience played havoc with the minds of impressionable young Catholics. As Lorna
Hannan relates:
If you dared to miss Mass, your faith tapped out a Morse code message which was
then dc-coded by your conscience. A Jimminy Cricket voice inside your head
announced that missing Mass on Sundays was wrong and that you had done wrong,
which you already knew to be the case, and so you had to go to Confession and start
again.27
Students waiting to go to Confession were expected to kneel in prayer and prepare for the
sacrament by examining their own conscience. 'When was your last confession ? What kind
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of sins have you committed? How many?' From a personal point of view, the wait was
excruciating.28 Maggie was one who recalls the guilt associated with going to confession:
M. U,'nm

...

/ do

...

do recall that we had to

...

I sort of got the feeling that

you know, if... if you didn't go to Confession then

conscience going up there

...

you had to say tvpe of thing

...

that

you know, you'd get a gui/tv

to receive Communion. You know, you might have

done something wrong, but ummn
you know, going into those

...

...

...

.

.Confession actual/v sort of... scared you a bit

little cubicles and sort of saying, you know, what

ummm

...

cause that was on the side where you had

to line up and go to Confession.
I. Did you find it easier with different priests? (Pause) Than others?
M. Yeah! Yeah, umm
chuckling) Umm

...

...

Sort of

...

(Pause) like

...

Father umm

...

H. (Both

Yeah, Ifound it very hard with him, you know what I mean?

I. Why do you think that was?
M. Well, because they would remember things

...

like (Laughs) You 'd be walking by

and they'd probably say, "Oh I remember her and what SHE did!" (Both laugh)
I. So you were worried he 'd remember later when he saw
M. (Laughing) That's right! That's right! I mean we didmi 't do anything really bad,
you know what I mean.29

Not all who went to confession were truly sorry for their sins. Beaumont in collecting
Catholic school girl tales recalled the best story she heard:
Will you ever forget when you told the priest in Confession that you had tonguekissed a boy in the school holidays? He asked if you planned to marry the boy and
you said, "No." Then he asked if you intended doing it again and you said: "Yes."
And then he wouldn't give you absolution.30
While Catholic humour is full of confessional anecdotes, many of which are immortalised in
Dave Alan's television series of the seventies, for the girls of Saint Mary's it was a serious
and scary ritual. Conscience, guilt and an ever vigilant God effectively ensured that the
whole system of rules and regulations permeated the lives of Catholics. The 1963 catechism
that was prescribed for use in Australian schools by the Australian Hierarchy outlined those
rules, for apart from the questions and answers, and the Creed of Catholic beliefs, it also
listed the Ten Commandments and the Chief Laws of the Church, which provided the basis
for Catholic living and, as well, a checklist for Confession. The laws as set out in the
Catechism are transcribed below.
THE COMMANDMENTS

•EI

I AM THE LORD THY GOD.
Thou shalt not have strange gods before me.
Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain.
Remember that thou keep holy the Sabbath Day.
Honour thy father and thy mother.
Thou shalt not kill.
Thou shalt not commit adultery.
Thou shalt not steal.
Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour.
Thou shalt not covert thy neighbour's wife.
Thou shalt not covert thy neighbour's goods.3'
Chapter 112
THE AUTHORITY OF THE CHURCH
(Read Hebrews 13. 17)
THE CHIEF LAWS OF THE CHURCH
To offer Mass on Sundays and holy days of obligation.
To fast and abstain on the days commanded.
To make our Paschal Communion each year between Ash Wednesday and
Trinity Sunday.
To contribute to the support of our pastors and to the upkeep of Catholic
schools and charitable institutions.
To observe the laws of the Church about the sacrament of marriage.

160. Q.
A.

-

Why should you obey the laws of the Church?

-

I should obey the laws of the Church because its laws are made to help

men reach heaven.32
It is significant that the religious texts written by patriarchs living in a world set in the
decades prior to gender inclusive language, was sexist in nature. The sexist language was a
marker of a sexist society and in the Catholic Church the dominance of men prevailed. The
decision making power lay in the hands of men and women were defined as subordinate.
The place of women was not in the public domain. Theirs was a private world of boundaries.
Catholic woman teamed early where those boundaries lay. They articulated them within
their oral histories, for the past, as Dening says, leaves 'sign-bearing relics' 33 transcribed in
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many ways within the memory. In the women's memories, stories abound of the rituals
performed to demonstrate their measure of holiness as under a forever watchful God they
were managed and continually assessed for a quality controlled Catholicism. According to
managing consultant, Anne Gorman, every part of her Catholic childhood was
circumscribed by rules of one kind or another. Doctrines and dogmas merged into
myths, legends and superstitious practices. until it was difficult to distinguish one
from the other. I spent much of my early adult life divesting myself of the conscious
and unconscious legacies and weight of all that unnecessary baggage.31
The Macquarie Dictionary defines doctrine as 'a particular moral or religious principle
taught or advocated', while dogma is defined as 'a system of principles authoritatively laid
down, as by a church'. Myth refers to 'a collective belief that is built up in response to the
wishes of the group rather than an analysis of the basis of the wishes'. In the modem world
the word 'myth' is used to describe any idea considered to be untrue. Traditional myths,
however, far from being falsehoods, were vehicles for expressing profound religious truths.
As an integral part of religion, myths dealt with matters that shaped people's lives such as
the creation of the world, God, humanity, the meaning of life and death and the struggle
between good and evil.3
Collections of stories (Bennett & Forgan, 1991; Nelson & Nelson, 1986) have captured some
of the myths which were part of the convent girls' existence. Such myths based on warnings
and negative images reinforced in Catholics the good behaviour and moral standards that the
Church demanded.
Anne Gorman remembers the myths associated with going to Communion and 'the anxiety
that one mustn't touch the host with one's teeth so that Jesus' body would not be damaged.
To have done so would be sacrilegious and might invite eternal damnation'.36 Venetia
Nelson recalls her feelings of guilt when in cleaning her teeth, she swallowed the tooth paste
water before Communion. She also recalls 'embarrassing sessions in the Confessional' and
staying behind 'when everyone else went to Communion' Mary Larnach worried about
whether she was breaking her fast if she sucked 'an orange-flavoured vitamin C before
Communion'

31
.

Joan remembers the fear and guilt associated with succumbing to temptation during Lent,
the time of fasting.
J. There'd be all sorts of treats in the cupboard

/ Did

you

look forward to getting the chance to

...

...

that we put away for

...

Lent

J Ohh Absolutely! You know
expected to have!

...

...

I mean the

The Milo used to get

...

...

the sheer will power that we were

put away up in the top of the cupboard

and I remember one day after school, Marie my cousin caine home and we thought
we '11 just have to have a scoop of Milo (Both laughing) So we did all right except
that a bit went down the

...

the wrong way and I mean

...

I thought / was going to

DIE! / thought I was going to choke to death cause I don't know if you've ever
experienced

...

Milo going down the wrong way?

really scary! And of course
you see

. .

...

. .

.1/ti Is REALLY (laughing)

really convincing that it was

..So you just believe[d] that

. .

.vou know

...

...

was punishing us

you were being punished so

you didn 't do things again like.. '.cause you were so scared and so aware that yeah
it was (Laughing) the Devil.39

Catholics grew up with a collective belief of what being a good Catholic meant. Moral and
religious principles taught and advocated by the sisters and priests at school left no doubt in
the convent girls' minds as to what being a good Catholic girl ought to be. However, bearing
in mind the definition of myth as 'a collective belief' built on 'the wishes' of a group rather
than on the results of any sustained analysis, one could argue that the 'good Catholic girl'
was nothing more than a myth based on wishful thinking.
One might be tempted to ask, 'Well what's so special about Catholic women?' for one might
argue that all women were defined in terms of being good. For example, women in my
mother's generation who were not necessarily Catholic, were still considered 'good', or 'not
so good' women on the basis of a normalisation process which defined the societal tasks and
behaviours appropriate for women. However, Johnson claims that history 'fails to recognise
the ways in which girls' schools have been (and are) about producing 'girls' and that 'these
schools have been about producing particular sets of capacities and orientations designated
as female'. Johnson states that women were 'spoken of and to in different ways'
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If girls schools were about producing girls, Catholic girls' schools were all about producing
Catholic girls with particular, well mannered capacities and orientations. When the women
of Saint Mary's and other Catholic establishments look back on their schooling, they are
conscious of and often elaborate on how they found themselves 'spoken of and to in
different ways'. In viewing history as a 'generic form of consciousness' one's past
experience becomes transformed into symbols. Symbols by way of rituals, metaphors,
myths, all influence political and social organisations. Sager says that: 'The stories people
tell about their pasts are imaginative constructions of character and circumstance, containing
metaphor, allegory, and myth'.4 '
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When the women told their stories they reconstructed characters and circumstances of their
pasts, and featured in these stories was the notion of what 'good Catholic girls' were

supposed to be. The women reconstructed the myth of the good Catholic girl and Catholic
politics and the Catholic school organisations perpetuated it.
Because they were defined in terms of their femaleness, sexuality was prominent in the lives
of the women. Informants' stories support the view that there was a preoccupation with
purity, a euphemism that was used as a synonym for sexual abstinence. This was reinforced
by myths; myths of Saints who met dreadful deaths rather than turn their faces against God
but the most powerful and effective controlling mechanism was the fear created by the
images of the dreadful retribution unrepentant souls could expect in the afterlife.
Nuns told frightening stories about Hell and devils to keep young Catholics in line, but God
could also be used as a vehicle for causing suffering to the unrepentant here on earth. As
mentioned in a previous chapter, in my own case, infected sores and scabs were transformed
into symbols of wickedness; I was told that they were a punishment from God because I
misbehaved in class.
Respectability was the name of the game and this extended to life outside of the school. If
on the weekend, or during out of school hours, the nuns saw any one of their students
behaving in a way that they considered to be inappropriate for a Catholic youngster, then
action would be taken back at school to pull the pupil into line. Playing up in the shopping
centre, regardless of whether or not parents or custodians were present, was not appropriate
for a Catholic pupil, as Lucy discovered:

L. Ei , ery Friday

...

we had to meet mum up at Tom The Cheap

...

It was on the

corner where Warehouse 73 is now. And that was a big event because we were
allowed to get a chocolate or something special
gathering

...

Anyway

...

I was

my brothers (Chuckling) inside

...

...

...

while shopping

running up and down an aisle

...

...

a big family

chasing one of

and I got called up into the principal's office on

the Monday because I was in school uniform and I was running around the
shopping centre (chuckling) like a fool. (Both laughing) 'WHILE YOU ARE IN
SCHOOL UNIFORM, YOU ARE REPRESENTING THE SCHOOL!' (Chuckling) I
did,i 't get slapped or hit or anything but

...

I got told off. That was enough!

I. And you didn't do THAT again. did you?
L. NOPE! (Chuckling)42
Respectability and appropriate behaviours were not the only aspects emphasised. Great
emphasis was also placed on appropriate attire. The stories relating to discipline and
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punishment highlighted the rules and regulations that were applied to dress and school
uniforms. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the nuns focussed on hem lengths,
particularly with respect to the mini skirt and the question of modesty. Lucy remembers
what she wore to her first dance and the way the nuns reacted to her choice of apparel.
L. It was an A-line dress
the urnm next day

...

...

very very short 'cause I know that Sister

it was very, very

...

...

spoke to me

just under mv

I. Derriere?
L. Mmm. M,nm!

...

(Laughing) Just a straight A-line

I. Mini?
L. A very mini! VERY mini!
I. And

...

What did Sister

...

say about the mini?

It wasn't 'appropriate!'It was a school dance and
the school, etcetera

...

It was a bit like

wear bikinis or anything

trouble a few, times for the

...

...

did have something to say

we were there to represent

the swimming classes

...

we were not to

ME? IN A BIKINI! (Both laughing) MY MOTHER

...

wouldn 't have bought one!

...

...

But I thought

swim wear

...

...

...

I remember Maria getting into

even on a weekend

...

actually

...

they

43

With respect to purity, convent girls were constantly reminded of the perils of mixing with
boys. No opportunity was lost in reinforcing appropriate behaviours, even the tragic death of
a classmate provided fuel for the salutary lessons played out in the minds of the young
women, as Maggie recalls:
Umm

...

Well, I remember that particular day when word got around that she

had been killed in the car accident umm
me because

. .

...

(Pause) It actually

...

sort of... scared

.you know, you 'd sort of been told that you should never get into

somebody else 's car

...

and then

...

this actually happened? You know? If she

hadmi 't have done it, it wouldn 't have happened
I. What do you mean?

...

...

umm

...

(Pause)

Do You mneami girls getting into boys' cars?

M. Yeah. Yes. Yes. That's right! Girls getting into boys' cars, etcetera
we never ever did that, really. Do you know what I mean? Umni
into people's cars, you know
coming back

...

you know

...

...

Ummn

...

because

...

...

...

because

we didn '1 get

there was no way of sort of...

once (lyon got into somebody's car, you know, how

were you actual/v going to get back? You couldn't drive yourself, or if they take von
some where out in the 'sticks' or something like that, you know, tmmm
too, also

. . .

(pause) You know it started to make me realise also that

NO

...

...

and Ifelt
we were

growing up and

...

umm

...

and

...

the opposite sex was there, too, as well, you

know what I mean?
I. So this was part of the puberty thing?
M. Yeah. Yeah.
I. So were there any other lessons like that
notice

...

that were sort of brought to your

as part of the school routine? (Pause) About

...

being a good Catholic

...

girl; what's done and what's not?
M. Yeah

...

umm

...

You always got the feeling like you knew that you were

because you had been brought up that way, you always

there was always

...

something there stopping you? If... if you went to go and do something umm ....ou
know you 'd say, 'Is this right?' You know? 'Should I be doing this?'
Did you find that hard through growing up

...

dealing with the conscience?

M. (Pause) I think I did.44
The sobering lesson was not lost on my classmates. The guilt about inappropriate behaviours
and the terrible consequences that could befall the transgressor were potent lessons for many
of the girls of Saint Mary's, as Joan's transcript reveals. In Joan's reconstruction there is the
initial suggestion that inappropriate behaviour preceded the accident
mother's wishes?

-

-

did she go against her

but her memories are also influenced by the fact that this was the first

occasion in her life where she had to come to grips with the death of someone she knew.
I just remember her as being a very beautiful girl herself ummm
a very sort of popular girl ummm and then

...

all of a sudden

her being killed in a bloody car accident one weekend and

...

...

...

You know

I just remember

she d gone off

whether it was against her mother's wishes or her mother didii 't even know she was
going down to Howard Spr
accident

...

...

Berry Springs

...

and then she was killed in a car

and OHHH! The WHOLE school, was absolutely devastated! The

NUNS were devastated! I

...

I can CLEARLY remember the nuns being totally,

absolutely devastated.
Can

You

tell me what it was like when You caine in that morning? Like what

happened? What did you do?
Yeah! Yeah! I think
before

...

...

I think well I have a feeling that we might have known

not just when we got to school everyone

incredulous disbelief! You know
knew
that

...

...

funeral

...
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...

...

you know

one could believe

and / think it was really one of the
you actually knew that

...

...

...

it was just

that this girl we all

one of tile first memories of someone

had been killed. And then

we had toformn a guard of honour for her
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...

...

...

we went to the

and ohhh it was so sad and

her mother

...

Ohhh and her mother's face with a man ti/la and her sister

...

yeah

and we went all the way out the school way up the church the way down the Street
you know

...

just as a guard of honour for her. Ohhh! And it was so sad! And I just

remember my mu/n sort of making the example of
cars with boys and

...

...

you know

...

not

...

going in

that sort of thing?4

That death should be used as a symbol for teaching about the perils of life is not so strange
when one considers that the basis of Christianity rests on death and in modern terms, a
particularly horrific one at that

-

Christ's death on the cross. Death was a theme often

reflected on within the convent school but it was something the wider community reflected
on too, though not in the religious sense. In a small, tropical outpost such as Darwin, where
resources and facilities were limited, where men greatly outnumbered women,46 and where
the climate took its toll, deaths resulting from disease, accidents and suicides were common
place. News of death was conveyed by word of mouth and the nature of suicides was fully
reported in the local newspaper.
All cultures have their ways of acknowledging that final rite of passage. For Catholics, the
sick and dying are transformed through the final sacrament of healing. Anointing of the
Sick, formerly known as Extreme Unction or the Last Rites, in the past, could only be
received once and its purpose was to prepare a person for death and the hereafter. According
to Dixon, it is now
available to any person suffering serious or long-term illness, and its focus has
shifted to an emphasis on strengthening people in their suffering. The sacrament
can now be received numerous times, but can only be administered by a priest (or
bishop).47
Reflecting on death was important in the Catholic psyche. For A. Lohrey it was an every day
occurrence:
death was a constant theme, and hardly a day passed when we were not compelled
to reflect on it: Christ's death on the Cross; the agonizing death of martyrs: our own
death as an everyday possibility. What if we fell under a bus at lunchtime? Would
we be in a state of grace? If so, death was a release to a happier place. If not, if we
had sneaked a bite of a meat pie on Friday, or drunk a glass of milk before taking
Communion, we were for it. our flesh consumed by fire for eternity. Young girls
steeped in the fearful, and the life-denying, day after day

..

Death was a part of life, and life was a continuous struggle. Our only hope was to pray often
and pray hard. Mary was presented to Catholic girls as the most perfect role model and in
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her dual role of virgin and mother she represented an awesome ideal. One of the most
revered prayers to Our Lady was the Hail, Holy Queen. Mary symbolised the mother figure
full of love and compassion, but the words to Hail Holy Queen, were so preoccupied with
death and mourning, it is hard to imagine just what exactly young children and girls
understood by them. Nevertheless, they were learnt off by heart and parroted back in class
on appropriate occasions. The prayer is transcribed below:
Hail. Holy Queen
Hail, holy Queen. Mother of mercy; Hail, our life, our sweetness, and our hope! To
thee do we cry, poor banished children of Eve; to thee do we send up our sighs,
mourning and weeping in this valley of tears. Turn, then, most gracious advocate,
thine eyes of mercy towards us; and after this our exile show unto us the blessed
fruit of thy womb, Jesus. 0 clement, 0 loving. 0 sweet Virgin Mary.49
While the nuns expended energy on teaching the girls to reflect on death and the afterlife,
the girls were busy entering puberty and expending energy reflecting on other things;
namely boys, as Joan recalls:
I mean a lot of the young boys would drive past the school at a hundred miles an
hour and you know
wave

...

Used to hip the horn and (Both chuckling) and you 'd sort of

50

Saint Mary's girls were strongly discouraged from acknowledging the boys outside the fence
and that included not gazing at the vast number that just happened to pass by on the public
footpath outside our 'all girls' classroom in Cavenagh Street. Curiously enough, it became
the very reason why some girls, like Maggie and Maria, always volunteered so
enthusiastically to take on the gardening or the louvre cleaning monitors' jobs.
Maggie: Every Friday

...

we sort of nominated to do the garden and

this particular boy that walked by
Louise,

...

Anyway

...

...

...

we knew

anyway we stopped to have a chat, me and

the egg man came (Both laughing) and Sister went over

...

to

speak to him (Laughs), when she caine back she discovered us talking over the
fence with this boy and

...

she caine running back and she told

everyone scattered and ah

...

we knocked off

...

...

she was gunna go and see our parents and

expelled.
I. OH?

...

For TALKING to them?

M. Yeah!
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Sister S

...

anyway

You know, we were going to the

bus and oh Sister S. caine over to us and said that umm
from her

...

...

. . .

we would be hearing

we probably would be

I. Oh! My Goodness!
M. Yeah! Yeah! And ah

...

all that weekend I was pretty sick

...

you know how you

get churned up in the stomach (Both chuckling) and thinking you know, 'Oh My
God! They 're gunna come and see my parents!' You know? And 'I'm in
waters', You know? And umnm

...

...

deep

Monday morning ...we were interrogated by Sister

L. to find out who was actually involved in talking with us over the fence

...

and

there was Anne T and we were all marched up to Sister S's roon and

...

she

interrogated us and umrn

...

and Anne piped up and said u,nm.. '.1 was only'

really innocently.. '.1 was only planting a water melon seed, Sister'. (Both laughing)
So we all had to laugh. / mean she made matters WORSE for us! (Both laughing)
But umni

...

Yeah, anyway we just sort of got a reprimand and umni

not to do it again

...

so that

...

that wasn 't too bad, / s 'pose

...

[she] said

...

Any person or thing that threatened the ideal of Catholic womanhood was considered by
school and church authorities as a usurping power. The Beatles, high on the wave of the new
pop culture, had to stop over in Darwin in 1964. They represented an undermining influence
on the morals and values of young Catholics. The students were advised not to attend the
airport. For some, the opportunity was too compelling. They went to see the Beatles and
they wagged school that day. They were considered the 'rough girls' of the school.
Hot on the heels of Beatlemania, some Darwin youths formed rock bands of their own and
competed in the Hoadley's Battle of the Sounds. The competition was initially held at the
old town hall where the Performing Arts Centre stands today. Later, the competition was
held at the Amphitheater. The winning band would compete in a national competition down
south. Some of these boys, for example, the Greek boys who made up the Northern
Gentlemen were well known to Saint Mary's Girls. When asked about the Battle of the
Sounds, Colleen's response was emphatic and despite being asked to qualify her response it
really was not necessary, for Catholic girls knew their place. When I asked Colleen if she
had gone to the Battle of the sounds this was her response:
C. NO! NO! No.
I. No?
C. OHHH! GOD! NO! 'COURSE NOT'
I. You did,, 'r go to the Battle of the Sounds?
C. I would,,'t be allowed to go to THAT!
I. Why not ,
C. O000! Naughty! Naughty! You know?
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I. (Chuckling)
C. I'm a (giggling) GOOD CATHOLIC GIRL!
L Not a naughty girl!
C. GOOD CATHOLIC GIRL

...

THAT'S RIGHT!52

Purity was emphasised not just in words and deeds, but in thoughts as well. It was not just a
matter of not doing in the physical sense; the purity issue invaded our minds.
As Kate and Dominica Nelson state:
Consecrated virginity meant total renunciation of the world and was considered a
more desirable state than marriage. Half-understood sexual undercurrents left many
Catholic girls struggling with inhibition, anxiety and guilt. We were taught that the
expression of sexuality must he limited to the marriage bed, and that its end was
procreation.53
During a small group interview Joan recalls the struggle she faced in trying to maintain her
values in the face of her developing sexuality.
I got married at eighteen and a half but
school

...

ohhh

...

ah

...

I had

...

...

in that time when I was at boarding

had a boyfriend an'

...

the whole time I

...

I know

it was there in the back of ,ny head, you know, (Using a stage whisper) 'No sex
before marriage! No sex before marriage because that
All. (Chuckling)
M.

...

That was drumned into its.

YEAH! That's

...

THAT WAS IT' You know? I mean

M. That's right! Yeah. Yeah. An'

...

an' you know

...

some

...

I dunno

...

they sort

of expected that, too, you know, the other half 54
The 'other half to which Maggie refers were partners; boys to begin with and later, young
men who were brought up along with girls, in the belief that good girls remained pure until
their wedding night, when they yielded up their virginity to their husbands. Mc Gregor
believes that Australian men's attitudes stem from the mid-nineteenth century and that many
men
think of women who have consented to sleep with them as 'common' or 'dirt'
because, though they desire sex, they regard it guiltily as immoral and rather dirty.
It is a fantastic situation, in which a society accepts a stern neo-Victorian morality
as correct, transgresses it at every opportunity and then feels guilty about it
afterwards

.
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While the possibility of losing one's virginity was prominent in the minds of many Catholic
girls, fear of God, as well as fear of pregnancy also weighed heavily on their minds, as the
following transcript shows.
Joan: I remember

...

this boyfriend

so that I can remember actually
was

...

...

...

he was Catholic and uinm

one time

home from boarding school an'

...

...

having so much

we were at my auntv's place an' /

we were in BED

ya call heavy petting or whatever but you know

...

...

...

like, you know, what

The whole time / was like

...

'We

CAN'T do it! We CAN'T do it! We CAN'T do it!' You know,'CAN'T do it', but I
mean
know

I was PE77T-RIFIED of getting pregnant anyway

...

...

the thing

...

You DIDN'T

...

But it was just

...

you

do it (Chuckling) before ya got married!

...

(Laughing)
M. That's right!
It's hard explaining that to
Ohhh!

...

kids of this generation, isn't it?

They wouldii 't understand.56

...

As the girls of Saint Mary's approached womanhood in the rock culture of the sixties, the
contraceptive pill added to the usurping powers influencing the thinking of young Catholics.
When asked how they felt about growing up and their attitudes towards womanhood, the
informants of this study were extremely candid and focused their discussion around
sexuality. The discussion is transcribed below.
Maggie: (Pause) Well
Ununm

...

I mean

...

...

I sort of agree with Joan

...

You know

...

about THAT

(Long pause) I think I never agreed with ummm

...

this

business of... sort of taking contraception
Joan: Yeah. No. Me neither.
Maggie: Yeah.
Joan: No contraception.
Maggie: I know even today

...

Yes. That's right

if there's a way of preventing something

...

...

because ummm

ya better off, really.

Joan: Minm. Mmm.
I. Because
Joan: Well I
I. Because Vatican 2 had come
Joan:

...

...

out by then?

Yeah! And then there was that sort of FEAR

Maggie: FEAR!
Joan: Fear.
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...

I

...

you know

Maggie: FEAR OF GOD! Was drummed into you
Joan: Yeah! It was! Exact/i!
Maggie: IT WAS!
Joan: But you know

if ya DID have

...

sex before marriage

...

that somehow or

other somethin' was gunna happen? You know I mean but at the same time
YOU KNEW THAT

...

YOU KNEW THAT

were home you COULDN'T what could
You know what I mean
Maggie:

...

Because

sort of got into a

...

..

well

...

...

(long pause) you know
could happen Ohhh

...

when you

...

there was

but
...

well actual/v

...

a situation where ya thought

you sort of
...

I dunno because ya

'This IS WRONG!'

Joan: Yeah! Yeah!
Maggie: You know?
Joan: Yeah! (Laughing hysterically) But I'M STILL GUNNA DO IT! (Laughing
heartily)
Maggie: (Laughing heartily) But I LIKE WHAT'S HAPPENING!
All. Chuckling.
Joan:

...

I'LL MARRY IM. (Laughing) I'LL MARRY 'IM! (Laughing) GOD! I'LL

MARRY 'IM! (Laughing)
All. Chuckling.
Maggie: (Laughing) It's usual/v (Laughing gleefully) the OTHER WAY 'ROUND,
ISN'T IT' 'I'LL MARRY YA!' YOU KNOW? (Laughing)
Joan: YEAH! (Laughing)
I. Marry her!
Joan: YEAH! If anything happens! (Laughing)
All. Chuckling (Long pause)57
One cannot ignore in the transcript, what is conveyed in the length of the pauses, the
stutters, the humour, the things women began to say and didn't finish and the emphatic

echoing of responses. While transcripts can never do justice to the language and nuances of
the informants, the intensity of the moment is not lost on the reader. God, fear and sexuality
were closely aligned.

It is not significant that these women, nor anyone else for that matter, might find it difficult
talking about things so close to the heart, mind and body. However, this is a group of women
insiders' who have grown up in a closed system and who have known each other for nearly
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a life time. Despite this relationship, there are particular occasions where the conversation
does not flow smoothly. What is significant, in closer scrutiny of the text, is that where the
discussion moves to topics such as contraception and pre marital sex, stutters and pauses
predominate. It could be argued that one would expect to find pauses and silences in the text
of the conversation because such topics were taboo for Catholics but Foucault's work sheds
another light on why this might be so.
In his history of sexuality, Foucault says that silences are 'an integral part of the strategies
that underlie and permeate discourses'.58 Foucault maintains that talking about sex is
something akin to a secret whose discovery is imperative, a thing abusively reduced
to silence, and at the same time difficult and necessary, dangerous and precious to
divulge

...

What is peculiar to modern societies, in fact, is not that they consigned

sex to a shadow existence, but that they dedicated themselves to speaking of it ad
infinitum, while exploiting it as the secret.59
Within the Catholic system, convent girls received continuous messages about their bodies
and their decorum to the extent that one may well argue that sexual discourse was not so
much consigned to a closet but rather exploited as a secret. In considering the Catholic view
of purity, an expression comes to mind, 'Look but don't touch'. The message often
conveyed to Catholic girls, and one that is evidenced within my informants' stories was that
one was better off not even looking, at all. Recalling her convent schooling, Kathleen Currni
states that while 'sex education did not exist', she and her class mates still received via
classroom discourse, very explicit messages regarding what was deemed appropriate and
inappropriate sexual activity.
We had the occasional, guarded discussion when we were studying the sixth and
ninth commandments, and we got the old story about boys' sexual urges being
stronger than girls. It was the duty of the girl to keep the boy under control so that
he

did not sin. If a girl became pregnant. it was her fault for leading the boy on. I

believed it. It was years before I realized I had strong sexual needs too.60
Anna Rutherford recalling her convent school days states that 'even though sex was taboo, it
was at the same time ever present'6' for there was a preoccupation with sins against purity
and for the adolescent body, such sins were difficult to avoid. There was the added burden
for young girls, for gender differences applied.
The old fallacy of the male's greater sexual drive, couched in euphemistic terms
like. 'more easily aroused', was preached at us. Any 'arousal' was placed fairly and
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squarely at our door, should there he a 'fall'. Eve was once more to blame. Behind
every fallen priest, we were told, lay a promiscuous woman'

62

Sin and sex were so closely linked they were almost one and the same and nuns passionately
lectured convent girls on the sins of the flesh. Amanda Lohrey claims that Catholic girls
learned about power, not the power of pleasure but the power of withholding
('He'll respect you more') the power of the consumerized bride ('No man wants to
buy what's shop-soiled') and the power of passive endurance ('Hold

out

-

the good

(Tirls win in the end').63
While Darwin girls were being given the message that placed emphasis on not doing the
actuality of what it was, that they were not meant to be doing, was conveniently glossed
over. The what had something to do with boys and sinfulness but much was left to the
imagination, resulting in some very confused messages, as Maggie recalls:
M. Father M

...

he was a really funny person actually

sex lessons in the class

...

...

see really, there was no

You know, we all had to sort of... talk to each other and

find out and you know sometimes, we'd have the BULL BY THE HORNS! (Both
laughing heartily) And it wasim 't anything! (Both laughing) You know it was just all
these things and they would just get out of WHACK! You know? But, yeah I
remember a particular one with umm Father M. and
off and

...

...

you know he'd sort of start

he'd rub his hands together (Both chuckling) and sort of say

here to talk about'

...

...

'We 're

and then he'd burst out laughing (Both laughing) And we'd

sort of be sitting there thinking, 'Ohhh! Oh/i! What's he gunna be saying?' You
know? And he says

...

Talking about SEX!' And we'd ALL BURST OUT

LA UGHING because it was quite funny, you know. Here
US something that WE ALL KNEW! (Both laugh) But

...

...

here he is gunna tell

we had the BULL BY THE

HORNS! (Both laughing heartily) And he sort of never went into any umm
intimacy type of stuff... You know what I mneami? Just the basic sort of thing but
yeah

...

he sort of always went around it? He never got TO THE POINT!

(Chuckling) And so that sort of... made our imaginations go wild! (Both laughing)
And we were more confused than anything
any sex lessons at school
umm

...

you know I think

...

...

umm

...

with me

...

because

...

we weren't really taught

it was left up to our parents and you know
...

I sort of never used to ummui

...

you know, if

there was something going on around at school, it'd sort of go over the top of my
head.
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Programmed Sex Education and Family Life Education classes were not of our generation.
They were a thing of the future and so while the narratives of the women and my personal
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narratives on puberty represent at times performances of incredible naivety and intense
curiosity, it is possible that they reflect something other than a lack of information or an
information block out. Foucault believes that 'we talk about sex more than anything else' to
the point where we 'conceal from ourselves the blinding evidence'.65 Rather than an
information blockout, sexual discourse for young Catholics was a secret to be exploited.
Foucault believes that discourses such as those on sex and the like, used by church and
governments were motivated by one specific concern:
to ensure population, to reproduce labor capacity, to perpetuate the form of social
relations: in short, to constitute a sexuality that is economically useful and
politically conservative?66
The sexuality constituted by the church and reinforced by Vatican 2, forbid the use of oral
contraceptives and in doing so removed any choice that Catholic couples may have had to
plan their families as they wished. Large families were the order of the day. Continuous
pregnancies and the moral obligation on parents to educate their children in Catholic schools
ensured a ready supply of Catholics for the successive generation. Indeed, the number of
Catholics registered in the Northern Territory for both the 1966 and the 1971 census
recorded 9 568 and 18 493 respectively.67 As noted in an earlier chapter, Catholics had
become by 1986, the largest Christian denomination in Australia outnumbering Anglicans
for the first time.68 In this respect, the sexuality constituted by the church could be viewed as
both economically and politically useful, provided that the factors upon which it rested
remained unchanged. However, the structure of the nuclear family and women's role within
it were about to undergo massive changes in the decades following the sixties.
According to Betty Friedan writing in the sixties, the image of woman was split in two.
There was 'the good, pure woman on a pedestal, and the whore of the desires of the flesh'.69
While it was expected that boys would sew their wild oats, girls who fell by the wayside
would quickly find themselves labelled and often ostracised. While unisex labels exist now,
no labels in the vernacular then, in terms of male equivalence, adequately conveyed the level
of scorn associated with 'slut' or 'whore'.
While motherhood and the arrival of a new infant is usually an occasion for joy, in the
situation of unwed mothers in the sixties, this was not the case, for as Grimshaw et al
maintain:
In a patriarchal society that deemed the children of unwed mothers illegitimate, the
birth of such a baby was surrounded by secrecy, shame and anxiety. Not only did
the mother and father suffer ignominy and ostracism (while the father went
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unremarked), but society was organised in such a way as to make motherhood and
child support

-

breadwinning

-

almost impossible to combine. The despair of

women in this situation had led some to kill their babies
throw them in the river

-

-

to suffocate them or

but that, too, was against the law.7°

In the case of unwanted pregnancies, Darwin girls sometimes chose to fly interstate or 'go
down south' well before their predicament became known, so great was the shame and
ostracism associated with being an unwed mother. No single mothers' benefits existed in
those days. Sometimes, sudden departures south by girls for extended periods gave rise to
pregnancy speculation. Local colloquialisms unkindly described the condition of unwed
mothers as getting 'into trouble', 'joining the Pudding Club' or being 'up the duff'.
Women who tried to terminate their pregnancies risked health problems and in some cases,
even death. Lack of information, lack of money and limited access to artificial
contraceptives meant that many relied on abstinence or withdrawal for prevention, and
abortion for the cure. As one informant in Grimshaw's study states:
You could go anywhere and pay for somebody to get rid of them. It was illegal,
backyard abortions, that's what they were. You had them without an anaesthetic or
anything and I'm telling you it's damned agony.7 '
According to Grimshaw 'Many women also attempted to terminate pregnancies themselves
using a syringe or coathanger, often inflicting injuries that led to hospitalisation' ll A bottle
of -in consumed while taking a long, steaming, hot bath was another example of a do-ityourself method peddled among Darwin locals. Amanda Lohrey received one piece of
'explicit sexual advice' regarding abortions from her mother whose friend had died from a
backyard job. If Amanda got pregnant she was never to have an abortion. Instead, Amanda's
mother advised her, they would
go up to the Gold Coast and live there until the baby was born and then [they'd]
come back and she'd say it was hers. People might not believe it, but that was too
had: let them think what they liked. Again the massage was clear, but it was a
different message.73
In extreme cases, grandparents reared the resulting grandchildren of such liaisons as their
own children. Sometimes these children reached adulthood, unaware that a sibling was
really the true parent. Occasionally an unwed mother was considered 'lucky' because the
father of her child agreed to marry her. This was termed euphemistically as 'doing the right
thing by her' or 'making a good woman out of her'. Sometimes men had no interest in the
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offspring of such liaisons, leaving the unmarried mother and unwanted infant to face their
problems alone. Grimshaw states that:
ex-nuptial births increased in the 1960s and unmarried mothers became a much
discussed social problem Most were pressured to give up their infants for adoption,
laying the basis for much unresolved grief, while providing a ready supply of babies
for infertile couples.74
In Catholic theology Eve was always the temptress and in terms of dangerous liaisons, the
culpability has always been on the woman. Daly maintains that Christian antifeminism and
antisexuality have always been linked and that 'in a religion that holds the flesh accursed,
woman becomes the devil's most fearsome temptation'.7 That woman might actually be
tempted by man, is not part of the subtext. According to Marjorie Theobold

'

...

writers

have paid too little heed to the extent to which 'women's culture' was an artifact of the
dominant culture within which it flourished'.76
Subsumed in the dominant culture, commentary on women's culture through women's eyes
was stifled. Oral history, however, provides a valuable vehicle which allows women's
voices to be heard. That women might be critical of the dominant culture and its discourse
that excluded them and start claiming their rightful place within it, is a possible
consequence.
Foucault studied the relationship between discourse, power and sexuality, and their place in
history. In his study of biopolitics and the ideas of Foucault, Jose says that a discursively
produced, disciplinary practice
enabled bodies to be classified and divided, both inside themselves and from each
other. Sexed objects do not just appear as entities given by nature. They are the
historical products (or objects) of particular discourses produced within specific
matrices of power-knowledge relations.77
Within the power-relations of Catholic classrooms, nuns and priests used particular
discourses to produce disciplined subjects

-

subjects defined, classified and divided in

particular ways. Girls were spoken to in particular ways which defined for them not only
their role in life but how they should walk, talk, dress, act and think; in short, it defined their
very being.
Schools are about the process of socialisation. Teachers exercise real power in interpreting
and transmitting to their students the ideologies, values and attitudes of the dominant
culture, or the particular sub culture associated with the school system, be it secular or
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religious. In doing so, teachers and schools ensure that the existing social relations between
classes, sexes and ethnic groups are maintained. Lacey says that:
In organizing a classroom and using language within it, the teacher establishes
norms of relationship and of communication. In reading texts and interpreting ideas,
the teacher fosters patterns of thinking and privileges certain modes of inquiry and
decision making. And in evaluating students' work, the teacher lets students know
the acceptable range of self-expression and behaviour.78
In challenging the humanist notion that bodies were independent subjects capable of
exercising free will, Foucault argued that prevailing discourses determined the choices
subjects made and the truth a subject could be told about itself. Jose in summing up
Foucault, states that it was 'the discursive truths about sex which played an increasingly
significant role in determining who or what a subject was or could be.79
Much of the Catholic indoctrination process was very explicit as evidenced in learning the
catechism, attending retreats, going to Mass and receiving the sacraments but this is not the
whole story. The ethos of a school is evident from the moment one sets foot in it. It is in the
way people react to one another; how they speak; how they welcome or for that matter,
i cr

visitors, and students are attuned to this curriculum for much of what is taught and

learned occurs implicitly.
The very fact of a school's existence teaches people, even without any classroom
lessons being taught; a school proclaims its beliefs, attitudes and values in the ways
of its life as a human community

...

Leaders of Catholic schools, from the time of

their formation in this country, have always claimed that this atmosphere or ethos is
as educative of the students as the lessons taught.80
When I left home at the age of fifteen to continue my education at an interstate Catholic
boarding school, my father wrote in my new autograph book: 'Be good, sweet girl, and let
who will, be clever'. The message was not lost on me. Such messages were part of growing
up female. Anna Rutherford, an associate professor in colonial and post colonial literatures
believes that she grew up 'trapped in a conspiracy of women' who were determined to make
her fulfil the role laid down by the church:
This didn't mean that I wasn't encouraged to do well, but at the same time I was
constantly reminded that academic success must always remain secondary to being
a good' woman; my real role in life was to be either 'a bride of Christ' or a 'bride
of man'. Submission was what it was all about.8 '
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If such messages were part of growing up female; for Catholic girls, fear of the devil added
weight to the message as Amanda Lohrey demonstrates:
Neatness and lady likeness were prized above everything, above even true piety,
which was a form of seriousness, and seriousness in girls was unladylike. And
when the nuns did detect it in any one, then either that girl must have a vocation or
be engaged on the devil's work. How else to account for seriousness in a girl?82
While teachers play an important role in shaping cultural norms, they are bound by the
dominant norms of the broader culture and therefore, while they may attempt to be creative
within the privacy of their own classrooms, according to Catherine Lacey, far from being
creators of culture:
much of the literature in the field of education asks teachers to be replicators of
effective behaviours as defined by outside experts. And many of the products of the
field ask teachers to be technicians not designers

-

implementors of teacher-proof

curricula as designed by outside experts.83
Lacey believes that what is needed in liberating students, is to have liberated teachers who
are 'skilled in analysing the constrictive forms of their own socialisation and that of their
curricula' 84 Religious sisters teaching in parish schools of the sixties came under the control
of the parish diocese. Placed in a straight jacket of conformity they were unlikely to rebel
for according to Lacey,
the persistent maternal ethos of teaching still presses those who do this 'women's
work' to be unadulterated vessels of transmission, exercising nineteenth century
virtues of docility, domesticity, purity, and piety.85
In so far as gender is concerned, research suggests schools teach girls that their main role in
life is a caring one as wife and mother. According to Penny Summerfield:
By definition this role is a secondary, servicing one, and in learning the role girls
learn to regard themselves as secondary to men in terms of ability, capacity to lead,
and social importance.86
As previously mentioned, Marriage in the Catholic Church is classified as one of the
Sacraments of Service. So great is the importance that the Church places on marriage, that
nowadays, couples must undergo a period of preparation before being married. However,
long before marriage, for young Catholics in school, the Catechism provided the first
preparation for marriage. Catholic students in the sixties were taught that Marriage was
made in Christian love and provided new members to the Church. As such it was deemed a
'holy union'. The Catechism from that era states that Catholics
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receive the sacrament by publicly taking one another as husband and wife. At th:e
moment they are given an increase of God's life in their souls; and all their married
life the sacrament gives them the right to God's graces to help them be good
Christian husband and wife and good Christian parents.87
While little emphasis is placed on training boys to be good husbands, much emphasis is
placed on training young girls to be good wives. Training young girls to be good wives and
mothers means training them within heterosexual relationships, to service men emotionally
and sexually. Men are also serviced materially, for it is women who are primarily
responsible for housework and for the work of caring for family members, including male
partners. According to Diane Richardson, 'this has implications for women's economic
independence, in terms of the relationship between women's unpaid domestic labour and
their position in the labour market'.88
Women contribute significantly to Australia's economy but their role is unrecognised for
women, as Miriam Dixson, states:
save private and state employers millions of dollars by virtue of the fact that they
produce (give birth to) the producer, then make it possible for him to turn up at
work every Monday, clean, clothed, and more or less emotionally functioning. This
is not paid for, because it is not 'counted'. It is woman's work', so it is not 'real'
work.89
Years of unpaid service doing 'women's work' and caring for others robs women of
opportunities to achieve self fulfilment and financial independence. Despite the fact that
women may contribute substantially to the family income, in Australia, the man is still
considered 'the bread winner' and women's contributions are 'often seen as covering
extras'. According to Stevi Jackson: there are potent ideological forces at work here
whereby the financial role of women is downgraded and women's domesticity is
reaffirmed.90 According to Jackson, studies show that:
Whether women control the bulk of domestic finances, have a house keeping
allowance, draw from a common pool, or cover certain costs from their own wages,
they generally keep little money for themselves. Men almost always have personal
spending money (Hunt 1980: Morris, 1984: Graham, 1987a, 19887b; Wilson, 1987
and Pahl, 1989). Men and children have pocket money: women have housekeeping
money.9'
It is often the case that wives feel guilty about spending money on themselves and therefore
a major reason for gaining employment outside of the home for married women is that 'it
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provides them with money over which they have direct control'. However, the little 'extras'
they purchase with their earnings 'are usually for their children or the family as a whole
rather than for themselves. Hence women generally contribute a higher proportion of their
wages to housekeeping than do men'.9 In learning to serve others, Australian women have
learned to place themselves last.
In the late sixties, according to Dixson, it could be said that women here:
experienced discrimination in employment, education and training on a scale which
'would receive widespread publicity and outraged condemnation if it were directed
in the same overt fashion at colour or religion'

93

.

In 1975, the Australian Department of Tourism and Recreation funded a study entitled
Leisure

-

an appropriate concept for women? It should have been obvious from the start

how many women would react to the proposal. The topic begs the question; What leisure?
Leisure time was viewed as 'the time left over when all the work was done' and leisure
activities were 'assumed to be what women choose to do in that time' The study was
problematic from the start, for many women reported that leisure time was non-existent and
therefore the concept of leisure activities was inappropriate. Even working women arriving
home from 'work' were still burdened with most of the domestic chores. Unlike men,
women have no clear dividing line between work and leisure. While this outcome may not
be surprising, it is significant that the survey also reported that many women did not feel
that they had 'the right to pursue their own interests'.
Their lives are devoted to service and self sacrifice for their husband and children
and any time away from these duties during which they could follow their own
interests often caused feelings of guilt and selfishness. It was with pride that women
announced to interviewers that they had no interests outside of the family and
'weren't one of those women who had to be out doing things all the time'. Staying
at home and devoting oneself completely to the home and family was considered by
many to be the proper thing to do. However, the reality of life has proved far from
satisfying for many women and the realisation of this can cause confusion and even
guilt in the belief that they have failed to be happy and satisfied in their role. Their
role is rarely questioned so they must take their failure personally.95
The cycle of domesticity and devotion to others often means relinquishing any dreams of
personal achievement. There is little sense of personal satisfaction and achievement derived
from day to day household chores, for whatever is accomplished one day is dismantled the
next. Some women tell themselves that fulfilment lies in their living unselfishly for others
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and yet they know that they are not fulfilled but bored and depressed. Trapped in the cycle
of drudgery some women resort to pill popping as a coping mechanism, while others sink
into depression for according to Thiering:
Among this social class, as every doctor will testify, there is an extraordinarily high
incidence of disease, both physical and mental. The root of the disease is loss of
self-esteem, but it works itself out in many forms: high blood pressure, menstrual
disorders, obsessive anxieties. Aspirin addiction has become as great a problem as
alcoholism used to be among the working classes.96
As early as 1963, Betty Friedan, in the Feminine Mystique warned that it was
urgent to understand how the very condition of being a housewife can create a sense
of emptiness, non-existence, nothingness in women. There are aspects of the
housewife role that make it almost impossible for a woman of adult intelligence to
retain a sense of human identity, the firm core of self or 'I' without which a human
being, man or woman, is not truly alive.97
In the Australian version of the Feminine Mystique, Thiering's description of the sixties and
seventies suburban woman is 'an everyday housewife' with a 'very low self image' who is
locked away from the outside world. According to Thiering, the suburban women knows
that:
The times when she talked to people and was fired by their differences of opinion to
creative efforts of her own are long past

...

She loses her social confidence, and her

confidence in any professional abilities she might have had. She forms an
exaggerated respect for the wisdom and capacities of men, who seem to be so much
cleverer than she is, simply because their wits are in practice and hers have grown
rusty. She simply ceased to grow, and she knows it.98
Theories related to women's career development are a recent occurrence stemming from the
changing nature of work and the old assumptions about the place of women.
Colette Dowling, in The Cinderella Complex, wrote about women's fear of success and the
desire to be cared for, and advanced the theory that 'personal, psychological dependency is
the chief force that suppresses today's woman'. The Cinderella Complex was a 'network of
largely repressed attitudes and fears' that prevented women from ever reaching their full
intellectual and creative potential. Like Cinderella, women today are still waiting for
something external to transform their lives'

.

According to Dowling, women, who are over

helped as children, become crippled by a deep dependency on others. Dowling says that
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women trapped in the Cinderella Complex are too angry to stay behind and too frightened
to move ahead'.'°°
For Catholic women caught up in the Cinderella Complex the conscience adds a further
burden. Believing that the needs of others must always come first, Catholic women are
socialised into learning to be nice at the expense of learning to achieve. Women who feel
that they have more to offer in the wider world outside the home, face enormous obstacles in
terms of personal conflict and in some cases family censure. What do you want to go night
school for? Can we really afford it? Subtle family censure and the 'Jiminny Cricket voice'
of the conscience saying, 'Should I really be doing this? Will my family cope if I'm not
there?' all play havoc with the mind of the Catholic woman who might prefer to pursue a
career other than the one envisaged by the church.
Contrary to the glossy image of the happy housewife, a current of resentment left many
women feeling robbed of the opportunity to live. Under the notion of biological
essentialism, it was considered natural for woman's role to centre on the family, and the
female nature was naturally viewed as inferior to that of the male. Biological essentialism
holds that that it is:
necessary for the good of society that women be wives, mothers, nurturers and
domestics. Whereas men are viewed as complete persons with rights, women are
defined in relation to men, not in relation to themselves. This perspective
acknowledges the existence of legitimacy of clearly defined social roles for male
and female.'°t
According to Thiering, writing within the Australian context, the fulfilment of femininity
amounts to a loss of humanity within our modern civilisation. Thiering identifies two main
sources of dehumanisation:
depersonalisation due to social isolation, and loss of self-esteem due to lack of a
sense of achievement. Confinement to home and one's own company for the most
part of one's creative years is not a condition that most men would relish. °2
That mothers must come to grips with confinement to home and one's own company during
the child rearing years, is difficult enough. However, for some young mothers growing up in
a provincial town like Darwin, without the support of extended families, there was an extra
and somewhat pernicious problem they faced. It was not widely spoken about, for shame
and fear relegated it to the closet status, nor was it spoken about during taped interviews.
However, in the privacy of heart to heart discussions with these women, the problem of
alcoholism raised its ugly head.
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Faced with the stresses of adjusting to married life and raising families, some young
husbands consoled themselves by going on long drinking bouts with mates. The Barry
Humphries' character, 'Bazza', in the seventies' film epitomised the heavy drinking
Australian male. Within the circle of family and friends of the women of this study, are men
folk who could well have provided the role models for Bazza Mackenzie. Regular drinking
sprees known locally as 'big piss ups', played havoc with family relations, not to mention
the finances, as women tried to budget on reduced housekeeping. Often, they went without
so the children would not suffer. Sometimes this meant putting less on their own plates. To
speak their anger to, or display their disgust towards an intoxicated husband, invited verbal
and sometimes physical violence. Fear and the desire to keep the peace meant that in such
cases, women suffered in silence.
While it is important that the media have recently highlighted the growing concern over
youth suicide, particularly with respect to young homosexual males, little mention is made
of the fact that in the early seventies, Australia had 'one of the highest female suicide rates
in the world' and that a study of drinking behaviour suggested that women drank 'rather
more in Australia' than they did 'in a number of other countries' 103 In the Territory, Darwin
was noted for having the second highest rate of beer consumption in the world and the
introduction of the Beer Can Regatta into local cultural events, reinforced this reputation.
Writing about the Aussie male's 'Ocher' image in the seventies, Miriam Dixson says:
The Ocker's way of being a male is so lacking in sensitivity, compassion,
gentleness, inwardness and insight, as to render him not just an impoverished, but
almost a caricatured, human being.104
Wicking, a cartoonist for the Northern Territory News is known nationally for his depictions
of Territory life and in particular, men and politics. Even in the late nineties, he continues to
characterise Territory men as pot bellied, beer swilling blokes in stubbies and singlets,
holding women in contempt and kicking the cat. For some Darwin women, Wicking's 'art
imitating life', is too close to the truth.
Dixson, in citing a 1969 Playboy article entitled 'The Girls of Australia', reports that
One of the dominant themes in Australian social history has been a strong.
intrasexual loyalty among men, an inheritance from the cell-block isolation of the
penal days and the outback isolation of the pastoral era, which has led more than
one sociologist to suggest it drowns male sex lives in a sublimatory sea of heavy
drinking, aggressive masculinity and loyalty not to mistresses but to mates
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Australian girls are treated by their own men with a casualness that borders on sheer
neglect.'°5
Years of socialisation conditioned girls to look forward to their special day as a bride
walking down the aisle. Custom even had the young girl collecting haberdashery and the like
for her glory box, while childhood chants about Here comes the bride' filtered through the
playground. In the Catholic catechism, the sixth and the ninth commandments clearly spelt
out the importance of faithfulness in marriage and the importance of love and devotion:
The love between husband and wife should be permanent like the love of Christ for
His Church. It is not just an emotion, not a seeking of happiness for self only. It is,
as all real love must be, a love of giving. Each seeks the real good of the other one,
and each does everything possible to help the partner in marriage.'°
The reality of married life for some of my informants could not have been further from the
truth when it came to beliefs about Catholic marriage. While some women felt neglected by
their men folk, the consequences of calling off a marriage were too difficult to imagine and
so they soldiered on, even when they suspected this was not the way things were supposed
to be. Divorce was against Catholic beliefs, for marriage joined two people together under
God, for life. However, within the wider community divorce also carried considerable
stigma. While men in such circumstances were described as being 'divorced', women were
more likely to be described derogatorily as 'divorcees'. Such women were viewed with
scorn, and suspicion, for they posed a threat as women on the prowl; an Eve revisited.
When the parents of one Saint Mary's girl separated, it was for many of her classmates, the
first occasion that they had come into contact with the issue of divorce. Colleen remembers
the occasion and her reaction to it.
C. Like I can remember when
umin

...

...

her parents were splitting up

...

They were seeking

help and counseling from the religious Order. And I remember (her) sort

of saying, you know, her mum was told to stay there

...

regardless

...

because it

was the way to go, You know? Umm.
I. What? In terms of staying together in a marriage that was falling apart?
C. Yeah. That was falling apart around

...

You know? There was no

...

sort of

'You're a Human Being. Welcome to the real world. You've made a mistake. You
know, this person is not for You'
be staying in that relationship

...

...

It was almost like an expectation that 'You will

regardless of the

probably the first time I came in contact with wnin
Well, I mean it was, U.'nm

...

...

unhappiness!' Well, that's

...

a separation, You know?

'00000000!', You know? Umm
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...

No

understanding

...

of what (she) and her sisters would have gone through

to this day / still don't know

...

...

I mean

...

I mean

why (they') split up? And it's not important

an adult you sort of think back and try and sort of
umm

...

...

...

as

look at a relationship and

You don 't just, You know, because you sort of... you know

there must've been issues in there. '°
Of course there were issues to be addressed and for some it was a question of maturity and
naivete. For many Catholic women, the opportunity to give up promising careers never
occasioned itself, because they went from school, to courtship to respectable Marriage,
motherhood and child rearing. Under the religious Sisters, they were conditioned into
believing that their career was in fulfilling their roles as either the next generation of
religious or as good wives and mothers. To still be single in your mid twenties was to risk
being labelled. An informant in her seventies recalls the pressures she faced in being called
an old maid' because she was still single at the ripe old age of twenty-two. It was expected
that young Catholic girls entered the sacrament of marriage at an early age and loyally
committed themselves to a life time contract. That the partnership for some was ill
conceived did not enter their heads, nor did the fact that only a few years down the track,
they would be facing a divorce. Both Lucy and Maria faced that dilemma.
While Lucy knew quite well that her marital relationship was on rocky ground, Catholic
marriage compelled her to make the best of things, until the inevitable happened and she
was confronted with her husband's infidelity. With twelve years of marriage behind her and
three children to care for, she sought counseling and found strong support within the local
clergy.
Lucy: I mean Father X helped me
when I separated
time of

...

...

and Father Y was just a power of strength

...

Ohhh! They were

separating

...

I

...

...

just AMAZING

...

as men

and at the

...

didn 't know where to go or what to do

actually before I told my husband to go

And u,nm

...

somebody about what had happened and umnm

...

...

...

it was

/ went in to talk to

Father Y. just listened to me and

then he said, You go home and tell him what you saw and what the situation is', he
said. and DON'T YOU EVER feel that you re doing the wrong thing by leave(ing)
you know?

...

Getting out of the marriage

...

I thought Ohhhhh! I mean that

was my biggest fear as far as being Catholic, was the Commandments

...

'My God!

I'm stuck with this! What am I going to do?' And they / the priests) were just
beautiful! Absolutely wondemful! And
would ring me up just to see how I was
...

coping and
distraught

...

...

/ could call in there at ANY time
and they would spend the time
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...

...

breakfast time

...

whenever I was

Never made me feel

...

(Pause)

rotten. When / left
not

...

not so much

it was like

...

...

religious

...

...

I just felt terrific

...

talking to the,n and it was

it was more as a person

...

a counseling, / think

it was.108
Coming from a large Catholic family, Lucy had always valued close ties with the local
parish priests who regularly visited her family. While Lucy undoubtedly received very
strong moral support in dealing with her marital dilemma, other women were not as
fortunate. Maria, for example, had no such affiliation and when faced with the painful
prospect of divorce, she turned to her secular priest, rather than her religious one. In this
instance, it was her local doctor who offered advice.
Maria: I did,z 't think I'd ever get divorced
suppose it's in any culture, you know?
divorced

six years down the road

...

you 're a kid

...

...

...

...

'Cause ya marry

Ya marry

It's just

two mainly because

said

...

...

...

...

who knows?

You know

my marriage was on the rocks

I WANTED to have more children

'Why bring children in when ya

...

...

...

...

children

...

...

battlin' away'

...

'Cause

...

when

...

gunna get married

...

Well

...

I only had

way before

...

An' I

then I spoke to my doctor an' he

marriage is on the rocks? That's not

going to solve anything'. An' one day the childrens gunna grow up
gunna be

an' you know, I

Ya don 'r expect to be

an' growing up and you (indiscernible) 'Oh

and have lots of children' and things like that

wanted to

...

...

...

That's why I think today

...

...

an' ya still

I just love looking after

You know?109

The importance the Church places on marriage and the life long commitment is evident in
the fact of its classification as a Sacrament and the fact that the Gospel of Mark (10:9),
quotes Christ as saying, 'What God has joined together, let no-one put asunder'. While the
Catholic view of marriage does allow for mistakes, it does not allow for second chances.
Catholics get one chance at Marriage and it is for life. The Church has no power to dissolve
a valid marriage. According to Dixon, the Catholic Church:
does not object to Catholic couples who have experienced the breakdown of their
marriage obtaining a civil divorce. Indeed, for legal reasons, a civil divorce is
required before the Church will consider granting an annulment. Divorced (but not
remarried) persons are not subject to any sanctions, other than the condition that
they may not remarry without first obtaining an annulment."°
While Maria was raising her children as a single parent, like many lonely women in her
situation, she fell for someone not unlike the husband she had divorced. The relationship
was doomed. Then, she met someone with whom she had more in common, for he was
Tiniorese, like herself. Her words tell it best.
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Maria: The first relationship after my marriage
same as mvfirst marriage
more to say?

...

...

kids did,, 't accept him

...

...

...

family loves him

...

. . .

I just

it

really adore him

...

you know

...

. . .

...

taken him on

...

my way

...

...

...

...

I think

if...

my

cause mv

..

...

and my

...

didn 't

Well, the reason why we didn't meet before was

You were probably mneant to go through your hard

and umnm then

think the time was right to be

...

what
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Having found her 'pot of gold', Maria wanted to remarry and it was important to her to do
so in the Church. Catholics were brought up in the belief that a marriage outside of the
church was not a real marriage at all and was in fact, sinful. In order to marry inside the
Church Maria required an annulment. An annulment is:
a declaration that, for some reason such as lack of full consent due to immaturity or
family pressure, a marriage is invalid; that is, no true marriage took place at all. An
annulment, then, differs from a divorce, which is the formal recognition that a
marriage has come to an end. Only about a thousand annulments are granted each
year in Australia by the Catholic Church. Marriage tribunal officials estimate that
annulments are granted in about 95 per cent of cases where proceedings are begun.
About 50 per cent of those who make initial inquiries choose not to proceed.' 2
There are very good reasons why many, despite the pressures they face, choose not to
proceed with an annulment. When Maria approached the presbytery seeking an annulment,
she was told that it would take approximately two years and eight hundred dollars to set in
motion. Instead of setting in motion an annulment, the shock and acute disappointment she
experienced from the advice she was given, set her on the road to questioning her own faith
and the role of the Church.
In a similar vein, Claire too, was shocked and indeed, angry when a senior clergyman,
unknown to her, unexpectedly telephoned late one night to inquire on behalf of her ex
husband if she would provide a Baptismal certificate. Claire wondered why and to her
dismay soon found that it was:
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to provide my ex-husband with documentary evidence that the woman

-

me

-

whom

he had married in a civil ceremony some years earlier, had, in the eyes of the
Church, actually never been married at all. 1 13
While the documentation would have allowed her ex-husband the chance at a second
marriage it came at great emotional cost. It meant guilt and blame, for Claire, as a Baptised
Catholic should have realised that marrying in a civil wedding meant that the marriage was
invalid in the eyes of the church. It meant effectively denouncing her marriage as null and
void but worse than that, it meant relegating her children to bastard status. While her ex was
prepared to do this to his own children, she was not and promptly told the priest accordingly
in a terse phone conversation."4
Claire viewed the request as an 'invasion of privacy' and considered the implications arising
from it as 'intensely insulting'. Undaunted, the priest rang back almost immediately and
patiently explained the ramifications of her refusal to provide the Baptismal certificate. In
her words:
He was appealing to my guilt. The ex would not be able to marry his fiancée unless
I complied. He remained on the telephone, emphasising this point over and over. It
was late. I was stunned and upset at his obvious lack of regard for my feelings or
those of my children. in the end, I relented just to get him off the telephone, more
than anything else. I felt invaded by this man of the cloth. 115
At the time of the 1991 Census there were 259 000 divorced and separated Catholics but this
was a conservative figure for it did not include all those who had divorced and remarried
prior to the census. Because such information was offered voluntarily and also because of
the stigma attached to divorce many others may have chosen not to reveal their status as
divorcees. Divorced Catholics marrying without an annulment are excluded from receiving
the sacraments although they are still bound to attend Mass every Sunday. This exclusion
causes much stress and many Catholics when faced with the decision of whether or not to
marry again have 'abandoned involvement in the Church' altogether."
The huge gap between the number of annulments granted and the number of people being
divorced indicates that the present approach is not a satisfactory one. The Church's pastoral
care obviously needs urgent reviewing, especially when there are 'such large numbers of
people getting divorced' as a result of a rapidly changing society."7
Changing norms have meant that organisations, and the individuals comprising them, must
make adjustments to their ways of viewing the world. This is not always easy as we noted in
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the previous chapter. Mezirow makes the point that meaning perspectives can be so
ingrained that organisations and individuals may not even be aware of them.
I began this chapter by tracing the path a Catholic takes on the life journey through the
sacraments of the Church. Much of that journey focused on the experiences and
expectations of the informants. For the women who grew up Catholic in the sixties,
changing norms and unexpected circumstances have clearly challenged their expectations of
how things were meant to be and reinforced their need to critically reflect on the ways our
culture has taught us to understand our experiences. The problem is, however, that critical
self reflection was a luxury neither encouraged nor permitted for those schooled in Catholic
indoctrination processes of the sixties.
As Graham English argues:
Too often, questions of ultimate concern are ignored in Catholic schools too
conscious about the possible boundaries of church teaching that may be
transgressed. The null curriculum of many Catholic schools has taught that some
issues are not open for discussion; some choices are not only not possible, they are
not even mentioned. Worse, permeation can mean a straightjacket for students'
questions about major issues and concerns; religion has been used as a means of
ensuring desirable behaviour in students."8
Vatican Councilors paid lip service to intellectual endeavour, endorsing the need for
Catholic schools to cultivate the intellect 'with unremitting attention', while emphasising the
need also for ripening 'the capacity for right judgement' ." It was okay to think, provided
one thought the way the Vatican wanted them to think. 'Wonder, awe and contemplation'
were not a part of the catechism and 'little room was left for criticism, alternative
explanations or doubt'.'2° Rather than developing a capacity for critical judgement, such a
process stunted intellect growth and risked forming students who were in Maria Harris'
words, 'strong in the heart, but soft in the head'.'2'
It was not that students were incapable of thinking critically but rather that they were not
taught explicitly how to, nor were they encouraged to do so, for a null curriculum ensured
that particular issues were not open for discussion. According to Peter Hastings, Catholic
schools espoused a 'package of beliefs' that were:
often transmitted by manipulation using fear of damnation, feelings of guilt and
sentimentality. Teaching could be clarified but not disputed; one could not dispute
with God nor with the Church which spoke for Him. The compulsion included,
often, the heavy use of corporal punishment, justified by 'making them do what
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they ought to do. The level of religious thinking produced by this was labelled by
many university chaplains as moronic' •!22
According to Ryan, most evaluations of classroom religious instruction up to the 1960s
maintain that:
it contributed to a sense of repression and unthinking assent to authority on the part
of Catholics: it tended to inculcate a sense of duty; it articulated a clear catalogue of
moral and religious imperatives which would serve Catholics throughout their lives.
The stress on obedience and correct conduct persisted at the expense of intelligent
inquiry and critical questioning'
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Guilt devoured the minds of Catholic girls growing up in the sixties for it was internalised
through an indoctrination process that was part and parcel of Catholic schooling.
Historically, women were imprisoned by a male dominated Christian tradition which put
women on pedestals, but denied them any political power and maintained them in
subservient roles. Catholic women were left with two choices in life; becoming a mother or
becoming a nun. By definition, this imposed on them a life of continual child-rearing or a
life of continual virginity.
A process of normalisation initiated Catholic women into the 'Good Girl' syndrome which
would incur a life time of personal conflict revolving around social obligations and the
desire to achieve personal potential. In short, the Catholic experience silenced many women,
burdened them with guilt and incurred in them, if they allowed it, an 'approval junkie'
mentality.
But the nature of Catholic school experience also instilled an extraordinary camaraderie
between the ex-convent girls and the nuns who taught them. Evidence suggests that central
to the Catholic woman's character is a strong sense of caring and sharing that reflects a
collaborative and egalitarian spirit worth cultivating in an era devoted to economic
rationalism. The feminine ways of being and knowing which are highly valued by women
have been historically undervalued and denigrated by male dominated hierarchies. However,
women's ways of being and knowing are still under defined and under valued. In the
meantime, women have many mountains to climb in developing the power of their minds, in
voicing their concerns, in ridding themselves of the enormous weight of guilt and in
reaching their pinnacles.
As Catholic women reflect on the virtue of living lives predicated on notions of goodness
and continuous self denial they realise that they have paid a price. As Steadman maintains:
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The essence of being a good child is taking on the perspective of those who are
more powerful than you'.124 The landscape of feeling that this measured upbringing
inculcated in countless children has yet to be surveyed. We should start, perhaps,
with the burden of being good. and the painful watchful attention towards the needs
of others rather than oneself.'2
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Chapter 6
The Change

Chapter 6
The Change
As the narratives of the women in this study unfolded, it became evident that Catholic
education impacted on their lives in ways that were unexpected. A major theme that
emerged was a landscape of feeling associated with notions of guilt, fear, and self denial.
While each individual history provided snap shots of this landscape, follow-up group
interviews provided a clearer picture. Indeed, I was unprepared for the level of emotion felt
by the women in group interviews as they elaborated on these notions. As trust and
confidence grew, the women reflected on and interpreted what growing up Catholic meant
for them during their schooling and later life.
Growing up Catholic in Darwin in the sixties meant undergoing a process of normalisation
the object of which was to shape females into becoming good Catholic girls. Within the
school, discipline was used as a technology, and fear associated with guilt, God and
punishment were chief disciplinary agents regulating the women's lives. Strong religious
fervour permeated the schooling, marking these women in particular ways; personally,
spiritually and intellectually. Discourse defined them in terms of their femaleness and
exploited their sexuality as a secret. The constant emphasis on being good Catholic girls and
placing the needs of others before the needs of the self have left legacies including a heavy
burden of guilt, regrets about opportunities denied to them, and disappointments about some
unfulfilled aspects of their lives. However, it also imparted a strong sense of social justice, a
tribal sense of belonging and an extensive networking system among the women.
As mentioned already in a previous chapter, Catholic schooling played a vital role in the
formation of Catholic attitudes and disposition. Historian Patrick O'Farrell maintains that
religious teaching was 'informed by deference to authority and the assertion of Catholic
truth against Protestant error'.t Catholic faith and learning were memorised by rote and
conducted in a closed world in which authority and formulae took precedence over
understanding. According to O'Farrell, it was 'an isolated unreality in the midst of the
complex challenges of a wider life' •2 The indoctrination process generated and maintained a
Catholic 'historical consciousness'

.

However, as noted in Ryan, the 'stress on obedience

and correct conduct persisted at the expense of intelligent inquiry and critical questioning'4;
the very things which educators today regard as paramount for effective learning.
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To understand the impact such teaching and learning experiences had on the individuals
concerned means turning to learning theory and in particular the proponents of
transformative learning. The implications of drawing a relationship between the women's
interpretations of their experiences and what learning theorists have to say about education
are highlighted in this chapter.
We live in a rapidly changing world where unexpected circumstances continually challenge
our expectations of how things are meant to be. These expectations or meaning perspectives,
which were discussed more fully in previous chapters, are acquired in childhood and are
difficult to change. Learning is all about change and more importantly, being able to
critically reflect on what is happening around us in order to mediate change. Patricia
Cranton defines learning as 'a sustained change in thinking, values or behavior that is
brought about by an experience' and in adult education, 'the set of activities or experiences
engaged in by adults which lead to changes in thinking, values or behavior.
If learning is about changes in thinking, values or behaviour, then it is also about
challenging those very meaning perspectives that have been reinforced since childhood;
things which may be deeply embedded. Cranton refers to different types of meaning
perspectives, including sociolinguistic meaning perspectives and psychological meaning
perspectives. Both will be discussed in this chapter. For the present discussion, however,
sociolinguistic meaning perspectives are those based on 'cultural background, spoken
language, religious beliefs, family and upbringing, and interactions with others'.6 The
example Cranton gives of someone operating under a sociolinguistic meaning perspective is
very applicable to this study, and for that reason, it is included below:
A woman who lives in a culture in which women's roles are clearly defined as
submissive will have a sociolinguistic perspective that delineates a code of behavior
for women, and she will act accordingly.7
Foucault was interested in delineated codes of behaviour and in particular, how individuals
internalised such codes to become subjected bodies. He defined a world undergoing constant
surveillance. In such a world, everyone is subjected to a process of normalisation which
determines the limits of what is considered normal. The process of normalisation
measures in quantitative terms and hierarchizes in terms of value the abilities,
the level, the 'nature' of individuals. It introduces, through this 'value-giving'
measure, the constraint of a conformity that must be achieved. Lastly, it traces the
limit that will define difference in relation to all other differences, the external
frontier of the abnormal (the 'shameful' class). The perpetual penalty that traverses
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all points and supervises every instant in the disciplinary institutions compares,
differentiates, homogenizes, excludes. In short, it normalizes.8
Surveillance and normalisation become instruments of power in an organisation, and
individuals who challenge the values, thinking or behaviours that are considered the norm
for that organisation can leave themselves open to intense scrutiny. Questioning such closely
held beliefs is unsettling and, in terms of say, a religious scenario, 'a learner who is
questioning his or her belief that the law or the church is immutable will certainly feel
threatened'

.

Within traditional educational contexts, where knowledge is viewed as 'given' and static, as
opposed to being constructed and continually changing, challenges to conventional wisdoms
are not without pain. Stephen Brookfield states that:
Challenging conventional wisdoms and questioning previously accepted givens are
intimidating prospects to students who have internalized the belief that their
insights, skills, and experiences are not as valuable as the 'official,' 'proper'
knowledge contained in books and teachers' heads.'°
While challenging taken-for-granted ways of thinking, valuing and behaving poses a
considerable dilemma, it is a necessary part of learning and living in the modern world, for
as we try to adjust to accelerated change, traditional structures are weakened and traditional
solutions become redundant. Education needs to take into account these circumstances and
incorporate a problem-solving approach. As Jack Mezirow says, adults need to
be able to solve effectively a wider range of problems with a greater degree of
reliance on their own resources than ever before. Culturally prescribed values and
belief systems acquired through socialization may no longer be adequate for these
tasks.'
In fact, culturally prescribed ways of thinking may not only be inadequate, but may even be
viewed as distorted in an ever changing world. A distorted assumption is defined by
Mezirow as a view of reality 'that arbitrarily limits what is included, impedes
differentiation, lacks permeability or openness to other ways of seeing, or does not facilitate
an integration of experience'.'2 Another way of defining a distorted assumption is to view it
as 'an error in learning'; but Cranton maintains, and I would agree with her, that it is better
educationally to view a distortion as, 'an unquestioned, unexamined, perhaps even
unconscious assumption that limits the learner's openness to change, growth, and personal
development'
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What implications do all these notions have for education? Given that we live in a rapidly
changing world and that learning is about changes in ways of thinking and doing, it follows
that education must focus on ways which will allow students to adapt quickly to an unknown
future. Being able to think critically in order to find practical and/or creative solutions to
problem solving is what is needed. Adult learning theorists view critical thinking as a
prerequisite of transformative learning since it involves thinking and acting for change.
Brookfield sees critical thinking as imperative for our intellectual, emotional and political
survival. He elaborates on the three main reasons why critical thinking should underpin
teaching:
First, critical thinking is one of the intellectual functions most characteristic of adult
life (Mezirow and Associates, 1990). Adulthood is the time when we begin to doubt
the universal truth or applicability of the tenets governing the conduct of life that we
learn in childhood or adolescence.
Second, critical thinking is necessary for personal survival [for]

...

we are

emotionally disabled if we cannot interpret our actions, and the rationales we cling
to for justifying those actions, in a critical manner.
Third, critical thinking is a political necessity in a democratic society

...

to develop

a healthy attitude of critical scrutiny towards the actions and justifications of elected
and unelected political leaders.'4
Mezirow, Cranton and Brookfield all advocate transformative learning as a means of
liberation for it not only challenges the meaning perspectives of the individual but also those
of the wider community. In challenging cultural constraints and aiming for change, such
learning becomes emancipatory.
For many who have come through traditional systems of education, however, transformative
learning poses its own problems. Firstly, people who have been through a rigid system
which did not permit, let alone encourage alternative ways of viewing the world, may not
have developed the necessary skills required to either think or act in alternative ways.
Secondly, the thought alone of even questioning one's meaning perspectives creates a
disorientating dilemma, which taken to the extreme could be akin to cultural suicide. In
considering the women's narratives in the light of what of the adult learning theorists have
to say, one could argue that Catholic education discouraged critical thinking, and by
implication, discouraged learning and acting for change.
A process of normalisation socialised Catholic girls for their later roles in life as good wives
and good mothers. Further education was therefore deemed unnecessary. For some of the
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Catholic women who participated in this study, the possibility of pursuing alternative
careers other than the ones promoted by church authorities was Out of the question. The
school system ended at Year Ten and while Darwin High School conducted classes for
Leaving and Matriculation (Years II and 12), it was considered un-Catholic and sinful for
parents to send their children to State schools, although some, including mine, reluctantly
did. The only other option then, for those wishing to further their education, was to attend
Catholic boarding schools in other states. Costs of return airfares, let alone boarding fees,
prevented large Catholic families from sending students off to school.
In discussing with the women the opportunities available to them after schooling, it became
evident that some of them felt unfulfilled and I wanted to know if they had imagined other
possible futures. The question, though worded somewhat awkwardly, was asked in a rather
light hearted fashion:
I. So if you all had your time again and
available to students

...

...

opportunities that you now know are

what would you want to do? What's

...

what's your heart of

heart's desire that you would like to do if you could have it all over again ?'
While light-hearted in nature, I had not counted on such a question generating the fervent
discussion that followed. Such is the unpredictable nature of oral history and the power of
collective research. To illustrate various points, and for the benefit of the reader, portions of
the group discussion [minus some of the false starts and empathic responses] are transcribed
on the following pages.
Michelle: If

...

/ went back to where I was then, I couldn 't have done it any

differently because that's all that was available then. There's no way in the world I
could have gone into the

...

bought up an Irish Catholic
And

...

State School
...

...

because that

...

was a sin!

She was brought up the satne as me

if there was a Catholic school

...

the kids had to go to it

-

...

Mum was

brainwashed!

...

We lived just

down the road from a school but we used to travel all the way into town to go to the
convent school
were so poor

...

...

Where Mum and Dad had to pay the fees

But

...

It would never have entered into Mum [Mum 's head
...

grade Ten

And I knew that I'd never go there
...

Even though they

Mum would have been committing a Mortal Sin

by sending us to any other school. There was just NO question

school!

...

...
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virtually

No alternative

sic] to send us to a State

Even though / finished school at

and the only Eleven and Twelve was at

no way in the world I could have gone there!

-

...

...

...

the high school

...

There 's

Lucy: Yeah

...

Yeah! Muln and Dad

...

They umnm

...

(pause) used to say, 'What's

the world coming to?' because my sisters and brothers were sending their children
to the public schools. (Chuckling)
1. Right?
Lucy: What's the world coming to?' They'd savJ6
Catholic duty was so ingrained in the students that when the girls at Saint Mary's finished
Year Ten the only option was to find an office job until the right man came along.
Alternative ways of doing and thinking were not encouraged in the Catholic system. In his
study of people connected with Sydney's Catholic schools Graham English concluded that
'Catholic schools' success in religious education is judged more by how its graduates
behave than by how they think' .'
That certain things may not be subject to questioning, is inherent in repressive regimes.
According to Brookfield:
Politically, repressive regimes fear (quite correctly) that allowing the free debate of
ideas critical to the dominant ideologies will cause people to learn ways of thinking
and acting that threaten the position of those in power.'8
To allow such critical assessment is to invite subversion of the establishment. Such an
establishment operates as a closed system. In such a system the type of education preferred
is what Paulo Friere terms the banking approach to education, one where information is
poured in to seemingly empty vessels and critical consideration of reality is curtailed. Friere
in describing the banking approach to education claims that
Those who use the banking approach, knowingly or unknowingly

...

fail to

perceive that the deposits themselves contain contradictions about reality. But,
sooner or later, these contradictions may lead formerly passive students to turn
against their domestication and the attempt to domesticate reality. They may
discover through existential experience that their present way of life is
irreconcilable with their vocation to become fully human. They may perceive that
reality is really a process, undergoing constant transformation. If men are searchers
and their ontological vocation is humanization, sooner or later they may perceive
the contradiction in which banking education seeks to maintain them, and then
engage themselves in the struggle for their liberation.19
For the women who experienced Catholic education in the sixties, critical reflection was not
part of their way of learning. Some, however, like the 'formerly passive students' to which
Friere refers, discovered later in adult life that such views were irreconcilable to human
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fulfilment and, as they began questioning their meaning perspectives, their lives were
transformed in ways that neither they nor the church expected. Some would pursue careers
beyond the prescribed homemaker's one, or indeed, along side of it. Some would gather the
strength to leave unhappy marriages. Some would seek divorce or, where divorce was out of
the question for practising Catholics, annulments only to find there was a considerable price
to pay. Some would leave the Church altogether.
Catholics were brought up to accept the Church's teaching without question. When asked
about the notion of thinking and how Catholic girls were encouraged to think in certain
ways, Michelle gave the following response:
M. I think it was more

ahhh

...

...

not encouraged to think! Not

...

not challenged;

just told that's the way things are and that's it! You learn this! You wrote
something off the board. You don't question it. You finish school at Grade Ten. You
don 't go off to the State School

...

'cause they're dens of depravity

I. Mm,n. Hmm.
M. And

...

you 're not offered any alternatives beyond maybe secretarial or menial

type work or

...

marriage

...

(pause) Or being a nun.2°

Michelle was not the only one who expressed these views on ways of thinking and possible
choices open to the girls. When asked what insights others had, the responses were similar:
Louise.' Well. I
found that

...

...

always wanted to do nursing

at school

...

weren 't sort of influenced
married or

...

You weren't told
...

have children

and that's it

my daughters when they were in high school
about careers and everything
was at school I never had
that security or

...

...

...

...

...

...

You meet someone

...

and it gives them

...

about

...

get

...

...

a lot of... Ego. I know when I
/ always sort of... didn't have

self esteem? Like at work

...

I

They were really umm influenced

it's just I can 'r explain it but

sort of taught enough at school

...

I went[to careers counseling] with

(long pause) had no

feeling of

(Long pause) I don 't know

as if

...

...

and I'm doing it now but

where to go in your career. You

...

It was sort of

...

...

how to u,nm

...

...

...

You just felt like

I don 'r think we were

really express yourself?

You kept everything inside?
Michelle: Had to relate
Fatima: Other people
Louise: Yeah
Michelle:

...

...

...

...

to others

...

on the outside?

Mm,n.

It was almost as if...

We were really insular because

...

(Long pause) they gave its

they gave me the impression that anything outside of the Catholics were bad
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...

...

or

You

know

...

Not even bad

...

just not worth

...

You just don 't do anything with people

that aren 't Catholics.
Lucy: No! Ya never marry a Non Catholic, do you! (All chuckling)
Fatima: Yeah! Well that was part of the religion, wasmi 't it?(Some chuckling)
Lucy: Yeah! (Chuckling)
I. So WHATdid IDO! (Chuckling).2'

Schooling was insular and while Career Counseling nights were held at the local high
school, such counseling was lacking in the Catholic system. There was no need for it.
Lucy: Well / certainly did,,'t leave school with any other
that I'd
any

...

...

...

ambition or

uni

thoughts than the fact

work in an office, or as Michelle said, secretarial work
...

knowledge to pass on

Michelle: We were,, t told
in

...

...

a career

...

...

...

...

Didn't have

or move on or even how to do

(Long pause) how we could go and

...

it.

to do things, as

anything like that. Nothing was explained to us and

offered to us.
I. As an alternative?

Michelle: it was a whole

...

unnamed

quantity

that we couldmz 'tfathom out.22

The references above, such as Louise's having to keep 'everything inside', Michelle's
'unnamed quantity' that couldn't be fathomed out and Lucy's lack of knowledge on 'how to
do it' are all indicative of what Friere terms as the 'culture of silence'.23 Friere described

what happened to people trapped in a culture of silence:
Rather than being encouraged and equipped to know and respond to the concrete
realities of their world, they were kept 'submerged' in a situation in which such
critical awareness and response were practically impossible

...

the whole education

system was one of the major instruments for the maintenance of the culture of
silence.24
Mechthild Hart maintains that the normalisation process acts as a powerful mechanism of
repression that inhibits desire. Her analysis is very appropriate to the situation in which the
Darwin women found themselves. Hart states that internalised norms
inconspicuously censor and silence certain interests, thus keeping women not only
from pursuing but also from perceiving them. Thus, a woman may not know what
she wants, correspondingly lacking the initiative and the ability to act that could
arise from the recognition of her interests. Here, power has produced 'effects on the
level of desire' 25
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Much of the discussion to date has focused around the relationship between learning and
critical thinking. I will return to this shortly, but for the present, I would like to digress, as
there are some pertinent issues worth discussing in relation to Friere's culture of silence
There are many silences. What Friere is talking about is the silence that gags freedom of self
expression. As already mentioned in the chapter on discipline and punishment, women use
the metaphorical voice to indicate the culture of silence that permeates their lives. Patricia
Cranton says that psychological meaning perspectives relating to the way individuals see
themselves are contained in the 'self-concept, needs, inhibitions, anxieties and personalitybased preferences'. According to Cranton. 'the sources of psychological meaning
perspectives are often buried in childhood experiences

...

and may not be easily accessible

to the conscious self.26
Recent studies documenting women's health and well being reflect a culture of silence. For
example, Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger & Tarule, demonstrated in a study of the
psychology of women, 'the development of a sense of voice, mind, and self were intricately
intertwined'

.

The culture of silence leaves women 'Feeling dumb' and lacking in self-

esteem and this is very debilitating. Lack of self fulfilment, depression and ill health are the
result. Thiering showed that there is a relationship between the high levels of depressed
women seeking medical help and the high incidence of disease, disorders and pill popping
among Australian women. 8 As mentioned earlier, Australia, in the seventies, had 'one of the
highest female suicide rates in the world'.29
Mary Daly, speaking from an American perspective believes that women pay a high price
for the demands of society, particularly girls who do not measure up to the conventional
ways. Daly believes that such girls suffer terrible anxiety and that 'it may account for the
sparse creativity even of many gifted and trained women who managed to defy society's
effort to cast them into a passive, unthinking role'

30

Maccoby studied the effects of anxiety on thinking and found, among other things, that it
damaged creative thinking because it narrowed 'the range of solution efforts' and prevented
the individual 'scanning a whole range of elements open to perception'. According to
Maccoby:
When anxiety facilitates performance, as it sometimes does, it facilitates already
well-learned tasks; it does not contribute to breaking new ground. From the
standpoint of those who want women to become intellectuals this is something of a
horror story.3 '
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Mackeracher makes a connection between the culture of silence and women's depression
and in doing so, describes how it feels:
Silence is the experience of having no voice, or feeling mindless and voiceless and
being subject to the whims of external authority

...

[Women] experience silence

when they feel unable to communicate their knowledge either because they do not
have the words or because they feel threatened about sharing what they know. The
experience is described as 'feeling dumb and frequently is accompanied by
feelings of being depressed (rather than suppressed) and disempowered.32
Feeling dumb' and not being 'very bright' or 'smart' were some of the ways in which the
women of this study referred to themselves as learners. Lack of self-esteem emerged as a
common theme running through the individual narratives of Catholic women when they
spoke of their classroom experiences. This theme was reinforced in group interviews which
highlighted ways in which women were both silenced and had their career choices limited.
While the women felt silenced in their earlier years, the same cannot be said of them now, as
they reach their middle years.
Much has been written about silence and its detrimental effects, however, I want to also say
at this stage that not all silences are viewed in this light, for silence can be used as a
powerful and strategic tool in dialogue, and as well, it can indicate critical thought
processes. These have implications for both educators and oral historians.
Stephen Brookfield values silence because 'episodes of silent speculation are crucial to
interpretation, [and] to attempts to make meaning out of new ideas or facts'. Further more,
he actually warns students attending his own tutorials that he will not reward 'talking for
talking's sake' and emphasises the fact that 'a good discussion may be quiet, apparently
low-key, with a lot of thoughtful silences'.33 Brookfield makes two other important
observations that educators and researchers both need to keep in mind: Firstly, that 'the right
to silence should be acknowledged in discussion just as much as the right to speak' and
secondly, that 'we must be wary of equating silence with mental inertia'.34
There is one more thing that needs to be said, following on from Belenky and Associates
study, and it relates to how silence is viewed from a feminist perspective.
Elizabeth Ellsworth reports that while 'silence is often the sexist defined 'right speech of
womanhood'

-

the 'sign of woman's submission to patriarchal authority' this may in fact

not be the complete picture.
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the assumption present in the literature that silence in front of a teacher or
professor indicates lost voice,' voicelessness.' or lack of social identity from
which to act as a social agent betrays deep and unacceptable gender, race, and class
biases.35
For, according to Ellsworth, within the black community women are not silent; their voices
are heard. The struggle is not seen as an emergence 'from silence to speech' but rather as 'a
change in the nature and direction of speech' •36 In such communities, dialogue is shared,
valued, recognised and considered compelling for the listener. Far from being silenced,
women use speech in strategically active ways;
What they/we say, to whom, in what context, depending on the energy they/we have
for the struggle on a particular day, is the result of conscious and unconscious
assessments of the power relations and safety of the situation.37
While it is fair to say that we use speech and silences strategically within discourse. I would
argue that to choose to not speak in particular circumstances for safety reasons, indicates a
strong sense of self preservation against more powerful odds. Within this study, for
example, alcohol played a significant part in some of the women's personal relationships.
Women learnt by experience that it was far more sensible and safer to remain silent than to
challenge an intoxicated man. While no doubt being an effective strategy, silence in such
cases, was based more on adaptation and submission to an oppressor.
Deference to a greater authority was instilled in Catholics. Honouring and obeying others
was inscribed in the commandments while Biblical sources reinforced the need for women
to always be subservient:
Wives submit to your husbands as to the Lord. For a husband has authority over his
wife just as Christ has authority over the church: and Christ is himself the Saviour
of the church, his body. And so wives must submit completely to their husbands just
as the church submits itself to Christ.38
The greatest commandments demanded total commitment;
Love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul, with all your mind,
and with all your strength. The second most important commandment is this: 'Love
your neighbour as you love yourself.' There is no other commandment more
important than these two.39
Not only did Catholicism demand that one love their neighbour, it also required that one
love their enemy, as well. Catholics were committed to a life of continuous piety. The
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thinking behind such dogma meant avoiding conflict at all costs. The cost of this type of
thinking on many women was a lack of assertiveness and the development of a yes'
mentality. Added to this, the school was segregated after Year 5 and onwards. The effect of
this was to leave the women feeling socially inadequate and lacking in confidence when
they began work in the secular, and non-segregated, real world.
Michelle:

...

We wereii 't ready for the big, wide world. All these kids were so

worldly coinpa red to

US!

...

And

...

they were rela -ed with boys. They did,,'t treat

boys as a different sex. They were just friends or not or whatever.
Fatima: So

...

maybe we were like

...

sheltered from

...

a lot of the outside

influence?
Michelle: We were dominated!
Fatima:

...

Confidence was a big thing with me, too! It wasn 't until years after that

I actually gained a lot of confidence and
I. And

...

how do you think

you

...

could speak up?

gained that confidence?

Fatima: Oh! Through everyday experiences after leaving school
(Long pause) I guess
shittin' on me!

...

...

gettin' sick of people

Using me! Because you

led to believe to help others
took advantage of that!

...

...

...

...

...

Through work

(pause) How can I say? (pause)

were bought up to help others

and do good all the time

...

Um,n

...

...

or

And people

(Long pause)

Lucy: An' not to be rude!
Fatima: Not to be rude!
Lucy: (Chuckling) Let people be rude to you but
I. Turn the other cheek?
Lucy: Mmnmm!
Fatima: Mmmn,n!411
The years of disciplined schooling, religious indoctrination and the focus on virtue left their
mark not only on Saint Mary's girls. The similarity of experiences for Catholic women
across time and place is remarkable. Eileen Balsamo's story about entering university could
well have been my own, so similar were the feelings she expressed. When I entered college,
my own levels of self-consciousness at that time boarded on the extreme. I could not walk in
to a room of strangers without experiencing a wave of panic, let alone stand up in front of an
audience and deliver a paper. Yet, I felt perfectly at ease with a class of children. Balsamo in
recalling her student days states:
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At university, at first, the new concept of being, the space and the freedom were too
much to handle

...

Upon encountering a male, your mind became blank. an agony

of self-consciousness invaded you, speech grew difficult, almost impossible, and all
the while you tried to suppress rising panic. It was disconcerting so you avoided
those for whom you secretly harboured a passion and resorted to the company of
old faithfuls', fellows with no sexual appeal but with whom you could be natural
and communicative

...

Panic and self consciousness dealt a crippling blow to my

intellect. Speech was nearly impossible; a witty remark quite out of the question.4'
Balsamo's description, while it brings back many painful memories, it also brings me great
joy, for I know how far I have come.
Within the circle of old friends one can say things that may not be as easily said to outsiders.
Friere refers to this as a 'cathartic force'.42 Friendships aside, it seems that oral history and
the nature of the reflective circle serve to stimulate natural conversation which, for women,
revolves around personal disclosures and establishing relationships, as the following
transcript demonstrates:
I. Yeah! / certainly had to learn to be assertive and even now
ways to do that
Lucy: Well
see

...

...

...

Yeah. Certainly

...

I'm still learning

1 feel affected by that.

...

I used to hate standing up in front of a class or reading. I couldn 't

the lines or anything after a while

even now if attention is focused on me

...

...

and thei

...

you were sat outside

...

But

I am hopeless! Even at the bank!

I. Do you get nervous?
Lucy: Yeah! Like at the bank

...

I

...

I'd know what I was doing

if! had to stand at the till with anybody
if that's a

...

...

...

inside out

I could,, 'r think straight! /

...

...

but

/ wondered

(Long pause) that could be a

Michelle: Ridicule?
Lucy: You know

...

you know made to (Indiscernible) at school

Michelle: You did,, 'r want to stand out! If ya did stand out, they'd certainly chop
you back dowti to size!
Fatima: M,n,n! You were scared to make mistakes
(pause)
watch
I. So

...

...

...

/ don't like

...

...

I'm still like that, today!

being centred out to do something? I'd rather sir back

and listen!
Is that the strategy you use when you 're learning then

listen rather than to

...

...

to sit back and

have a go and actually make a mistake in having a go?
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Fatima: Yeah! / feel more comfortable sitting back listening and learning
mind making a mistake but I don't want it
[Everybody starts talking at once

-

...

..

I don't

(Chuckling) out in front of everybody!

comments

indiscernible].43

The efforts of Fatima and Lucy to reflect upon and describe how they felt are not lost on
those in the circle. The fear of making mistakes, or more accurately, the fear of being seen to
be making mistakes are what Fatima articulates. In Foucault's terms, it was the visibility
factor. Within this circle of women and the intensity of the moment of Fatima's disclosure,
there is an outpouring of comments confirming her statements.
School performance was measured by tests. There were written tests which were graded and
then, the accumulated scores determined class aggregates. The competition to see who
topped the grade was intense. The pleasure and status afforded to those gaining one of the
first three places in class, was enormous. The pain of coming last or nearly last, was
excruciating and in local language, 'a real shame job'. I know, for I experienced both. I had
the shame of coming twenty-sixth in class one year and the joy of coming Dux two years
later. Those who came first were revered as the 'brainy ones'. Those who were last were
denounced as 'dunces' or 'dumbies'.
Besides written tests, there were oral tests, as well. Reading lessons were public
performances as each child was selected at random to read aloud to the teacher in front of
the rest of the class. The test for reading was based on accuracy, fluency and expression,
rather than comprehension or interpretation of the text. Preparing students first, to see what
understandings they already had about the selected text, was not an objective. Brainstorming
and class discussion did not enter into it; nor were individuals given the opportunity to
peruse the text first to familiarise themselves with the content. However, over time,
considerable familiarity with the text was gained. It was unavoidable, since we read the
same school reader for the whole year. It was unavoidable too, that Sister would call on each
one to read aloud in front of the others.
Reading lessons were generally held after lunch. It was the hottest part of the day with
temperatures hovering above thirty degrees Celsius. While the senior school classrooms
were lined with Iouvres that provided free flow of air, the same could not be said of the
middle primary ones. These classrooms were non-air-conditioned tin sheds. Some had push
out windows held open with wooden sticks. They were hot, stuffy, dog boxes and coming
into class after the lunch time break, young boys and girls in the middle primary classes,
found it difficult keeping awake. Each class was allocated the Wide Range Reader
designated for that particular year level. Multiple copies ensured each child had a reader and
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that one reader was to be read the entire year but reading lessons did not always achieve
what was intended.
Personally, / found it incredibly boring waiting for each child to drone, rattle or
stwnble through the allocated passage. We were meant to keep place on the page,
for we could be called on at random to read aloud. Sometimes I nearly fell asleep
at the desk and sometimes my mind would wander to other things, like the boy in
the next aisle. Whenever we read The Tale The Geese Tell, he used to get a peculiar
look on his face and contort his lips weirdly when he read a particular passage. I
would count how far it was to that passage and wait for it and watch, and sure
enough he would go into his routine. He was miles away, probably with the geese
and didn't suspect I was watching. That kept me awake and amused in reading
lessons for that year.44
While I recall the boredom, Fatima recalls the humiliation associated with reading lessons.
One of the most perplexing times for Fatima was having to read aloud. This is where her
fear of making mistakes was embedded:
F. I didn't like reading. That was a problem. I didn't like them getting you to stand
up

...

umm. You had to stand up and you had to read and you were picked

everybody was picked at random. I didn't like THAT' I felt that THAT made me
worse

...

but I know that

...

you know

...

you didn 't like making mistakes because

you thought, 'Oh. Everybody was watching

...

They'd look in their own book

but you just didn 't want to make the mistakes and if ya didn 't want to make the
mistakes you tended to get nervous

...

And you made MORE! And I didn 't like that.

No. Basically, they should never have got me up there reading. I'd sort of discreetly
hide behind the girl in front of me so / wouldn't be picked. (Laughing)
I. You did that, too? (Both laughing)
F. 0/i yeah! Quite often! (Laughing) 'Can't see inc! (Both laughing)
Umin

...

Spelling and dictation

...

I had trouble with that area

...

I

...

umm wasn

so wrapped in that area neither.45
Students who systematically fail to achieve develop strategies for avoiding situations which
reinforce their feelings of inadequacy and Fatima was no exception.
F. Yeah

...

I used to always

...

get a terrible cough

...

I had to go out and

drink or go to the Loo because I didn 't want to do dictation
getting out of it! Mmnni (Chuckling)

...

...

...

have a

It was a way of

Mother Williams seemed to (laughs) be okay

about it (Both laughing).
I. What? (Chuckling) She hadmi 't cottoned on, or what?
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F. Well, (Laughing) She mustn 't 'ye! (Laughing) (indiscernible)
I. And You used a good avoidance strategy there!
F. Yes! That was it. That was it.46
Time and time again the stories the women told about their primary school days, reflected
incidents that reinforced for them poor self images as learners. Colleen recalled how she had
been a compulsive talker in class and was always getting into trouble and being made to
stand in the corner. She was taken aside in the classroom and told, 'You'll never amount to
anything!' In telling me the story she triumphantly concluded by saying, 'I'd like to take that
Sister

...

and show her the wall with all my bits of paper on it!' She was still angry, despite

having studied to become a forensic psychologist. It begs the question, to what extent does
simmering anger over the negative comments of others, motivate a learner to prove the
forecasters wrong? To what extent are the learning goals and dreams of individuals
shattered, or refined through the insensitive, or indeed, calculated comments of others? As
Hart says, mechanisms 'ranging from benign ridicule to stigmatization as 'deviant' can
support or uphold' the power of the norm.47
Educators have much to learn from the personal stories that their students tell, for the stories
carry emotional baggage that is difficult to leave behind. Yet, sharing such stories enables us
to access their baggage, see snapshots of their journeys and ultimately begin to understand
the learning struggles our students face. Brookfield, an experienced educator and researcher,
sheds light on why this is so important and draws a relationship between past experiences
and the learner's self image. Brookfield says:
Many college students, especially those returning to college as adults, have
educational histories comprised in part of systematic humiliation. They will have
passed through classes in which they were told, directly or indirectly, that they were
too dumb to learn

...

Developing a self-image as a learner

-

regarding oneself as

somebody who is able to acquire new skills, knowledge, and insights

-

is a crucial

psychological underpinning to learning. It functions as a self-fulfilling prophecy.48
While it is true that the teacher sets the scene for learning, Ellsworth, states that 'the
student's own daily life experiences of oppression chart her/his path toward self-definition
and agency'.49 Consequently, educators need to be facilitators of classroom discourse that
encourages all students to reflect on those experiences and positively affirm themselves and
others through dialogue.
This leads us back to the earlier discussion about the importance of thinking critically, and
as well, the importance of learning and acting for change. Traditional approaches to
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education that favoured a banking approach have left legacies for today's mature-aged adult
learners. Such approaches to education are no longer viable in a rapidly changing, and
democratic society. A problem posing approach is what is needed. In comparing the banking
mentality education to the possible alternative, Friere says:
banking education anesthetizes and inhibits creative power. [whereas] problem
posing education involves a constant unveiling of reality. The former attempts to
maintain the submersion of consciousness; the latter strives for the emergence of
consciousness and critical intervention in reality.'°
John Bowden and Forence Marton both champion a problem posing form of education. They
argue that teaching should be about facilitating situations which require students to discern
differences and be exposed to varied practice within the learning experience. Repeated
learning scenarios of the same genre do not allow students the opportunity to develop
problem solving skills for dealing with the unexpected or 'unknown future'.
Combining experience, practice and theory Bowden and Marton conclude that the most
important skill needed for handling the unknown future is an awareness of variation. In
terms of a logical progression their argument proceeds as follows:
As we are simultaneously aware of the new and the old, and as the new in this way
gains meaning through the old, and as meaning is constituted through the
discernment of different aspects of the situation, and as discernment is born out of
awareness of dimensions of variation, it is by experiencing variation in certain
respects that we can equip ourselves for the future.7 '
Traditional styles of teaching based on Friere's 'banking approach' to education mitigate
against the type of education espoused above. Bowden and Marton describe two approaches
people use when confronted with a learning situation; the surface approach and the deep
approach. A surface approach is defined as one which relies on rote learning. According to
Ramsden, students favouring a surface approach
tend to he assessment-conscious, fact-and-syllabus-bound and not searching for
relations between ideas. There usually is a concentration on procedures, time limits
and learning of details, with different parts of the learning being dealt with in
isolation from each other. 2 [Contributing factors include]

...

inadequate previous

knowledge, time constraints, an over-demanding syllabus, frequent assessment for
credit, lack of feedback, assessment methods that emphasize recall and previous
rewards for learning of this sort'
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On the other hand, factors contributing to students taking a deep approach to learning
include:
teaching and assessment methods that foster active and long-term engagement with
the learning tasks, clearly stated expectations, teachers' commitment to the material
and emphasis on meaning and relevance to students, opportunities for students to
exercise responsible choice in how and what to learn, interest and background
knowledge of the material and previous rewards for learning of this sort.54
In an earlier part of this chapter, there was considerable discussion about what theorists say
regarding learning and acting for change. Much of the discussion focussed on meaning
perspectives and how these can inhibit an individual from considering alternative ways of
thinking and acting for change. While theorists emphasise the importance of critical
reflection as a liberating factor in increasing the learner's ability to adapt to new and
alternative perspectives, what educators need are practical ways of achieving this.
In a similar vein to Friere, Mezirow, and others, Bowden and Marton view education in
terms of learning and acting for change. All agree that what inhibits learning and acting for
change are the deeply embedded meaning perspectives. Bowden and Marton, however,
introduce a further complication to learning, that is, the

natural attitude,

which is the

individual's belief that his or her meaning perspective is shared by all.
Learning is

...

a change in our way of seeing or experiencing something in the

world around us. What works against such changes is what the phenomenologists
call the natural attitude. This refers to our taken-for-granted and deeply felt
assumption that what we see and experience is the world exactly as it is, and that
others see and experience exactly the same world.55
Making visible other ways of seeing the world, through for example, the sharing of
narratives, challenges the natural attitude and broadens one's perspective leading to a
beneficial and, what I would call, a rippling effect within the community. As perspectives
are shared and linked collective consciousness arises, which is 'richer, more inclusive and,
under certain circumstances, more powerful than any singular consciousness or the sum of
them.55
Sharing different ways of seeing the world, also implies sharing different ways of relating to
it. We discussed earlier some of the many ways in which individuals can view silence, or
relate to it. Interest in gender studies has increased in recent years and research has focused
on behavioural tendencies in relation to gender differences. In reporting on research
conducted over the past two decades, Dorothy MacKeracher concluded that differences in
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behavioural tendencies were gender-related rather than gender-specific. In summary, women

more often favoured 'behaviours related to the belongingness tendency' while men favoured
'behaviours related to the separateness tendency'. While men and women use a combination
of both behaviours, men emphasise 'autonomous behaviours' and women emphasise
'belongingness behaviours'

57
.

In studying conversational styles, Tannen identified two systems used during conversations:
report talk and rapport talk. Report talk is defined as
a means for preserving independence and for negotiating and maintaining status in a
hierarchical social order. It is more typical of the conversational style of men than
of women and is used mainly in the public sphere. Report-talk involves exhibiting
knowledge and skills and holding centre stage through verbal performance by such
means as giving information and telling jokes or stories.58
Rapport-talk, on the other hand, is defined as
a means for establishing connections and negotiating relationships. This is more
typical of the conversational style of women and is used mainly in the private
sphere. Rapport-talk involves sharing and comparing experiences. Women are
typically more talkative in private conversations while men are more talkative in
public ones. 9
Studies into ways of knowing and relating emerged in the past two decades because women
were unhappy about the ways they were being defined and many 'did not fit into the
categories and patterns advocated as "normal" in research based on male participants and
ideas described by male researchers.00 As Luke and Gore contend:
male authorship of theory

...

articulated from the standpoint of male experience,

and conceptions of critique and action in which to realize visions for a better future,
have historically situated the male individual at the centre of theoretical, public
discourse.6'
What the studies above all highlight is that, in terms of men, women and education, there are
different ways of knowing and being, and there are different and preferred ways of learning
and reasoning. Thus, for educators to follow through with Bowden and Marton's vision of a
richer, more inclusive' world, these differences need to be made visible.62 The importance
of making alternative meaning perspectives visible cannot be underestimated.
While developing new ways of seeing might be difficult, it is not insurmountable. Oral
history offers us ways of doing this through the stories, conversational narratives and
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autobiographical information our students hold within them. For the way we view the world
is tied up with our past. As Bowden and Marton say
Our past is our main resource when dealing with the present but it constitutes our
constraints at the same time. The space of what we can possibly see is found in the
very intersection of the past and the present. This is true for every human being.63
The past itself is something intangible. In a key quote we used earlier in this study, Dening
says that
we can come to know the past through its histories by the past becoming in some
way a text which we must read not just for the story it tells but also for the occasion
of its telling and the mode of its expression.
This thesis, in documenting the women's oral histories both in terms of the processes
involved and the product obtained, has implications for both education and research
practice. Educators have much to learn from the narratives of their students, while
researchers, especially oral historians, can use personal narratives to demonstrate the
complex and diverse ways in which individuals view the world. Sharing experiences and
appreciating alternative world views increases the possibility of solving problems more
creatively and compassionately and in doing so, hopefully contributes to making the world a
better place for all.
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Chapter 7
The Destination

Chapter 7
The Destination
I began this thesis with the metaphor of the pebble tossed into a billabong and the outward
movement of the ripples. As this study proceeded it impacted in various ways on both the
informants and myself. That original tossed pebble was the idea that became this thesis and
the pages to follow trace the ripples that it generated.
While the first chapter of this thesis exposed the problems associated with using oral history
research methods, the body of the thesis concentrated on the themes arising from the
women's narratives and positioned them in the context of their time and place. In contrast to
the previous chapters, this chapter highlights the benefits of oral history and the implications
these have for research and education.
When people tell stories they see themselves in relation to their social contexts.
Chanfrault-Duchet says that:
In their anecdotes, they picture themselves confronted with a dominant model and
always actualizing the same pattern of behavior: identification, acceptance or at
least compromise, and so on, on the one hand; defiance, refusal, exclusion, and so
on, on the other. t
When the women told their stories, the dominant model with which they were confronted
was that espoused by their church. Socialised into becoming good Catholic women, their
schooling taught them patterns of behaviour which maintained them in subservient roles.
Along their journeys into womanhood some accepted their preordained roles; some
compromised at the expense of their own needs and some chose the difficult pathway of
defying the rules and refusing to accept the roles laid down for them.
In drawing on the work of feminist oral historians this thesis highlighted the importance of
taking into account women's ways of expressing themselves. The initial open interview
format allowed each woman to present her stories in her own way, while the follow up
group interview allowed for a more in depth discussion and analysis. The process involved
allowed the informants to explore their remembered versions of past actions and to reflect
on their feelings in relation to those actions. Kathryn Anderson and Dana Jack stress the
importance of this process when interviewing women:

We can make it easier for women to talk about the values that may be implicit in
their choices or feelings. When women reveal feelings or experiences that suggest
conflict, we can explore what the conflict means and what form it takes. We can be
prepared to expect and permit discussions of anger. If our questions are general
enough, women will be able to reflect upon their experience and choose for
themselves which experiences and feelings are central to their sense of their past.2
As the women came together to share their personal stories they reflected on what their
journeys had meant to them. When asked the question: 'What do you think stands out in
your mind about those days growing up Catholic and what have you taken with you
through life?' This is what they wrote:
Maggie: Discipline, respect, consideration to others, code of conduct, manners,
right from wrong, a love for everyone.3
Michelle: Positive aspects of Catholic upbringing
religion, values, way of life. Family involvement
clergy.

-

-

comm unity spirit, shared

but family also dominated by

4

Louise: Growing up Catholic was not a problem. This gave me special values to
this day. I really do believe in Baptism but / do not agree with the money taking in
the Church, the guilt you feel.5
Fatima: What I have taken with me through life is care about others and being
there for others. But I loved it. Loyalty: a sense of loyalty to others. Also given me
special moral values. Really, strong morals. You just don 't do anything wrong by
anyone. Don 'r do anything to others that you don 't want done to yourself. Strictness
-

always being scared of committing sins. The Commandments. Concerned

-

about

going to Confession and I had to make it up as to how many times I'd done
something.6
Amanda: Respect for family and all human beings. The nuns taught us about love
and friendship. They taught us to be trustworthy and things like that and I still go to
church and / believe in God. Every morning as we entered the classroom it was
always prayers; Then at 12.00 noon; then every time we entered or left the
classroom not forgetting 'Grace before meals' and 'Grace after meals'. The nuns
were so strict in those days but I am grateful because / believe it helped me in my
own life and everyday living. Mum and I still enjoy going to Church, mainly to St
Martin Dc Pore. I enjoy the hymns. They rein i,id me of my school days at St
Mary's.7
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Overwhelmingly, what the women have taken with them through their lives are the values
and codes of conduct and a love for others, which are so much a mark of being Catholic. In
reflecting on their lives through the process of oral history they have also written about
conflicting values and the dilemmas they faced as a result of that upbringing:
Joan: I think growing up in a Catholic school, I have gone through my life having a
great reverence for the nuns and priests. Looking back, I would say that the
influence of being in an all girls high school was hard. I inewi for me, it was being
with a bunch of girls and, boys were untouchable, so this seemed to place more
emphasis on their sexuality. This in turn meant that / remember feeling very
inadequate because I really wasmi 't interested in boys and also I was a very slow
developer. I guess the teachings of the church is what / 'ye taken with me through
the years.8
Maria: I didn't know that 10 years down the track I'd get a divorce. / thought I'd
still go back in there and attend church. I only go back now because someone is
asking me to go back for example, like funerals and weddings. But I want to go
back of my own accord. / think they are hypocrites. My new husband is Catholic
but I have to get questions asked because I'm divorced so / don 'tfeelfully Catholic
anymore. Looking back about what I've taken with me is respect for the elders. But
with the church, / always thought that being a Catholic meant staying a Catholic
but

...

In the eves of the church I'm not recognized as a Catholic and that's sad.

Things have changed.9

These were some of the women's written responses. The group interviews revealed other
things. When the women came together after their initial interviews they interpreted their
experiences and shared their meanings with each other. Within the safety and camaraderie of
the group, they shared confidences, sought clarifications, made suggestions and supported
each other's attempts to make changes in their lives. In studying story telling in terms of its
therapeutic value, Peter Harper and Mary Gray say that:
The process of sharing involved in the telling of and listening to stories creates
opportunities for an intimacy which transcends the capacity of verbal description. In
addition

...

empathy, reciprocity and intimacy are promoted through the process

level of story telling. °
In the women's story telling, discipline and punishment emerged as a prominent theme
which provided the focus for the chapter on The School. When the women told their stories,
they did so in their own unique ways. Marie-Francoise Chanfrault-Duchet in Women 's
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Words, demonstrates the importance of taking time to study the unique ways in which

people tell stories, and in particular, to listen for the refrains:
when one makes the effort to examine the form and not only the content of the
collected material, refrains can he heard on the tape, and recurrences
among facts. events, and comments

-

-

relations

can be discerned in the transcript. These

elements come to shape the meaning system that governs and informs the life
story.'1
Refrains take the form of assertions that catch the attention of the listener-reader because of
their regular recurrence. While refrains appear on the surface of the text, when the layers are
peeled away they mark something deeper. Refrains are important because they:
define a type of relation between the self and the social sphere, that is, the
community (which contributed to the formation of the self

),

and, more broadly, the

society as a whole. The key phrase, then, expresses the harmony, the indifference,
the ambiguity, the conflict, and so on, existing between self and society.' 2
When the women spoke of their classroom experiences, they used key phrases such as
feeling dumb' and 'nor being very bright'. Joan, Maggie, Fatima, Amanda and Virginia
used such phrases. These refrains reflected the lack of self esteem women felt within the
particular system of education to which they were exposed.
Unlike today, strict discipline was common. For generations of Catholic school children,
prior to the seventies, it was part of their day to day experience to either receive or to
observe varying degrees of corporal punishment. This was normal. However, in all stories,
there were occasions when the severity of the corporal punishment dished out to the women
far exceeded the misdemeanor. Key words such as 'mean', 'cruel' and 'unnecessary'
described the various perpetrator's actions. For example, in grade four, Colleen, a
compulsive talker, was made to stand in the corner all day. If she cried or sobbed she was
caned. In Colleen's case the key words became refrains that lodged in her memory and
influenced how she would treat her own children:
C. I mean

...

we were nor doing our work, and so

...

veal]

...

we needed discipline

but you kno't'? You don't have to cur a kid up, like that, you know? Umm
I rhink

...

yeah, yeah

...

I can honestly say my memories of that

...

...

And

are something

that will always stick with me and with my own kids.
I. How did that effect you with your own kids?
C. Don 't let any teacher
with a cane

...

.,.

it doesti 't matter who or what

because umnmn

...

...

go near

..

my child

I'd go up there like a mad bull! My memories of

IM

that are SO STRONG! Yeah. 'Cause a nine year old kid
you know is just
days, it was

...

...

u,nm

TODA Y
...

...

it would be

...

to treat a kid like that,

assault! Physical assault! In those

...

discipline, you know ?'

In the case of both Virginia and Amanda, references to differences and contradictions
between ways of doing at home and ways of doing at school, featured in their refrains.
However, out in the playground or on the oval, a different refrain could be heard. In the
physical education arena these girls were talented, high achievers. Sports days released them
from the day to day drudgery of western style schooling and allowed them to shine. Within
their reflected light, some of their teachers shone, too.
Sister Francine was one of those teachers. She inspired all the girls in marching but in
particular, she inspired the Aboriginal girls to achieve their best in sport, and she was loved
by all. She is still teaching to this day and she is still championing the cause of education.
Her nomination for an OBE and her incessant lobbying of the NT government to reinstate
the bilingual program, are evidence of this. When softball first came to Darwin it was Sister
Francine's unstinting efforts in training the team that prepared them for their inter-school
matches and successful Grand Final. As Virginia recalls:
V.

...

/ can remember

...

when we was first taught to play soft ball

...

we had to

compete every once a week with the other schools. The first year at the first round
we never won a game. The second round, we sort of started to know the game.
By the third round, you know, we sort of crept up the ladder. Then we ended up
winning the Grand Final. And OHHHH! We played umin
in the Grand Final and

...

you know

lost a game to the Grand Final

...

...

...

and umm

in Grade seven, I think. Ohhh!
photos

...

...

...

...

...

...

they 'd never

They, all just cried! They all just
Saint Marts (Laughing) WON IT!

and they'd never lost a game and

(Both chuckling). All these other schools

Rapid Creek Primary

the girls [the opposition]

(Chuckling). I can always remember that
(Laughing)

...

...

we just came up

...

And won it!

And we flattened them! Yeah!

...

I was

I know we got a big trophy for it. And some

Oh! Yeah! That's one enjoyable time I had there at the sport, cause I

thought that was really great, you know? 14
While Virginia recalls the joys of competing and winning, Michelle recalls the tremendous
family support that such occasions engendered and makes the comparison between sports
days at the Catholic schools and a public school sports day she has attended in recent years.
It is apparent that a very positive aspect of Catholic school ethos is the spirit of community
which thrives in many of its schools:
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Michelle: Well

...

I was pretty, negative about the school and I still feel that way but

one positive thing was all

...

the concerts

...

And

...

the sports days! And they were

good! And there was a lot of family support! All the families would turn up and
that's something that's missing nowadays
they can 't make it
school And

...

...

Well

...

...

probably because everyone works and

a few years ago

...

I put [my daughter] into a State

They sent a newsletter home saying: 'School Sports Day next

Thursday. Ten 0' Clock' or whatever. So of course I rocked up

...

with the banners

in [tnv daughter's] colour and / was the only parent from her class and out of
Grade One to Seven. There was one other family group supporting their child. And
that was it for the whole big oval with hundreds of kids

...

no other parent and I

mean Palmnerston 's full of unmarried mothers; people not working; on the dole.
Surely those parents could have come? I know a lot of those kids. Their parents
wouldn't have been at work. And the kids? Just what incentive have they got? So I
pulled [my daughter] out of there and sent her to Sacred Heart, which I always
swore I'd never send my kids to (Chuckling) a Catholic School but I ended up doing
it.

Fatima: We used to have it on a Saturday

...

Maybe they

...

that's the reason why

some of them don't turn up?
Although Fatima, the peacemaker, can always find plausible reasons for excusing the
behaviours others, in this particular instance, Michelle has a point. The nature of the
population means that regardless of whether or not sports days were held on Saturdays or
weekdays, the lack of community presence cannot be reduced to the mere factor of working
commitments. What we are witnessing is a loss of community but more will be said about
that later.
While lack of self esteem and focus on the self as a learner featured in the refrains of most
of the women, in the stories of the non Aboriginal women were key words related to body
image and sexuality. Their life roles were spelt out for them in terms of being good: good
wives; good mothers; and good fruitful bearers of future generations of Catholics. These
refrains set the context for the chapter on The Myth of the Good Catholic Girl. The focus on
body and sex appeal are evidenced in refrains contained in the following transcript
examples:
Joan: Those girls always sort of

...

got attention because, you know, they had the

bodies and were very well developed for their age
Joan: Well you know
/ was like a little rake

...

the boys didmi 't sort of look at me because I was just skinny.

...

you know?

"
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Maggie: Well I remember the
seven

...

...

the kids that were ahead of me in year six and

They were very big girls; very big

I was quite scared of them, actually
umm

...

mean?

...

they sort of rein md[ed] me

...

In that development stage.

...

They were very big built girls and

Because they were

...

of like

...

...

fully developed

...

And

ya MOTHER! You know what I

'

Maggie also felt 'controlled by the uniforms' and was self conscious about how her legs
looked because of the way socks had to be worn. There is some confusion in the text below
over the meaning

-

thick or thin

-

but either way, the emphasis is still on perceived physical

appearance and self esteem:
M. And umnm

...

socks. And umm

the socks had to be rolled down and they had to be those anklet
...

anyway .1 couldn 't stand those things, so I used to
. .

...

wear

men 's thick socks and roll them down to make my legs look thicker. (Both laughing)
I. Thicker or thinner? To make
M. Yeah, Nah

...

your

legs look thinner?

Yeah! Yeah!' 9

One would expect that issues related to the body and sexuality would feature in a study such
as this. Arising unexpectedly from the transcripts, however, was how women, some thirty
years on, still have a remarkable memory for detail when it comes to describing what they
wore to their first dance. When I ask male colleagues to describe what they wore to their
first dance, I draw blanks in terms of both facial expressions and responses. Perhaps I should
first ask, 'Do you even remember your first dance?' More to the point, perhaps if I rephrased
it

altogether, and asked, 'Do you remember your first nookie?' their responses might be

more productive.
That women clearly remember these things but men do not says something about gender and
socialisation processes. In this case, the first dance was a very important occasion. It was the
first time in the women's young lives when both the school authorities and parents jointly
condoned the mixing of the sexes for social purposes. No need for chatting surreptitiously to
boys over the Cavenagh Street fence and no need for the stealthily passing and delivering of
notes in order to catch the eye and interest of some beau. It was all seemingly out in the
open but confined to within the Palais's walls; a rite of passage; and it was all very exciting.
In recalling their first dance, what the women remembered, volunteered and described with
glee, was not some handsome boy they met, but rather, what clothing they wore.
I. Tell its about

...

Year Eight

...

our first school dance

Colleen: Umm. GOD! I think I can even remember
I. REALLY? Tell me

...

what you wore.
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...

...

with Saint John 's?

the CLOTHES I wore!

C: I think it was
psychedelic?
And sort of

...

...

...

you know in those days everything was that umm

I remember wearing those sandals sort of crossing over the

psychedelic green

...

Yeah

...

...

top?

And (Bursting out laughing) FISHNET

STOCKINGS! (Laughing)
I. DID YOU! OHHHH! COLLEEN! CAN'T BELIEVE IT! FISHNETS?(Laughs)
C. Yeah. I Know that's a bit sad!
I. (Laughing) What was your dress?
C. Oh! It was just sort

...

you know an A-Line dress. Psychedelic orange. And

psychedelic green. Yeah and white

...

Yeah! I was BLOODY Co-ordinated!

White fishnet stockings! (Giggling) PATHETIC! SHAMEJOB! But it was always
funny 'cause us girls are sittin' there decorating one wall (Both giggling) and the
BOYS
I.(Laughing) Decorating the other! (Laughing)
C. And there was always BLOODY Maria, and those with boobs, that got asked up
THAT one! (Both laughing) Maggie?
I. Yeah! (Laughing) Ahhhhh! Well, we're NOTfiat, now! (Laughing)
C. NO! (Laughing) WE can make THEM look SAD! (Laughing).20
I, too, recall the dress. The materials were purchased from Doris Mellet's shop in Cavenagh
Street. My mother made the A-Line dress. It was black with tiny pink and yellow roses.
There was white lace trim all around the bell sleeves and neckline. Curiosity got the better
of me when I quizzed my mother, some sixty years on, about what she wore to her first
dance. I was stunned to hear not only a detailed description of her frock, but also, details of
the ritual she went through in putting it on. My mother did not have much meat on her, so
grandma, in the tradition of the day, dutifully wound layers upon layers of cotton wool
around my mother's hips so that when she danced, her bones would not protrude against her
partner's body. I am still chuckling.
As a child I watched my grandmother's morning ritual of putting on her pink corset. It was
done up with long rows of hooks and eyes and each panel was inserted with whale bones to
'stop the bottom from wobbling' when she walked. She wore that uncomfortable thing most
of her life and sometimes, going through security at the airports, all the hooks and eyes,
-

much to everyone's embarrassment, set off the alarms. I share these little gems now in order
to highlight some of the secret rituals generations of women have endured, all in the name of
beauty and good grooming.
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The focus on dress and presentation says something about the way in which young girls
internalised not only the dress fashions of the time but also how preoccupied they were with
preening, and attaining the perfect body. That a focus on body image in terms of female
shape did not feature in Aboriginal women's stories, is food for thought. Even today, as
concern is raised over the numbers of young Australian women inflicted with eating
disorders, the victims appear to be non Aboriginal. Does this mean that Aboriginal women
are not afflicted, or are they hidden from view? It may well be that security for Aboriginal
women was well catered for within the extended family, while security for Western women
lay in a obtaining a good husband as future provider.
While some girls were preoccupied with the size of their breasts or the shape of their legs, I
had to contend with the trauma of being an obese child. I have recently seen television
segments focussing on bullying as though it is something new, but it was very much a part
of Australian childhood, then. The difference is that nowadays parents and children can sue
bullies, while in those days, children were expected to 'take it on the chin and wear it'.
The standard retort that parents and teachers taught children to say, who suffered from
school yard taunts was, 'Sticks and stones will break my bones but names will never hurt
me'. Well, I repeated that chant many times in my school years but the names did hurt me. It
was not the girls in my class, but younger boys in other classes, who made my life hell in the
playground. Somewhere, around that time, I started the merry go round of dieting and
bingeing, that today, leaves me with a rotating wardrobe of clothes ranging from sizes 12 to
20.
A number of the women made references to bullying but Fatima was the only one who
voiced concern for the plight of school yard victims, to the extent that she has made it her
business to instruct her own children in an ethic of care for others. More than likely this is
because she too, being a little larger, suffered the effects of bullying, but it is also true to this
day, that Fatima has a strong sense of social justice, and an ability to empathise with others.
Recalling the bullying, Fatima says:
F. Yeah

...

that did

...

bother inc a bit, I think. Acruall)', watching

weight on me and saw what the kids were like [to] kids
'em
up

...

...

vote

That has had a lot to do with how

You

...

...

tiever ever call

...

...

...

I had a bit of

with a bit of weight on

my kids are today and how I bring 'em

another person

be a bit skinnier than you

fatter than you

...

...

...

...

that might be less fortunate than

be a bit different looking to you

...

be a bit

you NEVER EVER call 'ein names. That's what's effected me
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and

...

I have realh' instilled it in my kids You do not do that because I have seen so

many people hurt when / was younger. I probably felt it a bit myself
I. Well. Ifelt it tern b/v and I was
F. Yeah

...

I can reneinber

...

...

I was a heck of a lot bigger than you.

a name

...

I dunno whether you

...

ever

...

heard that

same name as me.
I. I bet / know what it is. Go on.
F. Hey! It was 'Fato,' Boomsticks'.
I. (Laughs) I KNEW you were going to say THAT! Fatty Boomsticks! I
Fatty Boomsticks; Fatty Arbuckle; Fatty Boombar

...

...

/ got

Oh! Horrible!

F. Fatty Boomsticks was the one that stuck in my mind. They've got a lot to do with
how I feel about

...

the kids at the moment

OH! I used to get so cranky about it!

...

SO CRANKY about it!2'
Although the Church and school espoused the notion of Christian love and turning the other
cheek, this was out of kilter with the Australian way of doing things. One could argue that
instilling such notions, particularly in sensitive individuals, might even set them up for
failure because out in the school yard and on the school bus, life could be tough for those
who did not learn to match aggression with aggression. Such children risked being bullied or
ostracised. Out on the street Catholic school kids who could not stand up for themselves
risked being taunted, bullied or bashed up. As Joan recalls:
evemi as far back as in primary school I can remember kids coming down from
Parap Primary school and um,n mainly

...

like the coloured kids

we'd be in our house and they 'd be at the fence
what would you know?

...

You're just a

...

...

...

(Laughing)

and Ohhhh! They'd say, 'Oh

Catholic School kid' You know, 'You

just go to a Catholic school'. You know?( Both laughing) Like it was
You know like you 're at a Catholic School!
huge big trees and
we'd have to run

...

...

...

and across the road was

...

...

SCUM!

all these

we'd play in there sometimes and they'd come along and

home because they 'd just bash us up.22

Michelle was bashed up at the Drive-In, and while her brother came to her defence, it was
not the 'done thing' for a boy to hit a girl. Marlene liked Barry

-

'This horrible, creepy,

lookin' bloke' who, unfortunately, asked Michelle out instead:
M. I said 'No!' 'cause I thought he was yukky! (Both chuckling) So
,

ME UP! (Both chuckling)

...

She got me at the Drive

out of me.
I. Did that happen often?

Es

-

...

she BEAT

In and she BEAT the heck

M. Not to ME!
ummm

...

'though I think it used to happen a lot! In those days

it only ever happened to ME once. That was enough!

brother] pulled her off me
he wouldn 't HIT her

...

...

...

...

Yeah! But
Steve [my

and she started beating HIM up (Chuckling) 'cause

And she was getting stuck into HIM! 23

While Catholic teaching placed emphasis on piety and avoidance of conflict, within the
women's stories was the concern that such a focus prepared them for a life of uncritical
acceptance and non assertiveness. As the women moved from primary to high school,
greater emphasis was placed on womanly goodness and serving others. When the women
finally went out into the real world they lacked confidence in their own decision making
abilities; they felt insecure, and bewildered but this was to be expected, given their training.
Patricia Cranton says:
Individuals who do not wish to or who are not permitted to make decisions about
their own learning experiences can scarcely be called empowered or to be expected
to engage in critical self-reflection.24
Eventually some, as Fatima put it, got fed up with being 'shitted on' by more worldly
outsiders. The realisation that there were different and conflicting ways of viewing the
world was at odds with the closed system of upbringing from which they had come. The
need for acknowledging and adjusting to different ways of viewing the world caused
disorienting dilemmas, created the catalyst for possible transformations and provided the
material in this thesis for the chapter on The Change.
The emphasis on grooming, goodness and subservience, as evidenced in the school rules and
the women's stories, was part of that good Catholic girl image but it was also part of the
image that the community constructed of western females in middle Australia. The image of
what encompassed a good Australian housewife was manufactured by commercial interests
through the media, reinforced in women's magazines, and intemalised by an increasingly
consumer oriented society. Concordant with the image of the good housewife were the range
of associated behaviours and conditions that designated women to a secondary and servicing
role. These issues, captured in the stories of my informants and reinforced through women's
studies, provided the back drop for the chapter on The Church, the Community and a
Woman 's Place.

Unexpected Themes
While common themes and foreshadowed themes arose within the transcripts, there were
also the unexpected themes that resulted from the nature of the unstructured interviews. It is
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sometimes in the shock of the unexpected, that confirmation of the individual can occur. As
Helen Andreoni says:
The processes used in oral history cope well with the vitality, chaos and
unpredictability that this kind of field work can encounter. There is a place for the
open-ended question to which one does not already know the answer. It is possible
to follow leads which emerge unexpectedly in an interview. Above all, oral history
techniques legitimise individual experience.2
I could not have predicted where Amanda's story would lead me but it would shatter forever
my belief in the image of the racially tolerant, classless Darwin. It was Amanda who
revealed the existence of the colour bar and it was ironical that within the stories about the
theatre we could experience the truth. An off the cuff remark provided the catalyst for The
Theatre chapter which exposed, within the rituals of the young adolescents, the classism and
racism prevalent in a town renowned for its openness and friendliness. Here within the
theatre, the drama unfolding revealed a community seemingly all together, yet overtly kept
apart.
The sharing of Amanda's story not only made me reassess my beliefs, it also challenged the
thinking of other informants and their remembered versions of Darwin's community. Van
Maanen describes ethnographies as 'portraits of diversity' and what he says in his metaphor,
also applies to my informants for, in telling their stories they too, displayed all 'the intricate
ways individuals and groups understand, accommodate, and resist a presumably shared

order' ,26 Within the intimacy of the group, and the telling of Amanda's theatre story, our
versions were reassessed; Amanda's experience was legitimised and she was confirmed as a
person.
In considering the issue of controversy in oral history, Gillian Elinor, gives timely warning
about what happens when power relations between the researcher and the 'non-elite
informant' are reversed. She also clarifies the role and ethical responsibility of the
researcher:
The occasion of the telling will always (surprisingly) he determined by the teller,
allowing her to defy time by imposing her mark of disruption, of separation
expressing a point of departure from the group
mediator

...

.,.

But the position of researcher as

is crucial.27

A mark of disruption came for me during the written sessions when informants were asked
to write about their feelings. Amanda expressed some discomfort about writing her answers.
Nevertheless, she wrote a few notes, before confiding that she would rather tell me, as she
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'could not think with other people around'. I cannot understand how I did not realise that
she had something very important to tell me. I wrote in my journal:

As the writing process winds up the women stay seated preferring to talk. The
talking continues until after midnight. As we wind up the night. Amanda confides
that she still wants to finish her writing, but when the others go. We wave good
night to the girls and go back inside to the table in the lounge room. Here Amanda
shows inc what she has written and proceeds to talk me through her answers. Her
responses are sobering.2

Amanda had answered the first question but handed me the next bit to read. I read the
question and the response aloud. It took me completely by surprise. In response to the

second set of questions: Q. What emotions did you feel when you were interviewed and
taped individually? As a group? How did you feel towards the interviewer before and
after the interview' She had written:
1 was nervous about talking on tape. / didiz 't feel anything different about the
process because / felt at ease with all the questions because it brought back happy
memories about my school days and / knew that we came from that same school.
First of all when you approached me, / wasn't quite sure if I wanted to come along
because at school I didmi 't think you liked me because I was coloured and you never
talked or p/a ved with us. And now after spending time with you, Jane, / feel so
comfortable and relaxed speaking about the old tunes. / wish we were friends back
in the 60s. We could have had a lot more fun.2

Suddenly there was a mark of disruption within my own story. Later, I write in my journal:
I am shocked to think that Amanda thought I didmi 't like her. I did like Amanda, very
much, but I never asked her home to play. It never occurred to me to do so

-

it

would not have been allowed and / would have been too scared to ask. Amnanda 's
response has forced me to face up to my own upbringing. / assure Amanda that I
did like her but / cannot bring myself to discuss the colour thing and my,
upbringing, although, / think it will have to come to that, eventual/v. Even now, in
writing this lain editing too much

...

We spend a lot of time talking and then return

to the written answers, which in some cases, Amanda adds to, in order to clarift'
meanings as we talk.3°
We talk for a long time and Amanda makes the point, time and time again, that she
prefers to write things down when she is on her own and that she likes to talk me
through what she has written. / need to be imiore sensitive to people's preferred
ways of doing things. It is after 2am when we finish up, but / wouldmm 't have missed
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it for quids. There is a special understanding that I think we have reached. / turn in
exhausted. I have really mixed emotions. Some are warm and fuzzy but some are
troubling, too.3'
Some two years down the track, when I am confronted, all in the one week, with the shock
of a household burglary, the theft of my wedding rings and a child's drug addiction

-

it

would be Amanda who shouts me a much needed cappuccino at the Cool Spot, and it would
be Amanda who sits with me, listening and empathising in her quiet assured way, as I pour
out my heart to her.
In the interim, I would learn not to underestimate the importance of sharing our diverse
stories about this community. As Erik Ekland says:
It is in these contradictions and inconsistencies that local historians can find
evidence that goes beyond nostalgic memories of a united locality. 2
With the power that accompanies the role of writing the story comes the responsibility to tell
it warts and all; to celebrate all the joys and, when necessary, to also acknowledge the pain.
As Van Maanen says, 'In skilled hands, the personal voice can be a gift to readers' for the
confessional allows for self reflection and 'the reader comes away with a deeper sense of the
problems arising in the process.33
Concealed from my own childhood view, but very visible to some of my informants, and
displayed in the stories was the hidden issue of poverty. That poverty was not an issue to me
is understandable. I grew up in a family where basic essentials were not wanting. More than
anything else, my mother's selflessness and clever ways with budgeting saw to that. My
father's wage should have seen us well off, except that he drank a substantial portion of the
family budget. leaving mum wondering how to make ends meet. While it was a struggle, we
were far better off than most. Consequently, the theme of poverty, when it was raised by
some of the women, came as a complete surprise to me and opened my eyes to what
bordered on hypocrisy and social injustice.
The idea of hand me downs was foreign to me. I always had brand new school uniforms,
socks and lace up shoes to begin the school year. It was an eye opener to discover how those
with large Catholic families managed these little luxuries. The answer is straight forward;
they didn't. Fatima wore her school uniform to the pictures on Saturday nights. Michelle
was conscious of the fact that she only had sandals, not the closed in shoes with laces. I was
unaware, until it was pointed out to me, that closed in, lace up shoes were a symbol of
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affluence. I was also unaware of the struggles and the face saving, with which large families
had to contend, in trying to accommodate the unnecessary impositions placed upon them.
Michelle was in grade seven when she helped the sisters move from the old convent in the
middle of the school to the new convent, where it stands today:
M. I'd never seen the way the nuns lived before but
having one income and eight kids So we lived

...

...

we were really poor

on mince and

...

basic stuff. And

Mum was forever going to these Kitchen Teas where you'd have to take a box of
groceries and she 'd get tinned ham and all these things that we 'd never eat at
home. Plus, they'd have to take a plate and this was our donation to help the nuns
with their pantry, okay? And then I saw the way the nuns really lived

...

and I

resented it! I remember that now, because they had this big walk in cool room
and sides of ham hanging up there and all these things that were just total luxuries
to ME! It was like walking into a luxury hotel!
take stuff off its

...

when we're so poor and

...

...

and / thought, 'How could they

live this way? And the stuff that they

had, wasti 't anything like what poor Mum would (Chuckling) contribute. But we
went without
like we did

...

...

and it was an eye opener to me

but they didn 't and vet

found that hard to

...

cope with

...

...

...

I thought that they lived poor

we were giving. U,nm

...

You know

...

I

I resented that! Didn 't ever say anything, but it

stuck in my mind.33
Poverty also emerged as a theme in the women's stories when they spoke of lunch times in
the Palais. Across a number of stories, some women recall in detail what they, and others
had for lunch. Once a month was Tuck Day, on which every child was expected to purchase
a bought lunch from the canteen. Purchasing lunches from the tuck shop was considered a
luxury, by some. Healthy nutritious tuck shops were not a part of our generation; our tuck
shops, as Colleen and I recall, sold lots of cakes, pies, sausage rolls and soft drinks:
C. All that crap, yeah. Yeah. Yeah.
I. All that lovely crap we liked. (Chuckling) They don 't sell it at school canteens,
miow! (Laughing)
C. Yeah! There was not a BLOODY YOGI-JURT BAR THEN!
I. (Both laughing) YEAH! NO! It was all good stuff like coke and ice cream and
crap.
C. Crap! YEAH! Fanta! FANTA! (Laughs)
I. Oh! That's really changed, hasn 't it?35
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Joan, too, remembers the tuck shop and the days of swapping lunches and implicit in her
story is the issue of poverty verses wealth:
J. Yeah we'd have our lunch in the Palais and
the cream horns we used to buy

...

Oh Boy! Ohhh! I'll never forger

And the cream buns! And

...

my friend Pain

whenever she had a lunch order which was every day cause she was an only child
so

...

I suppose you know

her parents could afford it

...

...

we'd have a glutton

but she'd never ear her cakes, then again I suppose she was a bit blase about it and
of course you know
lunches

...

she'd like what we'd have, so you know we'd always swap

she's swap her bit of cake or whatever and swap a bit offruit ( Laughs)

...

or something like that ( Laughing).36
Comparisons often arose in the transcripts between the informants' memories of their own
childhood and the pressures facing today's generation. Fun and entertainment were
dependent on neither high tech gadgets, nor monetary handouts but rather, on imagination.
Listening to stories broadcast over Ted Seymor's afternoon Children's Session on 8DN, or
the Children 's Session later, on the ABC, were our substitutes for television. Virginia recalls
the simple pleasures of childhood:
V. I mean, we MADE FUN in them days, you know? Like, I mean
was no T V. in them days
know? And

...

...

...

umm

...

there

so what we did, was we MADE our own fun, you

games.

I. Do you find it different, nowadays?
V. Ohhh! Yeah! Tough on children all the time

...

We never got bored!

I. Never! There was so much to do.
V. To do and

...

They just can't understand that, today. If there isn't TV. on

I. Or the computer games
V. The computer! And

...

Everything is MONEY!

they needed money to get on
...

...

They NEED MONEY!

Money! Money! Money! Money, to go to the

(indiscernible). Money to go K-Mart! Money to go
1. Grows on trees, ey?
V. Yeah. (Both chuckling) Yeah! And everything
remnember

...

flat out having

...

...

And you know, I can

...

I can

tiventv cents in our day. And that was a lot in our

days.37
Humour featured in the tenor of many of the transcripts, indicating the level of camaraderie
established between the participants. The nature of the relationships involved, encouraged
some candid interludes. When the women shared their personal feelings within the intimacy
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of the group interviews, they also revealed aspects of themselves and their cultural
understandings. Van Maanen says that:
Stories, by their ability to condense, exemplify, and evoke a world, are as valid a
device for transmitting cultural understandings as any other researcher-produced
concoction.35
Humour and cultural understandings are evident in the following examples. However, while
Lucy's comments emphasise the strong sense of equity and social justice that the women
have taken with them from their Catholic school days, Louise's comments emphasise the
fear:
I. Has anyone got anything that they 'ye thought of that they'd like to share as a
result of having done that individual interview and then moving on to the group
interview? It might have been something that you thought, 'OHHI-I! God! I should
have said that!'
Fatima: Yeah

(Pause) Mv parents couldmi 't come to my

...

[because we] lived so far out of town
can

...

with my children

...

Lucy: I was going to say
family and Rights

...

...

...

our sports days

and I've gone to just about everything I

and their sporting
...

I think everyone of us

haven't we? So

...

...

have got a great sense of

something had to have been right!

Fatima: Definitely.
Lucy: Whether it's been our own family atmosphere or whatever
got that

...

caring

...

and love for our kids and

our homes

...

...

...

but we've all
So

...

I think

something good happened.
Fatima: I

.,.

I do think school would have had a lot to do

'cause we were very much like that I think at school

...

...

with that as well

We were

...

pretty close!

Lucy: Yea/i.
Fatima: Maybe cause there wasn 't great numbers
Louise: Did anyone mention about

...

how

...

...

Was

I think but

...

Was any of you terrified by

the Devil?
All. Ohhhhh! Yeahhh/i/ih! [All responding!
I. Oh/i/i! Shit yeah! (All laughing heartily).
While all are focussed on the positive aspects of Catholic schooling, it is puzzling that at
that moment Louise's thoughts should turn to the devil. As evidenced in the transcript, she
wants to ask the question but has difficulty getting it out. Perhaps she is afraid of being
ridiculed, or afraid that she is alone in her fear. The response is unanimous and having her
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own fears confirmed may well have assisted her in continuing with the subject and offering
the following vignette. Louise's story is set in Year Ten. We are talking about a teenager of
around 15 years of age. I cannot help wondering what a fifteen year old would make of this
today, but within our upbringing, the devil was a very real culprit rather than being a symbol
of evil.
Louise: And Sister

...

about the devil and
was this dance on

even like when we were in like Year Ten

...

...

...

[was] Speaking

I was petrified. You know she said something about there

Can any of you remember that? There was this dance and

this man had come to ask this lovely lady to have [a dance] and

...

it ended up

being the Devil? (All chuckling)
Fatima: But he was dressed not
I. (Giggles) Did she DANCE with him?(Chuckling)
Louise: Yes! She did but
but Ohhhh I was just so
know

...

...

there was something that

...

...

I can 't remember the story

! I couldim 't believe it! I found it so true! And

...

you

and you sort of... I know even my mother did it too! You know? 'The devil

this ... ..stuff4°
Louise's story highlights the impact the devil has had not just on our Catholic upbringing
but on preceding generations of Catholics, as well.
In the process of sharing of their stories the subject of unmarried mothers, adoption and the
Stolen Generations arose. In the community of the time, such issues were swept under the
carpet. Even within a community that espoused Christian love for all, there were some
things that were too difficult to confront; sex outside of marriage and interracial sex were
shameful things; sinful things and those committing them were shunned. In their work on the
therapeutic use of stories, Kedar Nath Dwivedi and Damian Gardner, state that:
telling 'for the first time' involves confrontation and expression of inhibited
thoughts, feelings and images as the traumatic event becomes narrated.4'
As I listened to Louise relate her story as an unmarried mother who was almost forced to
give up her child for adoption, I found it hard to control my emotions. Even now, reading the
transcript has the same effect. Much of the pain that the women suffer in their lives involves
their struggles to cope with day to day relationships and raising children. These issues,
contained in the stories, provide some of the material in the chapter on The Church, the
Community and a Woman 's Place. The following story I retained for this chapter, because it
covered all three themes mentioned above: unmarried mothers, adoption and the Stolen
Generations. Even in the editing of the story, it is still quite long for a transcript excerpt.
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However, as Kedar Nath Dwivedi and Damian Gardner, state 'the power of telling a story
should not be minimised' 12 and for that reason, I include it as is.
When I asked Louise if she had suffered as a result of having children out of wedlock, this
was her response:
Louise: Ohhhh! Yeahhhhhh! Yeahhhhhh! (Long pause)
I. Well do you
Louise:

...

...

Can you talk about that?

Ohhhh! It was terrible! I thought / just didn 't want my Mum to know. /

just didn 't want her to be broken hearted. And I was their only daughter
pause)

...

do this!'
umm

...

...

(Long

it wasn't that I'd planned it, you know? I did,i 't say, you know, 'I want to

...

To upset everybody!' But it did affect me

the way I was bought up

...

just how my Mum was feeling and everything. She's fine now. (Long pause)

I was

...

forced to

...

adopt

lady that they knew in Perth

...

even had someone from the family who 'd rang a

who was

...

I. WHAT DO YOU MEAN? You had to HAND YOUR DAUGHTER OVER?
Louise: I NEARLY had to!

...

She was being really, really forceful and came up to

the hospital and I'd just had Melissa and she was

...

beautiful

'Look! We want you to adopt this little girl with you'. [Like

...

...

and

...

they said,

they'd look after her]

'You're not married'. (You know?)'You're this! You're that!' And (pause) Then,
Peter [the father] come back and

...

(pause) I was JUST STUNNED and

HYSTERICAL! You know? OHHHHHH! And there was this
this beautiful Aboriginal girl that wasn 'tfarfrom where
after

...

...

...

I can still remember

my bed was

she was just CRYING and crying! And I was trying to

name for Melissa. Anyway
and she was

...

...

this

...

Aboriginal girl

...

...

...

and

find a second

she was only about fifteen

looking at names for children? And u,n,'nm

...

/ said, 'What's the

matter?' And she had tears streaming down her face and she said, 'I've got to
adopt iiiv little baby!' And I said, 'Ohhhhhh! I rn sorry!' And I said, 'Are you sure?
Can 't you keep it?'

...

'N000000! I'm not allowed to!' And she said, 'Can ya help

me pick a name out?' And
what she picked

...

...

so I don t remember the name I picked but

but she looked through the book

meant 'a flower' of course but
bee'
and

...

...

totally

...

...

(Long Pause) Ohhhhh! When / tiumik Back! But
...

children

...

? Was TERRIBLE!
and

...

...

(Long pause)

...

it

but / saw what Melissa meant and it meant 'a
...

'Melissa Rose'

You know, she ended up having that baby taken from her?

for HER

I mean

and then I saw 'Rose'

and I went 'Ohhhh! I wanna call my little girl 'Rose'

...

...

And
...

...

so many

...

...

...

And it was

the emptiness that / felt

back then DID adopt their

Olihhhhhhhhhhhh! When I think back!

Sometimes I think I should have!
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(Everyone breaks up laughing

-

relief after a poignant story)

Louise: N00000!
Fatima: But still

...

yeah!

Louise: Sometimes I do! God! / think, Gee!
Michelle: It's the Aboriginals that have the Stolen Generation but it happened to
lots of white girls.
Fatima: Yeah.
Louise: I know that!
Fatima: That's Right.43
When individuals tell stories, they are selective of what episodes in their lives they choose
to emphasise and interpret. In such contexts, the 'essence of oral history', according to
Shurlee Swain, is that it goes beyond information gathering and allows the individuals
involved to ascribe meaning to what were often shaming and painful events.44
In remembering past experiences, sharing them and reflecting on them with others,
individuals can begin to view those experiences in new or different ways. If certain parts of
our lives have been neglected or excluded from our dominant story 'it is possible to utilize
these neglected aspects to resurrect alternative stories which will make sense' .45 In telling
alternative stories that give value to those neglected parts, individuals can begin to feel
affirmed.
Maria, the one who most resisted the idea of participating in the project when it was first
broached, was in the end, the one to feel most affirmed. As we moved into the written
response stages of the study, she was recovering from shoulder surgery which left her unable
to write. She asked me to write down her dictated responses for her, as we went through the
questions together and I was happy to oblige. I recorded the incident that followed in my
journal:
We are working quietly together on the couch. The other informants are writing in
separate places around the room. I begin reading the questions with Maria.
How did you feel about participating in this study? How did it affect you? Were
there different times when you felt different emotions about the process? Tell me
about this.
Maria dictates her response which I write down. I am stunned by her candid comments. She
dictates as follow:

/ felt honoured and proud because I never thought anyone would do anything like
this for us. I was nervous about coming to the interview. / was shaking the day
before. I couldn't eat anything. I was nervous because I didn 't know what questions
you was going to ask and then after about 10 or 15 minutes, it was just like
yesterday and why it came soon was because we knew each other but with anybody
else it wouldiz 't work. I would,? 't say half the things 1 said. / couldn 't relate to
anyone else. I thought you took me out of my shell. When I left Ifelt a bit like / had
a brick on my head but afterwards it was lifted off. People could ask questions and
I did,? 'tfeel that I was locked up any more.46

While all speakers use distinct patterns of speech in conveying their meanings, Maria, more
often than most, used metaphorical devices throughout her stories when reflecting on her
experiences. Maria's metaphors, like the 'brick on the head' and 'feeling locked up' were
further reinforced in personal discussions. When reflecting on how her life had been, she
talked of being stuck in a big hole and of feeling as though she had just started to crawl her
way back out. Similarly, when reflecting on her feelings for her current husband, and the life

she now has, she talked about having found her 'pot of gold'. Such devices contained in the
speech patterns of narrators, 'provide additional information about an individual's life and
perceptions'
Returning to the written response session, the critical moment came when we moved on to
the next set of questions. Once again, we read the questions together as follows:
Q. What enotions did you feel when you were interviewed and taped

individually? As a group? How did you feel towards the interviewer before and
after the interview?
Then Maria began to dictate her response. My journal entry of the incident follows:
M. It brought me a lot closer to you.
[Maria suddenly confides in me;]
M. Ifeel a bit 'butterfly-ee' here.
[Everyone else is quietly writing. You could hear a pin drop. It is so intense. At this
point Maria asks the group]
M. Is anyone else feeling 'buttemflv-ee'?
[Suddenly Maria starts to cry. I quickly get a box of tissues froln the kitchen bench.
There is much understanding in the group expressed in terms of body language,
and empathic sounds. We wait sympathetically as Maria composes herself. I am
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stunned. Maria 's reaction took me total/v by surprise. I put my arm around her
shoulde,. The session resumes.]

Q.

Have you changed in your feelings towards the sc/zoo!? The interviewer? The

other inforinaizts? Your views about growing up in the sixties?
fin the confusion of the moment this question was missed out.]

Q.

What advice would you give to another researcher interviewing women in a

similar study?
M. Not to come directly to asking questions but to get to know the person and their
feelings first

...

like the person

...

if you get to know them better then the answers

flow out better without having to think twice. Sometimes the questions might 'hit
you' in such a way as you clant up

-

so that's why it's important and then in the

end von become mates rather than an interviewer and interviewee. There's a bond
between you

-

like you become a mate.4

Maria's responses touched me deeply. Telling her story had been important to both of us;
like a sharing of gifts. For me, it was a confirmation that what I was doing, really mattered.
For Maria, it was her catharsis and it affirmed her as a valued human being. As Josselson
and Zieblich say, 'Memory is where the self is held captive. Telling one's story is a means
of becoming'.49
Friendship emerged as a powerful factor in determining the quality of the women's
responses. Fatima's transcript speaks about the disappointment associated with population
mobility and loss of friendship. In the sixties, as Darwin grew, public servants from southern
capitals arrived to take up government
appointments. These were derisively known as shiny
zn
bums or two year tourists. Service personnel and their families also made up part of the
mobile population.
In hindsight, it is surprising that the issue of lost friendships is not more prevalent within the
data. All informants are 'old Darwinites'. One needs to ask if perhaps, over time, informants
have consciously or otherwise avoided initiating friendships with those they felt were only
here for the short Stint? For Fatima, however, the loss of friendships with both the girls and
the nuns, is something she still feels, and the relationship developing between the researcher
and the informant allows for a two-way sharing of those emotions:
F. Umni

...

my friends were coming and going all the time then because they used

to come in the R.4AF and the Navy

...

and they'd come and go and

...

I got a bit

disgruntled about that; even our teacher! Sister Anthony. I was a bit disappointed
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on that because I really liked her. She was young and she seemed to understand us
all. And
I. I was

...

She up and left us! It wasn't a really good year for that.

...

/ was so sad that she went and she wanted to go to New Guinea.

Remember?
F. That's right!
I. She had her heart set on going

...

and teaching in New Guinea

...

Did you ever

keep in contact with her?
F. No. I wish I had'cve.
I. Ido, too.
F. I've tried to afew years now, lately to tiy and find her but/don't think it's going
to be the same Sister Anthony that anybody talks about.
I. No! There's two. I know there's another one that I was excited about meeting at a
reunion and it turned out to be a d(fferent one.(Chuckling) I was SO disappointed!
(Chuckling)
F. Yeah

...

That was a pretts,' disappointing year

...

And

...

that's when I started

making different friends and I guess / got to the rebellious age and decided well
this is it

...

you know

50
...

Fatima resigned herself to the loss of friends. In my own case, whether consciously or not, I
never made long term friendships with the service children. As an adult, while I make a
point of being friendly and open to new acquaintances, I am reluctant to commit to a firm
friendship unless I know that the person is here for the long haul. While such reluctance
serves as a defence mechanism against painful partings, some might also argue that it hints
at Darwin parochialism.
As this decade draws to a close there is growing concern that somehow we have lost a sense
of community spirit. Concern over pedophilia in society has seen the development of Safety
Houses for school children, while excessive break-ins have led to Neighbourhood Watch
programs and recent calls for mandatory sentencing of offenders. This is at odds with the
Darwin I knew of the sixties; the one where it was safe to leave your house unlocked if you
went down the street and where my husband often left his car parked safely in the Street with
the keys in the ignition. Today the community feels compelled to formalise programs that
seek to educate people in behaviours and common courtesies that, a generation ago, were
considered part of just being neighbourlv. This says something about our loss of community.
In their work on using stories in therapy, Peter Harper and Mary Gray have much to say
about the loss of community and believe that an increasingly 'individualistic orientation'
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and a 'decline in oral tradition' are responsible for developing an 'increasingly egocentric
focus' in successive generations.
Unfortunately the constant change and the rapid pace at which we lead life in this
century often preclude us from opportunities to experience 'the eternally
unchanging' which stories have to offer

...

Immediate gratification and the constant

striving to acquire that illusive position of 'having sufficient' have put considerable
strain on the capacity of individuals to care for one another and to promote a true
sense of community.51
Sharing stories is a powerful communicative device that cuts across gender, class and
culture and bridges the gap between generations. It creates links between the past and the
present and can open paths to possible futures. Storytelling, encapsulated within a
formalised Community Oral history project, can do all of these things and more. Oral history
projects have the power to bring people together and to capture what has been lost;
community spirit. Oral history can be the catalyst for many transformations. As Rina
Benmayor states:
When testimonies are generated in an organized. group context, they have the
potential of impacting directly on individual and collective empowerment. They
become more than empirical data and transcend their static destiny as archival
documents. Social empowerment enables people to speak, and speaking empowers.
At the same time, testimony, life history. and other forms of oral history research
often lead to a re-examination [sic] of theory and method.52
Researching the experiences of other women opened my eyes to the ways in which women
have been socialised. The intimacy of the group interviews and the written responses of the
women changed my thinking in many ways and I soon realised that I could not simply
transcribe the stories. There had to be interpretation; there had to be analysis and it goes
with out saying that there had to be conclusions drawn. I resisted this for quite some time
because I knew there would be consequences, both ethical and political.
In The Skillful Teacher Brookfield defines a political activity and demonstrates why
teaching can be considered a political activity. While Brookfield's words hold true for
teaching, it is apparent that such a perspective also holds true for research, such as this one.
A political activity encourages people to ask awkward questions about why things are the
way they are, whose interests these arrangements serve, and how things might be different.
In a political activity, people challenge the accuracy and legitimacy of those issues and
problems defined as important and sometimes substitute their own issues and problems. Any
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time teachers encourage students to think in different ways, to explore alternative
interpretations of their experiences, or to challenge the accuracy and validity of society's
'givens', then teaching must, in this sense, be considered political.53
Brookfield opened my eyes to the political nature of research and education, while my
supervisor opened my eyes to the interpretative nature of history. Once I was aware of these
perspectives, through my reading, writing and interpreting, I could not go back. Patricia
Cranton says that:
A wide range of events, situations, dilemmas, or interactions with others can act to
stimulate critical reflection. The process of becoming aware of and questioning
basic assumptions is a key component of transformative learning and yet is a
difficult task for learners. Support from an educator and others will, for most
individuals, make this task easier.54

Imagining Other Possible Futures

-

The Women Transformed

The past and the present are intertwined; what individuals know today influences how past
experiences are viewed. In their stories and the 'occasion of their telling', women voiced
their feelings and spoke of things which they had not voiced before. In doing so the small
group interviews became cathartic occasions for the sharing of personal problems, for
gaining alternative perspectives and for taking action for change. The sharing of
disappointments about lost opportunities also raised hopes about ways in which dreams
might be possible.
The following transcript examples demonstrate how, through the process of oral history,
individuals can not only be encouraged to imagine other possible futures, but, can be
motivated towards making those dreams a reality. Michelle dreamed of becoming a
librarian.
Michelle: It was

...

just my ambition when I was

at the Darwin High

...

...

I even went to a career's night

But all the stuff that they told me I needed

couldn't get it back at the Catholic school

...

...

and I

so I just forgot it after that night

...

I

just thought, Well that's it! Hopeless!'
Fatima: But you could still do that!
you really wanted to?

...

...

You could do that, now!

...

Could,'i 't you? If

(pause) D' you still want to do that?

Michelle: / wouldii 't know how to go about it (sighs)
Lucy: Well

...

...

(long pause)

they've got a mature Age seminar soon, at the Uni, haven 't they?

Fatima: That sounds good!
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Lucy: Or was that last week?
course though

...

...

...

Dunno what

That's what it's for; to tell you what courses are available.

Michelle: But / was telling Jane

...

as part of a Real Estate Certificate
way of learning

That's the entry into university

...

I did do a umm
...

...

/ tried to do a

and I just couldn't

sitting in the Auditorium and

...

...

...

a uni course

couldn't cope with that

and I'd never done anything like

that.
For women in my generation whose educational experience amounted to a banking
mentality, emotional barriers to learning can be crippling. Cranton argues that:
The individual who is insecure, lacking in confidence, anxious, or unsupported, and
is then plunged into activities designed to stimulate critical self-reflection may not
be able to overcome the emotional barriers to learning and development.56
Past experience and the fear of taking the first step into the unknown are inhibiting factors
when mature aged students consider reentering formal study. Being able to imagine
alternatives is an initial step in the direction of change but it is not a battle easily won for:
some individuals imagine alternatives easily and others do not. For those who do
not, help from others is essential

...

exploration and seeing alternatives are crucial

components.57
Positive encouragement and a supportive network that arises in the process of oral history,
can achieve wonders. Within a week of this interview a position became vacant at a nearby
library. The job specification was sent on to Michelle but in the meantime, she changed her
mind and enrolled herself in a small business course and is currently putting her skills to use
in a small tourist venture. While Michelle focussed on her future employment prospects,
Lucy wanted to focus on more personal aspects:
I. Lucy? Did you have anything that you wanted to achieve

...

in the possible

future?

Lucy: Something I would like to do is to be a guest speaker
/ went

...

i'm go

...

over her false starts]
because

...

...

and to

...

go

...

Tch! [Clicking her tongue in annoyance and getting flustered

...

Checking out the avenues now

that's a big fault of mine

...

...

to do public speaking

that I cannot get up there. i've got the

knowledge in my head of what I want to trans,nit butt can't

...

get it out!

...

That's

something that I would like to do!
I. So

...

have you u,nm

Lucy: That's

...

and

...

what I rn

sought out the Penguin Club or something like that?
...

looking at now. 8
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The notion of silence and voice features prominently in women's studies, and in my own
case, it provided part of the focus for several chapters. Dorothy MacKeracher defined
silence as 'the experience of having no voice, or feeling mindless and voiceless'. Women
experience silence:
when they feel unable to communicate their knowledge either because they do not
have the words or because they feel threatened about sharing what they know. The
experience is described as 'feeling dumb' and frequently is accompanied by
feelings of being depressed (rather than suppressed) and disempowered.59
Lucy knew all about the residues of silence and while she acknowledged the difficulties she
sometimes experienced in trying to clearly express herself, she had imagined how different
things might be and had taken the next step. For married women coping with shift work,
housework, husband and children, the next step is not so easily achieved:
1. Fatima?

...

(Long pause)

Fatima: I guess I wanted to do dress making designs
trying to do that

...

to achieve that

...

but it's

...

...

Umm

...

I did start out

my fault that I didn't

...

(pause)

continue.
1. When you say, your 'fault'

...

in what way?

Fatima: (pause) / started a family

...

and got very sick

...

for nine months and

(pause) couldii 't continue it.
I. Did you ever dream of going back

...

and

and having another shot at it?

...

Fatima: Yes!
I. And what

...

Fatima: Uinm
Ahhh
then

...

Umm

...

has stopped you so far?
Well

...

I had more children

Now I really don 't think there's

where / live

...

...

...

...

...

(Long pause) But

a lot in it

in the Territory. [m] Making it a

(Long pause) But

...

...

...

...

(Long pause)

in a small market and

a business venture, yes!

I may still go back to school and

...

do

dress

...

making at school.
I. The work that you 're involved in at the moment
your family at iiight and that

...

...

takes you away a lot

...

from

how do you cope with that?

Fatima: Ohhh! It's hard! (Chuckling) / don 't like it! It doesmi 't give me any time to
do anything for myself
,light. You don 't
anything for

...

pause) I eniov it

...

...

like

...

you re working all day

You 're working all

have time for yourself so you can 't get to go anywhere to do

sort anything out or to learn
...

...

but it's very hard.611
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...

It's

...

it's very hard!

...

(Long

What was evident in the transcripts was the heart to heart views of women who felt that they
had missed out on opportunities because of the lack of information and know how, or
because their socialisation penalised them in various ways. Fatima, the informant who was
the most supportive of others in suggesting positive ways in which they might achieve their
goals was herself trapped in the good women syndrome, forever putting the needs of others
first and her own needs last. Fatima is now considering other work options which would
allow her to use her education and child welfare skills but would also involve hours that are
more conducive to family life. And what of the remaining women?
The network will remain and Amanda and Maria are anxious to organise the next gettogether. When Maria talks about our get-togethers she makes the point:
Yeah, us mob

...

we don 't have to wait ten years before we have a reunion. We have

them every couple of months and it feels just like yesterday.6'

Amanda continues to work in the government job she started upon leaving school and takes
an active supporting role in the sporting lives of her two accomplished, adolescent sons. The
focus on family and the importance of sharing is reflected in her unstinting endeavours to
maintain our network and organise our regular get togethers.
Maria continues with home child care but has decided to try her hand at domestic cleaning
next year, when the little child she minds starts school. It will be her first step into the
outside paid workforce and while she is nervous about the challenge, she is excited, too.
Virginia, went back to school in the eighties as an adult and loved learning the second time
round. She started a Bachelor of Applied Science degree but had to defer it because of
departmental changes. However, she says that she does 'not want to put it off too long' and
hopes to complete it next year. She is heavily involved in assisting her people in drug and
alcohol programs and sees learning as a life long process. She says:
V. I don't think you'll ever give up learning, you know? I love it! You know?
Everything
umin

...

no

...

...

I mean

...

I'll always

evefl' day
...

want

...

...

I look at, as a learning process

...

and

more learning. Yeah.62

Colleen left forensics and continues to work in psychology but has taken steps towards
another career change. She is finding it increasingly more difficult to accept what she sees
happening as the break down of the family unit and the lack of support mechanisms within
the community. She often interviews adolescents asserting their rights and alleging parental
abuse on one hand, only to find that later she must also interview bewildered and desperate
parents who feel they have no rights at all and are unable to cope. Years of counseling and
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listening to other people's traumas have left their mark. Colleen has had enough and is now
studying for a Master's degree in business. She is finding the assignments a breeze, claiming
that 'Most of it is just psychology, anyway'.
When we last met as a group, Louise was at the point of dropping out of nursing. The
monumental effort required to raise her children, cope with a daughter's drug addiction,
provide foster care for her grandchild and raise her remaining children, all after becoming
recently widowed, was too much. Meeting with the women and sharing her stories
revitalised her. She rang me shortly afterwards to say that the group had inspired her and she
had decided to complete her final year. Sharing the trauma of her daughter's drug addiction
made me realise I was not alone; In the telling of her story, she provided a model of
compassion and serenity; in sharing her sorrow she gave me the strength and the courage to
cope with mine. The power of sharing stories and different perspectives through informal
discussions with peers, cannot be underestimated. 'When learners realize how much support
is available through networking, they have a lifelong resource.'63
When researchers enter the field of oral history, they enter a three way relationship between
themselves as the interviewers, the informants telling the tales and the reading public. The
potential for sharing perspectives and embracing change are boundless
There are many recurring themes in the chapters of this thesis: the impact of a rigid
education system on susceptible young minds; the effects of a psychological landscape built
on guilt, fear and self denial; the residues of culturally defined and reinforced codes of
behaviour. The network of themes cluster together under an all encompassing theme

-

the

process of nornjaljsatjon. What is evident in the interviews, however, is the first sign of
resistance; the doubts, the questions, the refrains, the anger, the effort needed to reflect
critically, and the pain inherent in resolving to change.
Now, at the water's edge, lie all the possibilities for transformation. And what of the original
pebble? As this thesis comes to an end, the pebble is finally at rest and the last ripple laps
gently at the edges of the billabong but who knows what other pebbles lie on the bank
waiting to be tossed. Who knows what other stories there are to tell?
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